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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

More green spaces, without allowing the city to continue sprawling into major 
horticultural/agricultural areas. Karaka & Pukekohe are examples of concrete & ill 
thought out dwellings on productive land. We do not thrive in the "boxes" cheek by jowl 
that you are allowing to be built. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Paying managers in Ak Council rates above the private sector. Overstaffing in various 
forms. A hiring freeze until you know staffing & salary requirements. Reining in CCO's 
to enable funds to be used more productively & keep rate rises down. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Ak transport seem to cost an inordinate amount of money & achieve little. Road cones, 
unnecessary speed humps" cycle ways, hugely expensive roads while we negotiate 
our way though & over bumps, potholes & various "dedicated lanes" 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Consider Public/private partnerships, toll roads, Bond issues. Do not like the idea of 
weekly transport passes, unless this is carefully thought through & costed properly. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

The 13.4 billion needs to be quantified so that less might be able to be spent. We must 
know how the partnership with government is intended to operate. ( also the funding 
streams)Cycleways in some areas are not used while traffic banks up in  

reduced lanes.  

 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

I have no knowledge of the North Harbour Stadium & prefer to listen to those who do. 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

The AIAL remaining shares should not be sold. I disagree with establishing an 
Auckland Future Fund & using the remaining shareholding to enable this. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

This is a short term "gain" for a longterm loss.  This wonderful area needs to be kept 
for the people of Auckland and will be a huge enhancement to the City of Sails in the 
future. ( This possibly before the 35 years are up) I strongly disagree with to proposal 
to lease the Port operation, especially as they are doing better now than they were. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Implement the plan to deliver greater profitability & dividends to the Council, which in 
time may bolster the Council coffers so that rates are not always used as a tool or to 
fund debt. 
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4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

If this would enable the harbour ferries to run when Cruise ships are in Port, it would 
be a positive. It is ridiculous that commuters are suddenly told, without warning that the 
ferries will not be running. We need to use our waterways ( & trains) rather than the 
fixation with roading. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

Support 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Other 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Other 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 
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Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 

Enhance our green spaces, reduce intensive building. Developers to provide off street 
parking & amenities. Some 4/5 bedroom dwellings have either no garaging or just 1 
small one. I understand that we are endeavouring to reduce car ownership & use but 
in the meantime our, sometimes narrow, roads are becoming parking lots.

9
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Stop selling the family silver, once investments have gone there is no getting them 
back 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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You know why, we need a sustainable sensible solution that keeps control at a local 
level. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Because council services are essential and part of a civilised society 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

should bring back a visitor bed rate, other countries and cities do it and gain a large 
revenue. Look at Amsterdam, Venice, Athens etc. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 
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Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
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Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 
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Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less investment in cycle ways and unnecessary road upgrades. E.g roundabouts and 
road humps that aren't needed. 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

Support 
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we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

I don't know 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

N/A 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

N/A 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Build more charging stations for EV cars. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

The fund is likely to guarantee long-term returns 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

Leasing out can bring more stable returns and is beneficial to urban planning and 
development. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

The Future Fund can maintain long-term and stable urban construction. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Creating more public benefits is fundamental. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

See which one can bring more public benefits. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

N/A 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

N/A
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

N/A 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

N/A 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Well planned 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Road development 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

N/A 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Save cost and find better solutions with good management. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

It’s should bring long term return. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Bring stable funds. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Long term investment brings more profit. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

N/A 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Bring benefit to the public. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 
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Tell us why: 

Providing public benefit. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Other 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

N/A 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 
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Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
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Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

N/A
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

The Auckland Future Fund seems like an excellence idea, future proofing the local 
area and emergency infrastructure. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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We have many parks and recreation centers, I don't think we need anymore. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

The capped public transport uses seem a bit far. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

The transport network need more infrastructure. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

No, I am content 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

I like this idea 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

The future fund will provide emergency funding and will greatly profit the council. 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

I like this idea. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

I like the idea. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Not applicable 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

It will provide more incentives to groups wanting to lease the port. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 
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Tell us why: 

It will provide more incentives and value to groups wanting to lease the port. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
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long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
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Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

I think they are good, for the most part. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Improve Transportation outcomes. Reduce reliance on (single occupant) car 
dependency for getting to our places of work and increase travel choice. The current 
expense and hassle of getting around this city I feel and believe is one of the major 
key issues impacting quality of life in this city. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Support most of the proposal with conditions. Absolutely curb repeating the same 
planning mistakes that lead us into this heavily car dependant situation (e.g East of the 
Tamaki river). Auckland Council and Auckland Transport absolutely must be working in 
lock step to ensure green-fields and brown-fields (including intensification) 
developments are well served by fast, frequent and reliable transport routes from the 
get-go and not simply added in as an afterthought. Failure to do so will only further 
entrench the cycle of car dependency. I do not consider 2km from a train station as 
within walking distance pragmatically. 1 km at an absolute maximum.  It is imperative 
that any new high-density developments are within easy walking distance to fast 
frequent and reliable passenger transport services.  

Absolutely must avoid repeating the same poor planning decisions that have beset the 
area of East of the Tamaki River. (Sprawl that is far away from both Train and 
Motorway access). 

At present, I object to expanding enforcement activities prior to us having a well 
serviced passenger transport network to the majority of the city. Going all out and 
issuing of $150 fines to those who innocently stray too long in a bus lane, including 
those with an otherwise clean driving record is not the way to get the public on side. 
Introduce a warning system for first time offenses. (Work with the public, not against 
the public) 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Spend more on establishing high frequency transport routes sooner in greenfield and 
brownfield intensified development. To have residents move in without easy access to 
public transport from the get-go will likely condemn them and the wider neighbourhood 
to car dependency. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 
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Get back to basics regarding urban and transportation design. Reduce use of external 
/ overseas consultants who may have little to no understanding of Auckland's unique 
challenges. Have witnesses so many poor intersection and roading designs that have 
only led to driver confusion therefore heightening safety risk instead of actually 
reducing it (as one example). 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

No current opinion on the development of North Harbour Stadium. I'm not too familiar 
with the area or it's facilities. Will leave it to those who frequent the area to comment 
on this. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

While the Auckland Future fund sounds great on paper. I remain cautious about the 
prospect of having essential, strategic, and important assets (or what little stake we 
now still have in them) being sold off in the future. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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Retain the asset given strategic importance. Prefer if operated privately on the proviso 
that a suitable and competent operator can be found.and who may be able to drive 
efficiencies. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

Not to familiar with the books and cashflow of this asset. Tentative impression would 
be a balance of both investing back into the Auckland Future Fund and to fund council 
services. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

Will admit, I'm not too familiar with the arrangement. It would be nice to eventually see 
it turned into Public space, but with due consideration to port operations and potential 
downstream impacts. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

(As per previous answer) 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Other 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

I don't know 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

I don't know 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Cycleways are a win-win for society 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Public transport and cycleways 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Cars 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Have you heard of borrowing? AIAL is a monopoly business, gateway to NZ and you're 
planning to sell off our stakeholding to tide us over a temporary funding shortfall? 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

You don't flog off assets just because of a temporary downturn in budget. You borrow. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

This plans smacks of desperation and a distraction to core business 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

They are fine given funding constraints 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

AT should charge people for periods of time not per ride. This is VERY common in 
other cities. 

What I mean is that when I swipe on with my hop card, give me 2 hours of grace to 
use another bus/train after tagging on. Instead I get penalised by the fact there isn’t a 
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more direct route- having to pay additional funds for the lack inefficient routes (having 
to take multiple busses/trains) makes me just want to drive my car. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

I don't know 
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increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

An expansion of the rail network in cross directions to the normal commuter rail 
system. This could be achieved with a ring connecting mount Albert to Elleslie 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

Spending more on recreational activities doesn’t make sense to me when there is a 
need to reduce costs for those hardest hit by the cost of living crisis. But such crises 
are temporary so I do not support transferring ownership which would compromise 
Aucklanders ability to enjoy the facilities in the future. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

Support 
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the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 
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Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
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Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 
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Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Makes financial sense to diversify investment 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

I see financial sense in making more profit from the asset and the one of up front 
amount  will return more in the early cash strapped years. 
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I do have concerns that this money won't be spent on one of projects/disasters as the 
previous sale of airport shares has been. 

I also have concerns that a foreign operator will increase shipping costs to businesses 
causing inflation and possibly failure of importing businesses.  It would be good if this 
can be managed via condition in the lease. 

I would hope that any other potentially negative impacts can also be managed via 
conditions in the lease contract. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

The way I see it if you have to put it to a future fund you are going to be even more 
cash strapped and this may result in exorbitant rates increases. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

I disagree with the "fairer' funding policy.  I believe it will lead to ward areas that have 
large number of existing assets having to let the assets deteriorate due to lack of 
funding for maintenance and this will ultimately end up costing more. 

I also feel that there are central areas with assets that are used by a much broader 
range of ratepayers than just those in their ward.   

In the Orakei Ward the beaches attract visitors from all of Auckland and abroad and 
likewise some large sports facilities attract users from other ward areas. 

Where there are exisiting great Council assets they need to be maintained and 
enhanced as a priority.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

The Council has already increased rates and we've received less service.  Why would 
we pay even more for less service and incompetence?  Despite spending millions on 
railways and track replacements, the system still isn't running as promised.  Perhaps 
we need to seek investment from overseas to get better value for the rate payers e.g. 
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rail .  Consider the introduction of stamp duty for purchasing property and capital gains 
tax to generate revenue rather than constantly increasing rates. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

The cone guys spend a lot of time putting out cones when no work is being 
undertaken, those that spray weed killer on the streets should be ceased.  People 
should take responsibility for cleaning their own verge, not the council.  We agree with 
picking the rubbish up every fortnight if it saves money.  Get rid of the scrap bin it's a 
waste of money - we'd rather pay $77 less on our rates.   Cease projects that are over 
budget and review all council contracts to ensure value for money.  It's clear that NZ 
companies are not up to delivering big projects - low quality and overspent is a 
consistent theme. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

All proposals will make this city go backwards.  It will become the most expensive city 
in the world to live.  All infrastructure needs to add value, not be excessively expensive 
compared to overseas projects of like rails and roads. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

No, we shouldn't be spending any more, but we should be reviewing current contracts 
to ensure value for money. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Stop using NZ contractors who cannot deliver on time or budget.  Consider overseas 
contractors with a track record of success, especially roads and rail, who have the 
skills and experience to complete the projects, working with NZ contractors to build 
their skills. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 
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Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Get rid of it.  It's a money pit that isn't adding value.  Sell it off to a developer and cut 
losses. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Diversification is safer, less risk and allows flexibility in accessing resources. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Consider moving the port and redeveloping the waterfront for housing, etc. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Auckland Future Fund could oversee council service funding on a case by case basis 
via dividends, etc. 
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4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

We need to live within our means.  We've been without the Festivals for the past 4 
years, stop investing in these type of activities.  We're a small nation, with limited 
resources, stop trying to be what we are not - a "big city".  It's no wonder the city is 
"dead", no public transport (trains) on most weekends, rail closures, delays, 
cancellations are a frequent occurrence, every week.  Non-stop construction, difficulty 
accessing the city (can't drive, can't train, buses are stuck in traffic). 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

The port is not in the right place, it should be moved to the west coast of Auckland. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

The port is not in the right place, it should be moved to the west coast of Auckland 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Support 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

We are unable to comment as it is not clear what this proposal entails. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Not Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

We need to live within our means. 

 
Tell us why 

Many of the priorities could be delayed or are not necessary. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 

We should reduce local board funding and reconsider the Auckland Council structure 
to reduce costs. A rate review should be undertaken to increase rates for those who 
have a much lower CV than what their property is actually worth.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

After-school activities for the young people. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Less money spent on environment management. No more council workers having little 
sleeps in their vans instead of tending the trees and parks. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

You will never get people out of their cars so stop pretending that they will catch buses 
and trains. Fast lanes are a good idea and forget trying to get people catching trains. 
Raised pedestrian crossings and cycleways are a waste of money, hardly any use is 
made of the cycleways. Plus, a health study should be made of how healthy it is to ride 
a bike. Think about the effect of mens' groins............. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

More passing lanes with a higher speed limit. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Cycleways 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

A very small proportion of people have any use for a stadium. Stop pretending we are 
a sporting nation and need so many stadiums, it's just not the case. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

It's now that the money should be spent, not some pipe-dream fantasy about the 
future. The AIAL is the peoples' money and should never be sold or transferred into 
any new entity. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

The port of Auckland must never be allowed to have any other entity in charge of the 
operation. 35 - 40  years is a ridiculously long time to enter into leasing the port. This 
looks like Ports of Auckland is  being railroaded by an overseas entity who wishes to 
control the port and alarm bells are ringing.  Do not allow any overseas entity to control 
our Auckland wharves. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

It's obvious that the proceeds should be used to fund council services. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Auckland Port Land should always be held in the hands of NZ'ers 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

It is right of all NZ'ers to be able to access the sea at all points. If this means that 
Auckland Council has to  have the control, then that is how it should go. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

Why so long i.e .15 years?? Look at Wellingon, where the public has total access to 
the waterfron, that being their right. What's the hold up with Auckland allowing the 
same rights to the public? 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Albert-Eden 

 

Albert-Eden Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Albert-Eden in 2024/2025? 

I support most priorities 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Celebrating different people and cultures, 
bringing people together with fun and 
engaging activities, and reducing barriers 
for those who might struggle to connect 
with council or others in the community. 

Not Important 

Continuing our environmental work through 
tree planting, parks restoration, supporting 
volunteer pest control and planting groups 
and helping community climate action 
through our Climate Activator. 

Very Important 

Planning for how our parks and open space 
can respond to growth, making the most of 
what we have, balancing different uses and 
connecting green spaces together. 

Fairly Important 

Supporting our community groups with 
funding, information, learning new skills and 
building their capability and networks. 

Not Important 

Settling in at the new, medium-term location 
for the Pt Chevalier library and continuing to 
investigate what the long-term library 
solution might be and how we will fund it. 

Fairly Important 

Working with the community on activations 
in the Mt Albert Civic Square. 

Not Important 
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Making our parks rubbish-bin free to 
minimise waste and improve environmental 
and climate outcomes. 

Fairly Important 

Tell us why 

 

7c. What do you think of the Albert-Eden proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 

OK 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Total accountalbility and no wages board members, only expenses.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

More Roading focus for Vehicles. More vehicle lanes and access as well of more 
understanding that we topographically limited. More understanding that no overseas 
models work for Auckland's layout. Also enforce more rules around housing 
developments where rooms equals parking spaces on site with a minimum of 4 parks 
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per 3 bed + house. Insist on ALL new developments have solar panels and water tank 
recycling. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less speed humps, less speed bump pedestrian crossings, less Bike lanes that don't 
get used by the intended (arrogant) users, less removal of street parking because 
developments don't allow enough parking for vehicles. Less head in the sand mentality 
over insisting that everyone works in one place, and doesn't travel anywhere to do 
anything personal other than walking distance. There are other ways of being green. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

The raised pedestrian crossings (and proliferation of more crossings in the wrong 
place) has been an unmitigated costing disaster. Extremely badly thought out in the 
name of "safety" and the lowest common denominator. The green push for electric 
cars which are heavier and thus damage the roads more has not been factored into 
maintaining road surfaces. Cycle lanes are mostly useless and are almost always 
vacant. Dedicated bus lanes have sometimes worked but at the expense of slowing 
traffic. The "forced greening" of trying to make the public accept poor public transport 
has done nothing but backfire. And this will not be tabled because no doubt it will be 
seen as anti-green. This is not the case, green needs to be a choice not a requirement. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Quality of road surfacing. The cheapest is not the best, invest in the best with 
guarantees of less disruption. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Any cycle lane, raised pedestrian crossing, and slow flow initiatives (speed bumps, 
slow zones, extra crossings) This has not categorically shown any reduction in 
accidents when compared with population growth. 
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3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Refocus its usage and make it easier to use with a greater mandate for more events 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Get back in the black first. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

You are nuts if you think closing the Port is the answer. The transport infrastructure 
needed to the bring in everything that Auckland needs and maintain it within the 
Auckland boundary would take away all your perceived "savings". 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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Council services need a good hard look to reduce the fat and entitlement that currently 
comes with the roles. Services have a duty of care to the ratepayers, not their political 
or emotional needs. What ratepayers want should always be the ultimate driver 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

N/A 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

There is no need to spend the money on a White Elephant. Because of its location it 
can only be a destination, there is not the population nearby to utilise this area on a 
regular basis when you already have Wynyard Quarter to develop and finish, assisted 
by a future (Govt funded) second harbour crossing. And Britomart is severely 
hampered by single train lines and thus not conducive to loads of train movements to 
move people in and out of the area. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

More head in the sand thinking. A growing population needs more importation for our 
Island Nation. More goods means more profits for the port. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

Do not support 
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increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

The LTDR statement is deliberately sneaky and misleading, its proposal assumes all 
the previous statements are agreed with in order to agree to it. Very poor. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

When you say enhance safety, you mean 
more road and traffic hampering activities 
(crossings,) which does nothing for its core 
purpose. If this is for better lighting and 
footpaths, NOT newly created ones then 
fine. 

 
Tell us why 

All good except Ngati Whatua should fund their own sports facility at Orakei Domain as 
other users of this area that aren't Ngati Whatua are not made to feel welcome. 

They have enough  money to do this themselves. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 

To much to list here.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Transport. Actual real impactful projects.  

Events for communities. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Stopping projects 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Raised crossings save lives.  

More bike lines would help more people and an actual joined up network would benefit 
everyone. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Frequency of buses and routes that are working for more people 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Making the low speed limits higher again.  

Less signs. B 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

It is in the wrong place. More focus should be applied on a new stadium or telling Eden 
Park to actually become good 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Won’t these funds just be invested in blue chip assets like ports and airports??? 

We’d be better off keeping the dividends. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

If you lease it out you lose control of any timeline to move it. Moving the port is a great 
idea but there seems to be no viable option for a new one? 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Insurance is a necessity. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 
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Tell us why: 

Move more freight to rail. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

Do not support 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 
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Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

I’m not in Ellerslie.  

I also love the council events when they’re 
on. The Carols on the Green event was not 
on last year. 

 
Tell us why 

Need to focus on how they will handle more density. Seems to be an area they’re not 
focused on. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Rail to airport from Onehunga (weird dead end track) onto southern line Puhinui 
station for a sensible loop for travellers and commuters. 

State of some road requires addressing. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

No. Invest in the future. Sadly not everyone can afford higher rates.  

Some roading contractors seem inefficient - too slow and too many on the job. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Extend and improve rail. More ferries (use the harbour) 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Improved public transport and infrastructure builds to support increased urban density 
within the city 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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consultants 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Should keep the investments in cycleways, I don't use them but those that do take up 
less space on the road. leaves more space for those who need it 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

More busways and bus lanes 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

raised pedestrian crossings 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

We don't need so many stadiums, convert the area into something more useful to the 
community 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 
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There is no guarantees that the new fund would earn a greater level of returns for the 
city, despite now needing to pay for a professional fund manager to run it. 

It also makes it too easy for the next set of politicians to just sell everything 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Move the entire port not make it more complicated by leasing it out 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Auckland needs to start investing in its future, with a large investment, the passive 
returns can help fund the city. 

It's like saving for retirement, but for the next generation instead 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 
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A good spot for high density commercial and residential 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

A good spot for high density commercial and residential 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

I don't know 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

It looks ok, had to google where The Landing was though 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 

Sounds fair to redistribute funding based on population and deprivation over number of 
assets
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

No, 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

The movies/concerts in the park etc.  cut back on the unnecessary pen pushers. 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Lets get rid of the T3 lanes, make them T2` lanes, this will speed up traffic at peak 
times. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Better rubbish collections at the beaches, especially in summer Who wants to go to the 
beach and see overflowing bins. 

 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

The salaries of the beaucrats. 

 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

Where is North Harbour stadium? What happens there? 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

n/a 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

We  need as many containers wharves as we can get. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

I don't know 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

n/a
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Basketball facility in East / Central Auckland - there is nothing of scale between 
Takanini and Wairau valley…. The fastest growing sport across girls and boys is 
constrained by court accessibility with kids deprived of games and active participation 
due to lack of courts 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Do the future auckland fund. It is a no brainer 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Reduce road cones by 50% and charge half the suppliers with fraud. Reduce 
compliance costs and bureacracy for private home builds and renovations. Insist new 
builds must have a net positive carbon footprint by increasing areas that must be 
planted with natives. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Traffic management is out of control. Entire blocks of traffic cones ovr multiple days  5 
control staff and 5 veciles for a crane lift at a private address where the crane operator 
had one staff member controlling 4 cars that went past in a 2 hour process. This is just 
fraud. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

More Public transport and road improvents on main vehicle choke points in the interim. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Road cones. Bureacracy. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Common sense. Increased asset usage, lower running costs 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

We need passive income to grow a buffer asset to provide partial dividend funds for 
growth and unforeseen events outside of increasing rates, while continuing to grow the 
capital base.9 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Common sense 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Long term financial stability for rates and akld council spend budgets 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Arrest the guys running traffic cone management for extortion and fraud. Insist they 
measure the cost of traffic disruption they cause. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 
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Tell us why: 

The port is an eyesore and should be a cultural native planted park of national 
significance that wows visitors to our biggest city and revives the cbd. Heavy traffic 
runs through suburbs and adds to motorway congestion. Move to Tauranga and 
Whangarei with rail links back to AKLD, potentially through Hamilton inland port project 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 
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Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

Support 
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we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

Support 
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for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
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Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 
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Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Parking buildings at as many bus and train stations as possible. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Planning to pay for all projects. 
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So find more alternative sources of funding for projects. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Forget about rapid transit system. Too late to put in that system and structure without 
continual disruption to the city. 

Force cars off the road by congestion tarrifs and removing parking buildings from the 
central city to encourage people to use public transport. 

Work out why too many buses travel the city empty? 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Parking buildings by as many bus and train stops as possible. 

Higher wages for drivers. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Sell it to a private management company. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

The Council can never fund all needs from rates. Alternative public / private funding is 
needed. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Only way the Council can gain more operating funds. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Invest in moving the car shipping wharf areas to another city and invest in 
redevelopment of the area to a public recreational and park attraction. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Just move the car wharves to another city. 
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5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 
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Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

For all of them to be successful the city’s residential expansion needs to stop. 

The city has overreached its intrinsic limit of infrastructure able to manage the 
population. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

I don't know 
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Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Enhancing community connections and 
showcasing our spaces is too vague. 

The ward needs to become the place to go 
for walkways which have many sculpture 
parks and connect eating and shopping 
hubs. 

 
Tell us why 

They don’t create anything unique about Orakei. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Raised pedestrian crossings, and cycleways are needed in this city. 

Public transport needs to be more reliable, more frequent, services available later in 
the evenings. Build it and they will come! 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Public transport 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Roads - same applies, 'build it and they will come' - build more roads means more cars 
which means more congestion and pollution. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Assets like this need to be available to wider community not just sports fans. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 
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This seems to be a contradiction to the Mayors reasons to sell the AIA shares last year 
- if you want to keep shares as a revenue stream hold on to the ones you have. Huge 
risk that such a fund could be squandered/spent in an 'emergency'. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

City needs to maintain full control of this port. There is no evidence other than the 
mayor 'believes' it could generate more revenue if leased. Just get the good people in 
to run it properly for the city through Ports of AKL Ltd. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 
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5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

Support 
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the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki,Ōrākei 

 

Manurewa Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Manurewa in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
 

Continue to support, deliver and fund 
initiatives that contribute to positive youth 
development. 
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Invest in evidence-based projects that focus 
on crime prevention, safer communities and 
injury prevention. 

 

Fund and support activities that include 
older people and foster their community 
participation with a specific focus on 
reaching older migrants. 

 

Invest in community led projects and 
initiatives that respond to social connection 
and cohesion, build climate resilience and 
contribute to climate action. 

 

Develop a masterplan for Mountfort Park to 
ensure our open space and sports field 
network meets the demands of our diverse 
communities. 

 

Identify options for recreational activities to 
support people of all ages and abilities 
being casually active. 

 

Investigate community lease options to 
support Ngāti Tamaoho aspirations for a 
cultural hub at Te Pua/Keith Park. 

 

Investigate the feasibility of an arts broker 
programme to nurture creative expression 
with a focus on supporting Māori and 
Pacific creative arts. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Manurewa proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 

I support all priorities 
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Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

Fairly Important 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Fairly Important 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

Fairly Important 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Very Important 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Very Important 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
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Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

Support 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 
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Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): East City Community Trust 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Community Programs: Barfoot & Thomson Stadium could propose additional programs 
that align with its mission and would benefit the community. Examples include: 

Council co-funding for after-school sports programs or community sporting events held 
at the stadium. 
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Grants for accessibility upgrades at the stadium to make it more inclusive for a wider 
range of community members. 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Redevelopment of North Harbour Stadium Precinct (Economic and Cultural 
Development): 

• Unless the redevelopment directly benefits Barfoot & Thomson Stadium or the wider 
community through increased accessibility and affordability, it might be possible to 
postpone this project. Here's why: 

o The current economic climate might make large-scale construction projects less 
feasible. 

o Focusing on optimizing existing facilities could provide similar benefits at a lower 
cost. 

Delay Introduction of New or Enhanced Environmental Services (Environment and 
Regulation): 

• Barfoot & Thomson Stadium understands the importance of environmental 
protection. However, considering the proposed rate increases, a phased approach to 
new environmental initiatives might be reasonable. This could involve: 

o Prioritizing critical environmental projects like the Central Interceptor and water 
quality improvements before introducing entirely new services. 

o Exploring partnerships with environmental NGOs to leverage resources and 
expertise. 

Delay Introduction of the Orakei mixed sport facility and focus on the future 
sustainability of existing facilities. 

All sporting facilities operate at a loss. The cost of maintaining facilities and their daily 
operation comes at the cost of the ratepayer. Adding additional facilities will increase 
this cost as opposed to looking at maximising the potential of current facilities and 
looking at a regional view to better manage existing sports codes.  

We believe that the gap in this area that existing facilities cannot provide opens up an 
opportunity for Orakei Domain with it's proximity to the waterfront, in conjunction with 
Ngati Whatua to be a locale for regular cultural festivities, events, concerts and public 
gathering to engage in an established outdoor environment with weather based 
shelters to help promote and recognise our rich history in this area. 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Barfoot & Thomson Stadium applauds the focus on making public transport faster, 
more reliable, and easier to use. This aligns with the goal of encouraging a healthy and 
active community, potentially increasing accessibility for those who might utilize the 
stadium's facilities. 

• Support for specific proposals: 

o Easier payment methods and capped weekly passes for public transport could 
incentivize its use, potentially benefiting stadium visitors who rely on public transit. 

o Network optimization reducing traffic congestion could improve travel times, making it 
easier for people to reach the stadium. 

• Concerns: 

o Stopping some planned pedestrian crossings and cycleways might raise safety 
concerns or discourage active commutes. We recommend the Council analyze the 
impact of these cancellations on accessibility and safety before finalizing the plan. 

 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

• Improving public transport; pedestrian and cycling infrastructure that directly 
connects residential areas to the stadium and other sports facilities. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

• We would be cautious about recommending cuts to specific proposals without a clear 
understanding of potential benefits and drawbacks. However, Barfoot & Thomson 
Stadium encourages the Council to prioritize initiatives with the most significant impact 
on improving public transport accessibility and reliability. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 
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Change the operational management,Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Exploring ways to increase community use of the stadium is positive. This could 
involve: 

o Offering more affordable rental options for community groups and sporting events. 

o Extending operating hours to allow for wider usage. 

 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

The concept of an Auckland Future Fund for diversifying investments and mitigating 
risks seems promising. However, Barfoot & Thomson Stadium would need more 
details on: 

• The specific investment strategies of the fund and how they align with social and 
environmental responsibility goals. 

• How potential proceeds from selling AIAL shares would be used to benefit Auckland 
communities. 

We recommend the Council provides clearer information on these aspects before we 
can take a definitive position. 

 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund. 

Rationale: Leasing the port operations could generate a significant upfront payment to 
establish the Auckland Future Fund, potentially benefiting the city in the long term. This 
option also maintains council ownership of the land and wharves, offering a degree of 
control over the port's future. 

 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Directing profits and dividends towards the Auckland Future Fund could provide a 
sustainable source of income for the council in the long run, potentially reducing 
reliance on rates increases. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Barfoot & Thomson Stadium doesn't have specific expertise in areas like self-
insurance or implementation options for the Future Fund. However, the stadium 
emphasizes the importance of transparency and community engagement throughout 
the decision-making process. 

• The council should ensure clear communication regarding the potential impacts 
(positive and negative) of each proposal on the community, environment, and 
economic development. 

• Opportunities for public feedback should be readily available to ensure all voices are 
heard before finalizing the plan. 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

This could create valuable public spaces or waterfront developments that benefit the 
community. Barfoot & Thomson Stadium could potentially partner with the Council on 
future initiatives in these areas, such as hosting community events or sports activities. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

• Maintaining Port Efficiency and Economic Benefits: Releasing Bledisloe Terminal 
within 15 years could significantly reduce the port's operational capacity and value. 
This could potentially lead to job losses, reduced efficiency, and a decline in related 
industries that rely on the port. 

• Impact on Supply Chains and Emissions: Moving bulk cargo operations outside 
Auckland could increase transportation costs and emissions as goods are shipped in 
by truck. This could negatively impact local businesses and the environment. 

• Limited Public Benefit: While the proposal mentions potential public benefits from 
freeing Bledisloe Terminal, the challenges of operating alongside a functioning port 
and the additional investigation required make the actual benefits unclear in the short 
to medium term. 

 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

I don't know 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

I don't know 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Barfoot & Thomson Stadium applauds the 
Ōrākei Local Board's focus on developing 
and enhancing facilities for the community. 
These initiatives can encourage a healthy 
and active lifestyle, potentially benefiting 
the stadium by attracting more users to its 

 
Tell us why 

• Support for initiatives and activities at Orakei Domain 

o Developing facilities at Orakei Domain could provide further opportunity for 
community engagement and increased visitation to the area. 

o We believe a gap currently exists in the Orakei Local Boa 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

146 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Introduction 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on Auckland Council's  Long-Term 
Plan (LTP) for 2024-2034. We believe this  plan offers  a crucial chance to shape a vibrant 
and thriving Auckland for all res idents. This  submission focuses  on three key areas: 

1. Prioritizing Exis ting Facilitie s  over New Builds : We advocate for efficient use of 
existing resources  before considering s ignificant investments  in new sporting 
facilities. Modernization and better utilization of current facilities  could be a 
more cost-effective approach. 

2. Regional Strategic  Leaders hip: We urge the council to invest in data collection 
and analysis  to understand the demand for different sports  and events  across  
Auckland. Additionally, collaboration with community stakeholders  is  essential 
for identifying gaps and opportunities  in sports  infrastructure. 

3. Supporting Exis ting Community Venues : We request increased support for 
existing community venues, including discounted rates, access  to council 
programs (electricity), and guidance for asset management plans. This  will 
ensure these facilities  can continue serving large communities, especially with 
the limited availability of indoor venues in Auckland. 

De ta iled Points  

1. Optimizing Exis ting Sporting Facilitie s : 

• Building new facilities  should be a las t resort. Cons ide r the  financia l 
implications : Modernization and improvements  to existing venues can 
s ignificantly increase capacity and usability without the high costs  of new 
construction. Upgrading existing facilities  can often be done in phases, allowing 
for a more manageable financial outlay. For example, improving lighting, flooring, 
seating, or accessibility features  can breathe new life into an older facility. 

• With Auckland's  growing population, demolishing exis ting facilities  seems 
wasteful. Upgrading these structures  can cater to a wider range of 
needs. Embrace  multi-purpos e  functionality: By investing in flexible design 
elements  and appropriate equipment, existing facilities  can be adapted to host a 
variety of sports  and events. This  not only increases  utilization but also caters  to 
the evolving interests  of the community. 

2. Regional Strategic  Leaders hip: 

• Lack of data on sports  and event demand hinders  optimal resource allocation. 
We urge the council to invest in data collection and analysis  to identify gaps and 
opportunities  in sports  infrastructure. This  data could include: 
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o Popularity of different s ports : Understanding which sports  have the 
highest participation rates  can help guide investment decis ions. 

o Demand for s pecific  event types : Knowing what types  of events  are 
most popular (concerts, cultural events, sporting tournaments) can 
inform facility upgrades. 

o Geographic  dis tribution of need: Identifying areas  with limited access to 
sporting facilities  allows for targeted investment. 

• Collaboration with community sporting bodies  and venue operators  is  crucial. 
Working together, we can ensure facilities  cater to the evolving needs of 
Aucklanders. Community stakeholders  can provide valuable insights  on: 

o Emerging s porting trends : They can identify new sports  gaining 
popularity that require specific facilities. 

o Us age  patte rns : Knowing peak usage times and underutilized periods 
can inform scheduling and pricing s trategies. 

o Maintenance  and operational needs : Collaboration can help develop 
cost-effective maintenance plans  and identify opportunities  for shared 
resources. 

3. Supporting Exis ting Community Venues : 

• The increasing cost of maintaining facilities, coupled with inflation, poses  
challenges. We request the council to offer support programs, such as : 

o Dis counted rates : This would make community venues more accessible 
for local sporting groups and events, encouraging wider participation and 
fostering a vibrant sporting culture. 

o Joining council's  e lectric ity program: Discounted electricity rates  would 
s ignificantly reduce operational costs, allowing community venues to 
allocate saved resources  to improvements  and upkeep. 

o Guidance  for as se t management plans : Expert advice would help us  
maintain our facilities  effectively, extending their lifespan and reducing 
the need for costly repairs  or replacements. 

o Extended operation hours  coverage : Longer operational hours  would 
allow for increased utilization of the venue, maximizing its  impact on the 
community. This  could involve offering subsidized late-night hours  or 
exploring partnerships  with local schools  or organizations  for daytime 
usage. 

Impact and Call to Action 
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Our venue caters  to up to 3,700 guests  and can play a vital role in achieving Auckland's  
goal of becoming the world's  most active city. By supporting existing community 
venues, the council can: 

• Increas e  acces s  to affordable  sporting fac ilitie s  for a wider range of 
Aucklanders, promoting health, well-being, and community engagement. 

• Strengthen community connections  by fostering a vibrant sporting culture that 
brings  people together. 

• Maximize  utilization of exis ting res ources , leading to a  more cost-effective 
approach to infrastructure development. 

We urge the council to consider our suggestions  and prioritize data-driven decis ion 
making, collaboration with community stakeholders, and strong support for exis ting 
community venues. Together, we can create a thriving and active Auckland for all 
res idents. 

Thank you for your time  and cons ide ration 

 

 

# 10363
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development  

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Communications and Economic Development 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Do not want work on cycle ways stopped, and believe we should introduce congestion 
charges 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Cycle ways 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Rationalise Auckland stadiums as part of an overall plan - one for Rugby League, new 
Waterfront Stadium, get rid of Eden Park, get suitable test cricket venue 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Proceeds should be restricted to be applied to infrqstructure and climate change 
mitigation only 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Unimaginable to allow a foreign company to lease this land and operate the port 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Apply all profits and dividends to enabling the transfer of the port operations to a 
suitable location.  To generate cash upfront commit to leasing the freed up land to 
developers - note the land should be leased (on a term that will allow an appropiate 
financial return) and not sold.  Look at Tramco approqach in viaduct for a lesson in 
how to maximise short and long term value. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Dont do this on a piecemeal basis and don't spend money on the existing site.  Move 
the port to a suitable location. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

See above 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

Do not support 
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the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 
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Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
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Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Good work has been done in Orakei but I 
am concerned that as a middle class area 
we may receive ore than our fair share of 
funding compared to other areas 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

cleaning Auckland waterways 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

building roads when not particularly necessary 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Because of the making public transport faster one as this would cost tax payers a lot 
and public transport is already a decent speed 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

no 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

public transport and motor ways 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

This would cost a lot and is not completely necessary as of right now 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

It is important to keep the port under the council as it is a big part of Auckland 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

I think improving water quality in streams is 
a Key goal 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Much more efficient transport spending,  I believe Aucklanders get exceptionally poor 
value from Auckland Transport and given the opportunity I would support entirely 
disestablishing AT and starting again from scratch. 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

The central proposal represents a sensible balance across multiple objectives, 
including reducing the spend on things like cycleways and raised crossings that make 
next to no contribution to transport effectiveness and safety. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

New fare options including single journey (bus/train etc.) combined fares as well as 
capped weekly/ monthly (season ticket) type fares. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Cycle ways, speed bumps and the removal of essential on street parking. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

The current stadium is unsupportable in the long term - some consolidation across the 
Auckland region is inevitable and necessary. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 
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I support the proposal to create the funds and in particular to divest Akl Airport shares 
since the shareholding creates no value or strategic advantages. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

I would prefer the lease is for a shorter period or failing that the lease explicitly 
provides for the transfer of port facilities outside of the CBD to free up port land for 
better use (replicating the Viaduct Basin development). 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Don't see a need to reinvest profits/ dividends - the Future Fund should be self 
sustaining if it is set up.  Therefore profits/ dividends from the port should fund council 
services. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 
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This is exceptionally valuable land and must be used for the benefit of Aucklanders not 
tied up in marginally useful port facilities. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

As for previous answer. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

Support 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 
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Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

More public transport funding. Congestion charges for driving in the city. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Less road maintenance and car parks in the city, use car park spaces to become 
recreational areas or to build housing. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Forget about the traffic management stuff. Let those who choose to drive suffer by 
sitting in traffic. Continue with the cycle way roll out. Encourage people to get out of 
their cars and on to public transport/bikes. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Also consider a way for bikes to be carried on public transport so that people can cycle 
at both ends of their public transport journey. Look at Vancouver to see how bike racks 
work well on buses. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Less on roads, we should not be improving traffic flow to incentivise unnecessary car 
use. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Should be community based. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Move the port. Develop a world class waterfront, no other major port city in the 
developed world still has the port situated smack back in the middle of the city. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
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long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
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Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Fix the water problems we face 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

A good public transport system is essential to a healthy city 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Heavy rail network 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Bureaucracy 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

Use the resource we have and develop as needed to do this 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

The fund would be eroded away to zero in the future to cover council spending and so 
the current assets would simply disappear 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Keep control of the port to enable restructuring and development of the port land as 
required 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

We need all the income we can get 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

The magnitude of future events is an unknown so self insuring is not practical 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Harbour front land very poorly used currently so development in a more beneficial way 
would improve the lot of all Aucklanders 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

Same as above 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

Support 
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2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 
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Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
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Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

We need to continue to improve where we 
can 

 
Tell us why 

Mostly good 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

I would be happy to have rubbish collected fortnightly if there was an option of 2 bins 
(charged extra) for those who need it.  
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Please charge more rates for properties that appear to be "land-banked". These 
properties are an eyesore! 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Can we bring back the RFT? 

It would be great if the cost of public transport for a car-load of people was similar or 
less than the price of parking in the city. Some cities around the world have "group" 
tickets.  

Make contractors more accountable. We pay more for poor workmanship being carried 
out several times than for a good job being done once. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Caulerpa seaweed eradication, cycleways, community engagement in sustainability 
and climate change (sustainable schools), adaptation/resilience-building activities, 
electric buses and ferries, more train services 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Sealing rural roads, parking lots/buildings 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Transport emissions need to reduce. The best way to do this is to provide a well-
functioning public transport network and alternative options for active transport that are 
safe (cycleways and walkways). We cannot expect people to transition to cycling on 
roads that are not safe for them - we need to build the cycleways first and then they 
will come. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Cycleways, more electric trains and ferries, increased train services, safe raised 
pedestrian crossings, affordable public transport, safe and reliable public transport and 
active transport options 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Sealing rural roads, new roading projects that prioritise private vehicles as the primary 
transport mode 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

It is important for Auckland Council not to have all its eggs in one basket with our 
largest assets also located in Auckland. We need to be prepared to adapt to climate 
change impacts so having money available to do this will help build a sustainable and 
resilient future. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

I do not support leasing the port for 35 years. This locks in the port's location on the 
waterfront where we should be redeveloping this area for Aucklanders to enjoy. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

I would support use of the Auckland Future Fund for proactive climate adaptation and 
resilience activities, not waiting for an event to happen and then only using the fund for 
recovery purposes. Proactive adaptation activities include green infrastructure (e.g. 
making space for water, planting trees etc). 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 
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Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

The waterfront is a precious place for Aucklanders and the wharves currently store 
cars. This space would be valued by generations of Aucklanders and would support 
community outcomes so I support having these wharves in council ownership. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

The waterfront is a precious place for Aucklanders and the wharves currently store 
cars. This space would be valued by generations of Aucklanders and would support 
community outcomes so I support having these wharves in council ownership. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 
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Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Environmental restoration is highly 
important in an urbanised area like Orakei, 
particularly for Pourewa reserve. 

 
Tell us why 

Climate change adaptation, emissions reduction and biodiversity/pest control needs to 
be a top priority for Orakei Local Board 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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136,132,133 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

We must improve public transport to encourage people to use it and not use cars for 
commuting. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

It is under utilised. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Lowest increase in rates. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

Generates upfront payment. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Benefits diversification. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Provides new public spaces. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

Interim solution. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

We have to make cost savings. 

 
Tell us why 

All relevant 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

We're well informed by the board.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less regulation of building, total waste in current system 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

We need congestion charging asap 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Incentivising contractors to work faster delivering projects 

Ditto same for Council officers or remove them 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Road cones, pathetic H & S 

Get in step with World standards 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Our assets need to be kept and protected 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Protect Auckland’s assets 

Retaining will give us the best result for the long term 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 
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Tell us why: 

Move Port to a more sustainable place to lessen environmental impacts and use land 
for community 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Aotea/Great Barrier,Ōrākei 

 

Aotea/Great Barrier Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Aotea/Great Barrier in 2024/2025? 

I support all priorities 

 
More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Continue the regular programme of funding 
for community groups to deliver services 
and environmental groups to deliver 
ecology works. 

Very Important 
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Continue our regular maintenance of parks 
and assets. 

Very Important 

Investigate improvements for playground 
areas island-wide. 

Very Important 

Support implementation of aspects of the 
new Destination Management Plan. 

Not Important 

 
Tell us why 

 

7c. What do you think of the Aotea/Great Barrier proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Road tolls 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Scrap all cycleway work 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Road congestion so bad money should only be spent on urgent issues 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Introducing road tolls 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Council needs the money 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 
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Tell us here: 

Port should be moved and land developed 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Ports of Auckland should be moved 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

There should be a grand overall plan not a piecemeal bit of this and that 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

There is enough public land in that area. More congestion. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Money needs to be spent on more urgent 
issue 

 
Tell us why 

Fractured and council does not have money for woke projects 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

102 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Transport, road, trains etc 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Wayne Brown 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Other 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

Support 
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harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

I don't know 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Supporting our public recreation facilities and parks. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Cycling should be made more attractive. To make Public transportation truly appealing 
and of a decent standard comparable to other major western cities there would need to 
be billions spent which we don't have. 

The RFT should, if anything, be increased and diverted to public transport 
infrastructure. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Cycling infrastructure 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

As long as its getting used by the community it's a positive thing rather than sitting as a 
money pit, empty most of the time. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

If it aint broke. 

With good management you'd expect over the 35 year period AC will generate more 
from it's ownership than leasing. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

There are some good events happening on those wharfs already but if AC think they 
could build on that then they should take management. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
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increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

More car parking to be able to enjoy amenities and more outdoor seating. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less intensive housing to restrict population in Auckland. 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

I cannot walk much. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

More parking, more public seating. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Buses. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Keep rates low. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Keep important assets. 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

35 years is a long time. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Money is tight now. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

The council should stick to core services and should not provide infill housing for the 
limited infrastructure capabilities and amenities.  Government needs to create another 
city.  All people should have access to a carpark, land for a garden and a deck for 
sunbathing. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

Don't do anything at the moment 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
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long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
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Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

I don't know 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

This is not the time to increase council 
facilities and support for local initiatives and 
events.  Let the private sector support their 
own events and initiatives.  Stuck to core 
council priorities. 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Reduce raised speed bumps in roads. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Sell some of the precinct land to reduce the Council's debt.  This will reduce the 
Council's interest costs. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

The fund will enable the Council's shareholding in Auckland airport to be sold down 
and replaced with a diverse portfolio of international equities  -this will provide much 
better long term returns for the Council.  There is no strategic reason for the Council to 
retain any shareholding in Auckland Airport. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

The sale of the port operation will enable the Council's debt to be reduced - providing 
an enduring benefit to Auckland's ratepayers. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

The port needs maximum wharf space for future expansion. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 
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Transferring the Bledisloe terminal to the Council will reduce the port operating lease 
and will compromise the operation of the port including future expansion. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
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long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
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Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Not Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

To keep future rate increases to a minimum 
"nice to have" projects need to be cut. 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

To reduce costs the Council needs to make better use of its underutilised assets.  For 
example library premises could be used after hours for citizen advice bureau and as 
general community facilities.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Auckland Council could do more to ensure compliance with existing bylaws, including 
proactive measurement and management of noise, pollution - especially backyard 
burning - and anti-social behaviour. 
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Auckland Council should do more to realise its Climate Plan and Transport Emissions 
Reduction Plan. 

Auckland Council needs to improve community resilience, which is partly planning and 
infrastructure, and partly building community networks. 

  

We would advise against reducing staff levels to the point that they are overwhelmed 
and unable to give good advice.  

We recommend that there is sufficient prioritisation of communication and IT systems 
to improve customer experience.  

We should incentivise more development in the existing urban area close to transport 
links, perhaps by making it cheaper to get consents, and to connect to water 
infrastructure in existing suburbs. This would significantly reduce costs on the council 
over time. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Council should stop giving leases and cancel leases below market value to well-
funded niche organisations like golf clubs. 

Council should stop enabling housing at the edge of the city where there is no 
infrastructure. We need a compact city to grow a strong economy, a lower carbon 
future and better services for residents. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I support: 

completing the City Rail Link 

improving bus, rail and ferry networks for more reliable service 

funding new cycleways and shared paths so that more people have access to the 
network 

delivering new and improved footpaths across Auckland, particularly in the city centre. 
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“Time of use” charging  

a “room to move” programme to review parking in critical areas and increase revenue 
from parking and Park & Rides. 

50% electrified buses by 2030 

expanding the rapid transport network (RTN) 

a weekly $50 cap on public transport fares or even a daily cap which is likely to help 
more travellers 

However, the proposal cuts some bus routes, reduces funding for safe walking and 
cycling, and does not do enough to reduce emissions. Less uptake of walking, cycling 
and public transport will mean a transport system that functions worse for everyone. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

As below: 

E-scooter safety regulations and enforcenment 

completing the Downtown and Midtown Bus improvements 

more cycleway and walking connections  

safety projects around schools and town centres.  

better funding for maintaining, expanding and promoting  the public transport network, 
including to more remote areas 

rolling out electric ferries and more low-emission buses, plus supporting infrastructure 

the Lincoln Road and New North Road corridor upgrades 

greater investment in rail: rolling stock, and more support for ongoing Kiwi Rail track 
maintenance 

Street trees and rain gardens 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Yes, for example, instead of expensive and unnecessary widening of already wide 
roads like Te Irirangi Drive, we could use existing space for bus lanes and active 
modes. The Eastern Busway could be rescoped to use the existing road corridor and 
still have room for a cycleway and footpath. The excess land could then be used for 
housing.  
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I also do not support the full expansion of the ‘unsealed roads’ programme. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

Stadium investment needs to be prioritised lower than other more pressing needs. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

The airport shares are a strategic asset that has paid good dividends in the past and 
will again in the future. We are also concerned that the fund would be whittled down in 
time in a reactive way rather than being used strategically to transition to a low-carbon 
and resilient economy, and city.  

There are currently no ethical parameters for the Future Fund, so it might invest in 
companies that exacerbate the climate issues that the fund is designed to address. 
Investing in a non-ethical fund may jeopardise council’s access to low-cost 
infrastructure loans via Green Bonds. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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Leasing the port would privatise it for a generation or longer. We would lose control 
over a key part of our waterfront and the income from its profits ($52M last year). The 
proposal may also lead to worse outcomes for workers, and higher costs for New 
Zealand businesses and consumers. We are concerned also that there will not be 
sufficient maintenance and modernisation in the latter years of the lease, meaning 
Aucklanders would have to bear these costs. 

Our concerns over the Future Fund (as in 4a). 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Port dividends have always been used to fund council services and we do not support 
a reduction in services when the population is getting larger and the challenges are 
getting greater. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

It will open up more of the waterfront space for public enjoyment and events. Cruise 
ships could be relocated from Queen’s Wharf, meaning less impact on ferries and a 
more enjoyable space. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

It would be hugely expensive and environmentally damaging to move port operations 
from Bledisloe Wharf, and the port would be less able to return a dividend to council. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

Support 
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2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 
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Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
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Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

We need to invest in all our communities. 

We also need to look at targeting rates 
progressively higher to ratepayers with 
multiple properties who are more likely to 
be able to support increased rates than 
renters or single-property owners. 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Cycle way from Orakei to Tamaki drive 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

arts and sport events 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Train and cycle way 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

buses 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Do not support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

Do not support 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Against high rise apartment block by Meadowbank train station. Max height should be 
3 floors in the neighbourhood. thanks
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

Support 
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for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki 

 

Manurewa Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Manurewa in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
 

Continue to support, deliver and fund 
initiatives that contribute to positive youth 
development. 

 

Invest in evidence-based projects that focus 
on crime prevention, safer communities and 
injury prevention. 

 

Fund and support activities that include 
older people and foster their community 
participation with a specific focus on 
reaching older migrants. 

 

Invest in community led projects and 
initiatives that respond to social connection 
and cohesion, build climate resilience and 
contribute to climate action. 

 

Develop a masterplan for Mountfort Park to 
ensure our open space and sports field 
network meets the demands of our diverse 
communities. 

 

Identify options for recreational activities to 
support people of all ages and abilities 
being casually active. 
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Investigate community lease options to 
support Ngāti Tamaoho aspirations for a 
cultural hub at Te Pua/Keith Park. 

 

Investigate the feasibility of an arts broker 
programme to nurture creative expression 
with a focus on supporting Māori and 
Pacific creative arts. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Manurewa proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

Not Important 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Not Important 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

Not Important 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 

Not Important 
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restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Not Important 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

Do not support 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Surface light rail please 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Roads 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Surface light rail please 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

Support 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

Increase facilities in Stonefields 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

142 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

I oppose the proposal to lease the operation of the port for 35 years for the following 
reasons: 

  

Disregards Expert Advice: The proposal ignores expert advice on the port's 
unsustainable location, as evidenced by the conclusions of the last three port studies. 
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Hidden costs: Locking the port into its current location until at least 2060 will impose 
billions of dollars of road and rail costs on future generations as freight flows 
increasingly strain our already congested transport network. 

Long-term Impact: Prolonging the status quo until at least 2060 will prevent Auckland 
from realising the significant social, economic, and environmental potential we could 
achieve by transforming the industrial port zone into a thriving urban environment, as 
we've done with Viaduct Harbour and Wynyard Quarter. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

They are currently an eyesore on the waterfront.  They need to be returned to the 
public for public use and enjoyment. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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The Port needs to be moved from Central Auckland as soon as practical.  The best 
time to start is NOW.  The waterfront from Point Erin to Achilles Point should be a 
public amenity. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

I don't know 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

I don't know 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

I don't know 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 
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Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

I don't know 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

I don't know 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

I don't know 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

I don't know 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

I don't know 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

I don't know 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

better transport and water services 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

possibly parks because if need to prioritise other things 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

capping weekly public transport is good but $50 is too high, should cap it lower 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

tranpsort 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

it doesnt seem t obe doing mcuh so can repurpose it for something else 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

agree with teh future fund but selling the airport shares in mass doesnt seem like the 
best idea 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

35 years is a ridiculously long time, we dont know anyhting about the impacts because 
we arent allowed to see the report 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

could be cool to use it for something else 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Parks and community -combine these services in the most strategic location, reduce 
the cost of providing them and able to maintain services such as library, 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Spend less on PR promoting train, buses, cycle way,  Aucklanders will use them if they 
are reliable and accessible. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

Not easily accessible for majority of Aucklanders 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 
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Tell us here: 

Competent management to provide a  return better or comparable to Port of Tauranga 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Do not support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

Support 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Needed reductions and improvements 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Get rid of transit lanes - wasting 50% of the road for 1% of the traffic 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Community needs this resource and more as it grows.  Manage and promote it better. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Currently money sitting.  Council shouldn't own the airport. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

Current doesn't work.  But I don't want foreign (Chinese) ownership/management 
either. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Wasted space 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

Ditto and use for entertainment area? 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Earthquake in Auckland? Really.  This is all 
a total waste of money except for the eq 
zones 

 
Tell us why 

Nice if you can afford it. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

655 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

I think CCOs are actually CUCOs - completely out of control and do whatever you can 
to get rid of them.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

Support 
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harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

There is too much emphasis on public transport and bus and cycle lanes. Make them 
T3 carpool lanes too get traffic moving again. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Traffic management - it is nonsense how Auckland has become cone city. 

Public transportation, bus & cycle lanes. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Do not support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

Support 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Rates increases should not be based as a percentage increase. This is becoming 
another wealth tax. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 
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Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
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Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 
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Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

They need to recognise many of the proposals cannot be funded as rates increases 
need to be minimised. We do not need any more parks or walkways. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

655,651 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Ensure roads are good quality. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Stop implementing raised crossings that create congestion and pollution from requiring 
cars to slow down then speed up. Raided crossings also endanger the public by 
slowing down emergency response vehicles.  Cameras to fine cars not following 
crossing rules and lights highlighting a crossing should be put in place instead. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Stop implementing raised crossings that create congestion and pollution from requiring 
cars to slow down then speed up. Raided crossings also endanger the public by 
slowing down emergency response vehicles.  Cameras to fine cars not following 
crossing rules and lights highlighting a crossing should be put in place instead. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

I'd like to see the council maintain services they should already be providing and 
providing better thought out plans around improving efficiency of road transit. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Raised crossings.  Also changes to road lay outs that do not seem to have considered 
the impacts.  For example, Mission bay and the danger presented by having car 
passengers step out into cycle lanes, the road/parking lay out preventing emergency 
vehicles from going past traffic and speed bumps slowing down response times.  I 
would really love to see if the planning report highlighted these as considerations and 
why they were deemed acceptable so I can understand it. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

I'd like to understand the cost of the fund managers and why they have power to sell 
the shares. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Why does the period need to be 35 years? 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 
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5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 
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Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Other 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

I support some but not most. I would also like to see more of the rates that are raised 
in this ward, spent in this ward.   I liked the point about having funding to properly 
enforce existing bylaws to address matters such as dog control and public safety 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

162,124 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Waste collection should never be made fortnightly as there is no allowance for the 
number of people in a household and the organic rubbish collection does not remove 
enough waste to allow for fortnightly collection.     

I strongly urge the councillors to explore ways of improving services and preventing 
increases over and above inflation by cutting back office and wasteful  spending, as 
well as expenditure by Council-Controlled Organisations.  
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This should include: 

- A hiring freeze on all non-essential roles until an independent review has been taken 
to address concerns of overstaffing and the salaries of council managers increasing 
much higher than those the private sector. 

- Pausing expensive and unnecessary marketing exercises and so-called “traffic 
calming measures” (such as unnecessary speed humps) by Auckland Transport. as 
these contribute to congestion, increased emissions and slows down the emergency 
response times of our emergency services.  My alternative to speed humps has been 
added in previous answers.  This money should be used to fix roads and maintain 
transport infrastructure. 

- Focusing on providing core council services such as effective waste management, 
public bins, and weekly rubbish collection. 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Public Transport just needs to be more reliable for people to want to use them and 
does not necessarily need to be faster.  It is already easy to use. 

Cannot see the point of 'raised' pedestrian crossings... they are not essential so don't 
spend money on them. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

I believe the council needs to be focusing on saving the public money and being 
efficient with the funds they do have. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Any investment into activities that are not essential right now until debt has been 
reduced significantly. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Retaining council ownership of the Port of Auckland which has recently shown a 
significant shift in business revenue and improvement in operations under its new 
management is the right decision.  The revenue that is currently brought in by the Port 
benefits the council and therefore Aucklanders, NZ will retain control of its imports and 
exports - whereas an overseas investor could severely negatively impact our trade - 
when times are good but also in times of unrest.  In 35 years, we don't know what is 
going to happen in the world and what it will look like, but having control of our own 
imports and exports is imperative to New Zealanders future growth.  The Port revenue 
has turned around significantly from previous years and is very likely to continue on 
this trajectory bringing in more revenue for the council.   

Let's keep control of our import and exports for the next 35 years and not be at the 
mercy of an overseas investor. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Re-invest back into Auckland 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 
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Tell us why: 

Use the land to generate income for the Council. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

This would severely impact the operation of the Port and being able to serve the City 
as it does now. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 
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Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Transport 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

no 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

no 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Fuel tax 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

Support 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Support 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Franklin 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 

I don't know 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Howick,Ōrākei 

 

Hibiscus and Bays Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Hibiscus and Bays in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

 

Support the development of community led 
resilience networks in our area, so our 
community and organisations will know who 
does what, where to get information and 
how to help, including in emergencies. 

 

Support and advocate for further protection 
of our sea, soil and fresh water from 
contamination and sedimentation through 
methods such as re-naturalisation, or 
daylighting. 

 

Engage with our community and key 
stakeholders, including mana whenua, on 
the future uses of our undeveloped 
reserves, and older established ones, 
including investigation of cost-effective 
options for other informal recreation and 
play in these areas. 

 

Continue to support activities that promote 
vibrancy, diversity and showcases creativity 
in our area, such as events, festivals, and 
other shared experiences in our public 
spaces for all. 

 

Continue to renew and enhance the paths 
network (greenways) to create a safer, off 
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road, well-connected networks for active 
modes of transport. 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Hibiscus and Bays proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

I support all priorities 

 

Howick Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Howick in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Review and refresh the Howick Heritage 
Plan. 

Fairly Important 

Review and refresh the Howick Tourism 
Plan. 

Very Important 

Encourage community groups to adopt a 
reserve, park, or waterway etc, and provide 
for restoration and maintenance activities 
with council support. 

Very Important 

Rescope the Industrial Pollution Prevention 
Programme (which educates and informs 
industry about the impacts they may have 
on local waterways) to broaden its outreach 
and include all businesses. 

 

Very Important 

Develop a community-led climate action 
plan. 

 

Fairly Important 
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Explore the development of a Howick Ward 
‘business collective’, or other group, to 
provide support for small business owners 
outside of the established Business 
Improvement Districts. This work may lead 
to establishing a new business association 
and possible new Business Improvement 
District (BID) programme. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Howick proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less wasteful spending and needless beauracracy!  Over the past few years so much 
money has been wasted unnecessarily at central government and Auckland Council 
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level.  The Council should demand better value from its contractors and service 
providers to enable it to get more for the money it spends. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

We need to improve our public transport in Auckland so that it is affordable, efficient 
and comprehensive.  We also need to continue to fund bike paths, bike lanes and 
shared paths so there are free, safe and healthy options for people to get around 
without having to rely on public transport or a car. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Installing more bike / shared paths so that people have better choices for getting 
around.  Bike lanes don't necessarily need to be "gold plated" - some basic lanes with 
basic safety measures would make biking into and around the city safer and more 
accessible to a wide range of people. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

The Glenn Innes to Tamaki Drive shared path should be completed.  A significant 
number of people use this path to get to work by biking or on foot, however the 
incomplete section from Orakei train station to Tamaki drive is dangerous - it needs to 
be comp 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

215 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

Support 
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for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Investment in community infrastructure especially sporting facilities that are a catalyst 
for accessing under-utilised marine areas.  Council has decades of under-investment 
in infrastructure to catch up on, and should lean into that work. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

less traffic calming, that only makes commuters speedup elsewhere in their journey! 
Would like to see them removed from liability for building compliance, and stormwater 
failures: the private sector should have responsibility (incl private insurance)for failures 
or risk in those areas. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

smart AI driven traffic light system 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

i love cycling,  but I can't fathom the cost per cyclist that has been spent the last 
decade on cycle ways.  The work on tamaki drive at Hobson Bay completely 
confounds me! 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

once lost its gone for ever.  In 25 years time,  there will likely be a need for a sub-
regional facility in that location 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Council should get out of commercial activity and be the territorial authority.  If they 
want a dividend or to influence activity, do it by levy or targeted rate.  If the rates/taxes 
are increased sufficiently on port land,  the incentive will be to relocate, and costs of 
the activity can be mitigated by the revenue.  Council doesnt have the commercial 
disciplines to run the Port (or airport)  business appropriately, and can replace the 
limited dividends with direct taxation. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Council has no expertise in running a port, so it is no surprise that it is poorly run 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 
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Tell us why: 

Ports need to develop the alternative before a timeline is set on moving.  Set the rates 
at a level that incentivises private port company to relocate 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Do not support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

Support 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Howick,Ōrākei 

 

Hibiscus and Bays Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Hibiscus and Bays in 2024/2025? 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

 

Support the development of community led 
resilience networks in our area, so our 
community and organisations will know who 
does what, where to get information and 
how to help, including in emergencies. 

 

Support and advocate for further protection 
of our sea, soil and fresh water from 
contamination and sedimentation through 
methods such as re-naturalisation, or 
daylighting. 

 

Engage with our community and key 
stakeholders, including mana whenua, on 
the future uses of our undeveloped 
reserves, and older established ones, 
including investigation of cost-effective 
options for other informal recreation and 
play in these areas. 

 

Continue to support activities that promote 
vibrancy, diversity and showcases creativity 
in our area, such as events, festivals, and 
other shared experiences in our public 
spaces for all. 

 

Continue to renew and enhance the paths 
network (greenways) to create a safer, off 
road, well-connected networks for active 
modes of transport. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Hibiscus and Bays proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

I support all priorities 
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Howick Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Howick in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Review and refresh the Howick Heritage 
Plan. 

Not Important 

Review and refresh the Howick Tourism 
Plan. 

Not Important 

Encourage community groups to adopt a 
reserve, park, or waterway etc, and provide 
for restoration and maintenance activities 
with council support. 

Fairly Important 

Rescope the Industrial Pollution Prevention 
Programme (which educates and informs 
industry about the impacts they may have 
on local waterways) to broaden its outreach 
and include all businesses. 

 

Not Important 

Develop a community-led climate action 
plan. 

 

Fairly Important 

Explore the development of a Howick Ward 
‘business collective’, or other group, to 
provide support for small business owners 
outside of the established Business 
Improvement Districts. This work may lead 
to establishing a new business association 
and possible new Business Improvement 
District (BID) programme. 

Invest in community sporting facilities to 
support organised sport: this is the most 
cost effective community building activity 
that can be undertaken. 

 

Tell us why 
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Put Sports and Rec facilities to number 1 

 
7c. What do you think of the Howick proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Not Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 

Not Important 
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such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Where is the investment in community 
sports facilities for organised sport?  These 
are the most heavily used facilities in the 
city and an invaluable catalyst for 
community building 

 
Tell us why 

Investment in expanding sports facilities.  I am a past head librarian, and lover of 
books,  but we need to look ahead to a time when our phones have made libraries 
redundant: there is already more information on my phone than available at the 
Remuera Lib 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

148,144 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

There are plenty of areas where I am sure cuts should be made, or efficiencies sought, 
but sufficent rates should be raised to catch up on underinvestment in horizontal 
infrastructure, and to expand on the capacity and presence of community sporting 
facilities.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

I support raised pedestrian crossings. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Consultants, take responsibility! 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Not a great stadium that is not needed. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

The waterfront isn't just a cafe playground, it is also a vital piece of economic 
infrastructure. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

See above 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

See above 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

I don't know 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Major Brown is correct, the whole structure must change. Thanks to kick the can down 
the road polices for decades, we're well behind the eight ball on infrastructural 
spending. Government, churches and charities MUST PAY RATES. I also agree that 
the GST on rates should go the Council. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 
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Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
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Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 
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Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): Orakei Community Assn 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

movies in parks and all the fluff that sponsors will eagerly pay for 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

getting AT's ongoing projects out of the way will improve traffic flow. 

raised crossings and intersections are not what will make Auckland great 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

yes. getting projects done on time, on budget and with clearly identified benefits to the 
users.  

traffic should be controlled when it's at peak load points. eg schools limit speed twice a 
day not all day. turn traffic lights off between peak times 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

reduce the number of projects and focus on the big issues of aging infrastructure, 
growth and resilience 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

its time to share the risk with another player - an operator who's an expert at running 
ports 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Profits in perfect world wouldn't subsidize normal Council operations. Port profits need 
to factor in infrastructure costs of the port and around the port - roading to the 
motorways and raillines etc. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

Auckland needs a viable Port with enough wharfs to be capable for future growth and 
efficient enough for today's needs. Minimising costs being added to freight is essential. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

we need thriving cruise ship capacity 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

Support 
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the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 
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Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
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Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Cancelling Light Rail (while partly a Government decision) was short sighted and that 
program or similar was important for Auckland future and their should still be a 
program/project related to this for implementation in the longer term. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

The air port shares are an asset worth keeping both due to long term value and 
enabling Council to have more say over the air ports operation / development etc in 
the long term 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

The port is a valuable Council Asset particularly in the long term and should stay under 
Council operation 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): Seay Distribution Limited 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Save $$$$ millions by dealing with Resources & etc directly rather than paying 
massive magins on materials handed on 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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No just better structures in admin & process 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Press forward with infrastructure that is lacking & requiring much needed R & M 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Look at layers of $$$ transfers through Projects 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

No 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Build on a base that has already been invested in 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Investment in a Sustainable future 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Keep Assets 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Build a Sustainable Future 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Council Control 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 
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Tell us why: 

Council Control 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Council revue of Project costs & unnecessary margins being gained by individual/ 
commercial entities 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 
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Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
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Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Safer , stronger , Healthier communities 

 
Tell us why 

Adequate 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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#  

Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): Sport Auckland 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Sport Auckland favours re-development of the stadium to suit the needs of the 
community, using the $33m that has been earmarked for capital maintenance over the 
next ten years. A more suitable boutique stadium that seats between 8,000-10,000 
people and has more community use and availability far outweighs Option 1 of keeping 
the stadium precinct as it is. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
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reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 
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Albert-Eden,Aotea/Great Barrier,Howick,Maungakiekie-
Tāmaki,Ōrākei,Puketāpapa,Waiheke,Waitematā 

 

Albert-Eden Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Albert-Eden in 2024/2025? 

I support all priorities 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Celebrating different people and cultures, 
bringing people together with fun and 
engaging activities, and reducing barriers 
for those who might struggle to connect 
with council or others in the community. 

Very Important 

Continuing our environmental work through 
tree planting, parks restoration, supporting 
volunteer pest control and planting groups 
and helping community climate action 
through our Climate Activator. 

Very Important 

Planning for how our parks and open space 
can respond to growth, making the most of 
what we have, balancing different uses and 
connecting green spaces together. 

Very Important 

Supporting our community groups with 
funding, information, learning new skills and 
building their capability and networks. 

Very Important 

Settling in at the new, medium-term location 
for the Pt Chevalier library and continuing to 
investigate what the long-term library 
solution might be and how we will fund it. 

Fairly Important 

Working with the community on activations 
in the Mt Albert Civic Square. 

Very Important 
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Making our parks rubbish-bin free to 
minimise waste and improve environmental 
and climate outcomes. 

Fairly Important 

Tell us why 

Sport Auckland is part of the sport and recreation sector in Auckland. Our sector is 
critical in making Auckland a great place to be. We rely on hard working volunteers and 
build strong communities – Auckland Council’s and the Local Board's support is cri 

 

7c. What do you think of the Albert-Eden proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 

Aotea/Great Barrier Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Aotea/Great Barrier in 2024/2025? 

I support all priorities 

 
More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Continue the regular programme of funding 
for community groups to deliver services 
and environmental groups to deliver 
ecology works. 

Fairly Important 

Continue our regular maintenance of parks 
and assets. 

Very Important 

Investigate improvements for playground 
areas island-wide. 

Very Important 

Support implementation of aspects of the 
new Destination Management Plan. 

 

 
Tell us why 

Sport Auckland is part of the sport and recreation sector in Auckland. Our sector is 
critical in making Auckland a great place to be. We rely on hard working volunteers and 
build strong communities – Auckland Council’s and the Local Board's support is cri 
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7c. What do you think of the Aotea/Great Barrier proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

 

Hibiscus and Bays Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Hibiscus and Bays in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

 

Support the development of community led 
resilience networks in our area, so our 
community and organisations will know who 
does what, where to get information and 
how to help, including in emergencies. 

 

Support and advocate for further protection 
of our sea, soil and fresh water from 
contamination and sedimentation through 
methods such as re-naturalisation, or 
daylighting. 

 

Engage with our community and key 
stakeholders, including mana whenua, on 
the future uses of our undeveloped 
reserves, and older established ones, 
including investigation of cost-effective 
options for other informal recreation and 
play in these areas. 

 

Continue to support activities that promote 
vibrancy, diversity and showcases creativity 
in our area, such as events, festivals, and 
other shared experiences in our public 
spaces for all. 

 

Continue to renew and enhance the paths 
network (greenways) to create a safer, off 
road, well-connected networks for active 
modes of transport. 
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Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Hibiscus and Bays proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

I support most priorities 

 

Howick Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Howick in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Review and refresh the Howick Heritage 
Plan. 

Very Important 

Review and refresh the Howick Tourism 
Plan. 

Very Important 

Encourage community groups to adopt a 
reserve, park, or waterway etc, and provide 
for restoration and maintenance activities 
with council support. 

Fairly Important 

Rescope the Industrial Pollution Prevention 
Programme (which educates and informs 
industry about the impacts they may have 
on local waterways) to broaden its outreach 
and include all businesses. 

 

Very Important 

Develop a community-led climate action 
plan. 

 

Fairly Important 

Explore the development of a Howick Ward 
‘business collective’, or other group, to 
provide support for small business owners 
outside of the established Business 
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Improvement Districts. This work may lead 
to establishing a new business association 
and possible new Business Improvement 
District (BID) programme. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Howick proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

 

Manurewa Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Manurewa in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
 

Continue to support, deliver and fund 
initiatives that contribute to positive youth 
development. 

 

Invest in evidence-based projects that focus 
on crime prevention, safer communities and 
injury prevention. 

 

Fund and support activities that include 
older people and foster their community 
participation with a specific focus on 
reaching older migrants. 

 

Invest in community led projects and 
initiatives that respond to social connection 
and cohesion, build climate resilience and 
contribute to climate action. 

 

Develop a masterplan for Mountfort Park to 
ensure our open space and sports field 
network meets the demands of our diverse 
communities. 
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Identify options for recreational activities to 
support people of all ages and abilities 
being casually active. 

 

Investigate community lease options to 
support Ngāti Tamaoho aspirations for a 
cultural hub at Te Pua/Keith Park. 

 

Investigate the feasibility of an arts broker 
programme to nurture creative expression 
with a focus on supporting Māori and 
Pacific creative arts. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Manurewa proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 

I support all priorities 
 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

Very Important 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Very Important 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

Very Important 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Very Important 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Fairly Important 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

Sport Auckland is part of the sport and 
recreation sector in Auckland. Our sector is 
critical in making Auckland a great place to 
be. We rely on hard working volunteers and 
build strong communities – Auckland 
Council’s and the Local Board's support is 
critical to enable our sector to achieve what 
it does. The value of physical activity and in 
particular sport, play and active recreation 
is huge and adds positive well-being, sense 
of belonging and connectivity to 
Aucklander's lives. Part of our role in the 
sector is to work alongside club, community 
organisations and volunteers to help build 
their capability and capacity to deliver 
sports and events within their community. 
We have strong strategic alignment with the 
Local Board's priorities and will continue to 
advocate for spaces and places for the 
community to be able to consume play, 
sport and active recreation initiatives within 
their own community. 
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Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 

Very Important 
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parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Sport Auckland is part of the sport and 
recreation sector in Auckland. Our sector is 
critical in making Auckland a great place to 
be. We rely on hard working volunteers and 
build strong communities – Auckland 
Council’s and the Local Board's support is 
cri 

 
Tell us why 

Sport Auckland supports the proposed Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei's Hauora, Sport and 
Recreation Centre concept that forms part of the Local Board's priorities for the 10-
year budget. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

148 
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Puketāpapa Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Puketāpapa in 2024/2025? 

I support all priorities 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Invest in opportunities to support local 
community leadership. 

Very Important 

Invest in climate change response 
initiatives and support volunteer groups 
working on local environmental restoration / 
protection and climate action programmes. 

Very Important 

Consider our investment in facilities and 
services to see if there are opportunities to 
do better. 

Very Important 

Support initiatives that improve and 
encourage walking and cycling 
opportunities. 

Very Important 

Help coordinate and support local business 
groups. 

Fairly Important 

Tell us why 

Sport Auckland is part of the sport and recreation sector in Auckland. Our sector is 
critical in making Auckland a great place to be. We rely on hard working volunteers and 
build strong communities – Auckland Council’s and the Local Board's support is cri 

 

7c. What do you think of the Puketāpapa proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 
 

Waiheke Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Waiheke in 2024/2025? 

I support all priorities 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Delivering core council operational 
services, such as mowing, track and facility 
maintenance, and the library. 

 

Very Important 

Programmes which protect, restore, and 
enhance the island’s natural environment, 
and initiatives that provide opportunities for 
community connectedness, capability and 
resilience. 

Very Important 

Working with our community and 
businesses to progress actions within the 
Waiheke Island Climate Action Plan. 

 

Very Important 

Progressing recommended actions within 
the Waiheke Local Parks Management Plan 
and the Rangihoua Reserve and Onetangi 
Sports Park Reserve Management Plan. 

Very Important 

Working with mana whenua and 
mataawaka to identify and respond to their 
needs and aspirations. 

Very Important 

Capital projects including the Tawaipareira 
Reserve playground. 

Very Important 

Tell us why 

Sport Auckland is part of the sport and recreation sector in Auckland. Our sector is 
critical in making Auckland a great place to be. We rely on hard working volunteers and 
build strong communities – Auckland Council’s and the Local Board's support is cri 

 
7c. What do you think of the Waiheke proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

Waitematā Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Waitematā in 2024/2025? 
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I support all priorities 

 
More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Deliver a new civic space at 254 Ponsonby 
Road. 

 

Fairly Important 

Complete detailed design of Leys Institute 
remediation and seismic strengthening, and 
progress physical works. 

 

Fairly Important 

Phased delivery of improvements for Heard 
Park. 

 

Fairly Important 

Deliver services and programmes that 
support youth activation, leadership, and 
wellbeing, particularly in Newmarket. 

 

Very Important 

Develop programmes that improve 
perceptions of safety within the City Centre, 
and our town-centres. 

 

Very Important 

Support local communities to develop 
Emergency Planning & Readiness 
Response Plans. 

 

Very Important 

Seek opportunities to promote and 
celebrate heritage places in Waitematā 
including making digital content and place-
based stories more accessible. 

Very Important 

 

Tell us why 
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Sport Auckland is part of the sport and recreation sector in Auckland. Our sector is 
critical in making Auckland a great place to be. We rely on hard working volunteers and 
build strong communities – Auckland Council’s and the Local Board's support is cri 

 
7c. What do you think of the Waitematā proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

As we have mentioned earlier Sport Auckland is part of the sport and recreation sector 
in Auckland. We work closely with our partner and funder, Aktive and with our fellow 
RST partners Harbour Sport, Sport Waitakere and CLM Community Sport. We are 
focused on inspiring our communities to live healthy and active lives (as per our 
attached strategic plan). We are focused on addressing inactivity within our 
communities and on inequities within the sporting system. We are focused on 
providing quality opportunities for our tamariki and rangatahi  to participate in play, 
sport and active recreation opportunities. We are focused on helping build the system 
with a host of network providers, clubs and community organisations to be able to 
deliver those quality play, sport and active rec opportunties to our tamariki and 
rangatahi. We have a close working relationship with the Local Boards in our 
catchment area and we have a strong close working relationship with Auckland 
Council. 

Our sector is critical in making Auckland a great place to be. We rely on hard working 
volunteers and building strong communities. We acknowledge that Auckland Council’s 
and the Local Boards' support is critical to enable our sector to achieve what it does. 
So to that end we submit that the proposed option to pay less and do less will 
detrimentally impact the play, active recreation and sport sector. 

Sport Auckland believes that the Central proposal for the overall direction of Council’s 
Long-term Plan appropriately balance rates rises with service delivery. 

We submit that the Central proposal for Parks and Community will continue to provide 
a better outcome for the sport and recreation sector. 

We strongly support retaining the Sport and Recreation Facilities Investment Fund and 
we strongly support the proposal for $35 million of additional funding being added to 
the Fund. 

We would propose that Auckland Council refines the criteria of the Sport and 
Recreation Facilities Investment Fund to make the additional $35m funding non-
contestable. 
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We would propose that the additional $35m funding is used to fund a range of 
community sport and recreation facilities including, but not limited to, indoor sports 
facilities based on a priority needs assessment. 

We also advocate for the retention of the Sport and Recreation Facilities Operating 
Grant and ask that consideration be given for an increase to the Grant. 

We support Auckland Council seeking changes to the law relating to development 
contributions to enable Auckland Council to adequately recover the costs of growth 
and to use development contributions to fund community sport and recreation facilities. 

We strongly support a review of costs and contractual structure for maintenance on 
parks and open spaces, specifically for sports fields. 

We advocate for community use of schools and that consideration be given to the co-
development of schools with Auckland Council to include publicly accessible sport and 
recreation facilities. 

We strongly support the fairer funding for Local Boards to address legacy imbalances , 
with a combination of new funding and reallocation. 

We support the empowerment principle for local boards to be able to make more 
decisions about their community assets and budgets. 

We have already outlined our support for Option 2 with regards to the North Harbour 
Stadium precinct.
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E whakamana ana mātou i ētahi atu

WE EMPOWER OTHERS
Through listening to the needs of our whānau and 
community we are better informed to offer support  
to enable healthy active lifestyles.

Ahakoa ko wai, he whānau kōtahi tātou

WE EMBRACE DIVERSITY
When we understand and embrace diverse and cultural 
differences we are better positioned to serve the needs  
of our whānau and communities.

Kua honoa mātou

WE ARE CONNECTED
Success is created when we listen, share  
knowledge and learn from our community  
members and each other.

E ngākaunui ana mātou

WE ARE PASSIONATE
We are humbled and energised to support our whānau 
and community to live healthy active lifestyles.

To inspire our communities to live healthy active lifestyles
Hei whakaawe i o tātou hapori kia whai i te ara o te hauora me te whakapakari tinana

OUR PURPOSE

SPORT
A U C K L A N D

To inspire our communities to live healthy active lifestyles
Hei whakaawe i o tātou hapori kia whai i te ara o te hauora me te whakapakari tinana

OUR PURPOSE

OUR CULTURE & VALUES

for quality play, sport and 
active recreation for our 
tamariki and rangatahi Through partnering and 

supporting community 
organisations that provide 

quality play, sport and  
active recreation

By ensuring our Green 
Prescription and Active 

Families participants continue 
to live healthy active lifestyles 

beyond graduation

STRATEGIC PLAN
2020 – 2024

GOALGOAL 
GOALGOAL 

GOALGOAL INCREASED
OPPORTUNITIES BUILD  

COMMUNITY 
CAPABILITY ENABLE HEALTHY 

LIFESTYLES

OUR FOCUS – To work in areas of need

# 11159
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#  

Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

More investment in public transport 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Investment in roading for private cars. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I support time-of-use charges for drivers, more enforcement for parking and other 
driving infringements.  

I also support a dig once approach, combining cycling and walking projects with other 
projects and road maintenance. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Lots more cycleways and other cycling infrastructure, like bike parking. 

I would also like to see more permanently lower speed limits in residential areas and 
around town centres and schools, as well as more traffic calming and raised crossing. 
More low traffic neighbourhoods would also be good and modal filters to prevent cars 
using residential roads as through routes, while still allowing walking and cycling. 

In particular I'd like to see the great north road walking and cycling improvements 
proceed, and a trial of reallocation of a lane on the harbour bridge for walking and 
cycling.  

I would also like to see investment in surface running light rail. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Road widening, I would rather see existing road space (such as parking) reallocated 
for cycling and bus lanes, so they can be delivered quicker and cheaper. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
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long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
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Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

I support in particular the Gowing Drive connection to Te Ara Ki Uta Ki Tai.  

I would like to see a focus on improving walking and cycling, like lower speeds and 
pushing for more infrastructure and road space reallocation. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

215,217 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

stop sewerage flowing into Hobson Bay 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less traffic management 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Efficient public transport is the answer, not more for cars 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Painted cycle lanes - not separated cycle lanes 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Separated cycle lanes. Cycling is part of the traffic matrix, it does not need separation 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Auckland needs liquid reasonable performing investments. POAL and AIAL are neither 
(and will never be) 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

ownership of land is important. Auckland does not need to own the business that 
operates the port 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Invest in developing and securing more events for Eden Park. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Remove bike lines in Mission Bay and K Road. 
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Widen roads and enable bus lines to also be used as T2 Lane. 

Reverse Quay Street and Queen Street bottleneck. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Remove bike lines in Mission Bay and K Road. 

Widen roads and enable bus lines to also be used as T2 Lane. 

Reverse Quay Street and Queen Street bottleneck. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Invest in developing and securing more events for Eden Park. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Remove Bike lane spending. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

We should be building a purpose built ferry terminal for cruise ships.a 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

Do not support 
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the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Bins should be collected weekly. 

Food scrap bin should be scraped. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Albert-Eden,Ōrākei 

 

Albert-Eden Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Albert-Eden in 2024/2025? 

Other 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Celebrating different people and cultures, 
bringing people together with fun and 
engaging activities, and reducing barriers 
for those who might struggle to connect 
with council or others in the community. 

 

Continuing our environmental work through 
tree planting, parks restoration, supporting 
volunteer pest control and planting groups 
and helping community climate action 
through our Climate Activator. 
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Planning for how our parks and open space 
can respond to growth, making the most of 
what we have, balancing different uses and 
connecting green spaces together. 

 

Supporting our community groups with 
funding, information, learning new skills and 
building their capability and networks. 

 

Settling in at the new, medium-term location 
for the Pt Chevalier library and continuing to 
investigate what the long-term library 
solution might be and how we will fund it. 

 

Working with the community on activations 
in the Mt Albert Civic Square. 

 

Making our parks rubbish-bin free to 
minimise waste and improve environmental 
and climate outcomes. 

 

Tell us why 

I believe New Zealand should be seen as one community. 

 

 

7c. What do you think of the Albert-Eden proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 

Roads, playgrounds, parks, education and public good infrastructure including Eden 
Park. 

Market and support Proudly Auckland and the icons of Auckland 
 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

Other 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Akarana Marine Sports Trust should receive 
funding and Council support. 

Colin Maiden Park to be leased and 
developed for cricket 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Eden Park should be enabled and celebrated. 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

The Making Space for Water programme’s inclusion of “blue-green corridors”. These 
are walking and cycling paths through greenspaces and alongside streams, adding to 
our walking, cycling network while also creating a natural drainage area. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

No. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

- Wanting increased investment in cycling infrastructure and maintenance. Investing in 
cycling has benefit-cost ratios of anywhere from 10:1 up to 25:1 

- Support for more raised pedestrian crossings and increased maintenance of our 
footpaths 

- Support for “Dig Once”: aligning delivery of transport projects with delivery of other 
infrastructure such as water improvements, to reduce costs and disruption overall.  

- That Auckland Transport could leverage road renewals and maintenance for quick 
fixes that make streets safer for walking and cycling every time a road is repaved, 
repaired or repainted. 

- Support for multi-modal trips: such as the proposed $50 weekly cap for public 
transport, bikes on buses, more investment in train services, and whether or not you 
support light rail 

- Let Auckland Council know you want them to advocate to Central Government and 
Waka Kotahi for a lane on the existing Harbour Bridge to be reallocated for walking, 
cycling, and wheeling. 

- The UN for Environment recommends 20% of our transport budgets are towards 
walking and cycling but Auckland Transport typically allocates under 1% of our 
transport budget on cycling – note how we are massively underinvesting! 

- Auckland Council’s commitment to the Transport Emissions Reduction Pathway, and 
Te Tāruke-ā-Tāwhiri, Auckland’s Climate Plan. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Cycleways! Safe cycle infrastructure, accessible for all kinds of bikes, that get people 
where they want to go. More end-of-ride facilities for all kinds of bikes, more repair 
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stations along key routes, and better, more regular maintenance of pathways 
throughout the city. The sooner this stuff is in the ground, the better off our city will be. 

A safe, connected cycle network can be delivered fast and affordably by reallocating 
road space and using pop up protection like concrete or rubber separators 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Spend less on road widening for projects, and instead reallocate road space for 
delivery of walking, cycling, and public transport networks, creating an overall more 
efficient, affordable, and climate conscious transport network 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

From my understanding there isn't a stadium on the north shore and it would be a loss 
to the community. Instead change the operational management and empower 
community to improve the stadium and provide other uses. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

I don't know because of the limited knowledge I have of the risks of each option. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 
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I don't know because of the limited knowledge I have of the risks of each option. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

I don't know because of the limited knowledge I have of the risks of each option. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Reducing port operations would be beneficial to the marine environment. While there 
would be an increase of truck and rail, their can be lower emissions options. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

Reducing port operations would be beneficial to the marine environment. While there 
would be an increase of truck and rail, their can be lower emissions options. 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

I really support the Orakei Local Board in advocating to Auckland Transport to 
progress the Gowing Drive connection to Te Ara Ki Uta Ki Tai – Glen Innes to Tāmaki 
Drive Shared Path.  

And advocate to Auckland Transport and Waka Kotahi to complete Stage 4 o 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

215 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water Do more 

City and local development  

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Cut the remuneration of the elected members of the council. $70,000 pa gross would 
likely be plenty for each of them rather than salaries in excess of $100K pa. 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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The Proposed Priorities ultimately are short-sighted and lack any ambition or stimulus 
necessary to make visible changes. They are vague, poorly defined, and appear lazy. 
For a 10 year budget to be so badly outlined is shocking. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

162 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

scale back traffic management and road project safety management 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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scale b ack traffic management and road project safety management. stop adding bike 
paths on roads that degrade traffic flows. Remove at low cost  the extra pedestrian 
crossings raised and speed humps 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

frustrated by past wasted funds medelling with each of 3 issues 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

improving traffic flows rather than trying to force people out of cars before delivering 
just regular public transport alternatives 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

less traffic meddling 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

get more use  out of what you have and reduce holding unused land and assets 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 
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diversified rather than narrow investment asset allocation to lower the risk and return 
profile 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
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increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Make the port more profitable until it is moved to another site 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Improve the waterfront 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

I would pay more for a safe network of connected cycle ways throughout Auckland to 
enable people to get to work or other destinations safely. I would pay more to use 
buses that can carry bikes on the front of them as in other big cities. I would pay more 
for a clip on lane on the harbour bridge to allow cycling commuters, walking 
commuters, scooters as well as in off peak hours where walkers, cyclists, scooters 
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,wheelchairs etc have access across the bridge. The answer is not building new roads, 
as it increases car volume not decreasing it which contributes to a dirtier, congested, 
less friendly, less liveable city and dare I say it, will contribute to climate change. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less roads instead maintain the existing ones. The car is not king! 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

See all my above notes, why would you not fund cycle ways? I cycle everyday to and 
from work and have no safety because there are no cycle lanes. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Cycle ways, footpaths for walking routes. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Roads. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

It should be used more frequently for local and greater Auckland community initiatives. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

The Auckland International airport is an appreciating asset, why would you need to sell 
all the shares? 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

A better way of obtaining revenue for the future fund. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

I would prefer council services are maintained. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Have you read the Donut economic theory where if you look after the people of the city 
with affordable, usable transport and housing options, increasing greenspace e.g 
community gardens, promoting culture and community etc then economic growth 
should follow. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 
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Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

The waterfront is a valuable asset in more than monetary terms, so providing 
something for the benefit of Aucklanders to enjoy makes sense. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

I am unsure which option would be preferable as both have drawbacks. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

Support 
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the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 
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Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 
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Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 

Very Important 
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parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

Reasonable priorities, important to strengthen heritage buildings, cleaner waterways, 
community events to connect residents. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

126,134,145 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

There is a lot of inefficiency and costly processes that can be done better. Chop out a 
lot of these and we will get better value from the rates and be able to achieve more 
with less 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

reduce wasted costs 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Its not getting the use it was expected to get because people dont want to use it.  Stop 
flogging a dead horse.  Stop wasting money on things most people dont want 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 
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Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Proceed if not needed for port operations but get private enterprise to pay ACC for 
use.  Do not spend ACC funds doing your own development 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

Support 
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increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Do not support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

- Cycleways! Urgently roll out safe, separated cycleways by repurposing on-street 
parking (and some green space) to create a *network* of safe, separated cycleways. 
Low cost, high return, please make it happen! 
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If Auckland Transport will not build cycleways as the Council has consistently directed, 
the Council should form its own unit and build cycleways itself. 

- Eke Panuku’s redevelopment of town centres, including safe walking and cycling 
connections and better access for disabled people. 

- City centre cycleway and pedestrian network including a protected cycleway along 
Pitt Street, a pedestrian mall in Mercury Lane, and improvements for Canada Street 

- The Making Space for Water programme’s inclusion of “blue-green corridors”. Let's 
add to our walking, cycling network while also creating a natural drainage area. 

- More discretionary funding for local boards: enabling them to better deliver on local 
climate action plans and local transport priorities. Forcing Auckland Transport to 
support local board plans and not drown them in business cases and load them with 
unnecessary design and compliance costs 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

- Build roads and sprawl suburbs. The city cannot afford to lose any more precious 
arable land, nor can it afford the bill to pave it. No more greenfields development, 
brownfields and intensification only please! Back it with cheap, economically efficient 
modes of transport such as cycling and public transport 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

When money is tight, value for money is critical. 

Investing in cycling has benefit-cost ratios of anywhere from 10:1 up to 25:1. Please 
INCREASE investment in cycling infrastructure and maintenance! 

Please also build MORE raised pedestrian crossings and footpaths. What we feed, 
grows, and cycling and walking infra is cheap! 

- That Auckland Transport could leverage road renewals and maintenance for quick 
fixes that make streets safer for walking and cycling every time a road is repaved, 
repaired or repainted by installing cycleways. This will lower costs and benefit society 
and the environment in the short and long run. 
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Support for multi-modal trips such as the proposed $50 weekly cap for public transport, 
bikes on buses, more investment in train services, and of course I support light rail. 
Please return to the original Auckland Transport 2016 light rail proposal and push it 
HARD 

Please advocate to Central Government and the NZTA for a lane on the existing 
Harbour Bridge to be reallocated for walking, cycling, and wheeling. 

The UN for Environment recommends 20% of our transport budgets are towards 
walking and cycling but Auckland Transport typically allocates under 1% of our 
transport budget on cycling – we are massively underinvesting! Let's boost cycle 
walking and spending immediately! 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

- Cycleways! Safe cycle infrastructure, accessible for all kinds of bikes, that get people 
where they want to go.  

- A safe, connected cycle network can be delivered fast and affordably by reallocating 
road space and using pop up protection like concrete or rubber separators 

- More safer speeds (30km/hr) for residential areas, around schools, and through town 
centres, with traffic calming and raised pedestrian crossings so that EVERYONE can 
get to where they are going safely 

- Low traffic neighbourhoods - chicanes, narrower lanes to create safe, separated 
cycleways, etc. 

I strongly support projects such as Great North Road Improvements, the Upper 
Symonds & New North Road Upgrade Project, the Glen Innes cycleway network 
extended through to Ellerslie along College Road, Ngahue Road, Abbots Way, Liston 
Park, Michaels Avenue, Michaels Ave Reserve, Amy Street and Main Highway. This is 
the Orakei Local Board's north-south cycleway spine - let's make it happen! 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

- A dedicated bike ferry across the Waitematā Harbour. Turn over one lane on the 
Harbour Bridge to cycling instead - much cheaper and provides the freedom to cross 
any time. 

- Spend less on road widening and greenfields sprawl, and instead reallocate road 
space for delivery of walking, cycling, and public transport networks, creating an 
overall more efficient, affordable, and climate conscious transport network 
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3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

North Harbour Stadium should not have been built. It is a white elephant which is 
better off being demolished and the area redeveloped into a mixed-use, low car 
neighbourhood. Spend the money on cycling infrastructure in the area and any left 
over can be allocated to begin work on a decent stadium (60,000 seat, roof, 
rectangular) in the CBD 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

DO NOT SELL THE AIRPORT SHARES 

DO NOT PRIVATISE THE PORT 

It's a short-term asset grab by the entitled for the long-term loss of the city. The Council 
will lose the flexibility to make decisions about what to do on port land and lose any 
influence over the airport e.g. when trying to bring in light rail. 

Don't do it! Stop building sprawl, save money there first. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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Leasing off the port is an asset grab while the Council is weak. 

It's privatisation in any other name. Infrastructure privatisations in NZ and Australia 
such as Auckland and Sydney Airports have delivered massive returns to the private 
owners but huge costs to the cities and their people. 

Privatisation/leasing/call it what you like restricts future Councils from making 
decisions for the good of the city and is a short sighted way to raise funds. Don't do it! 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Bring the harbourside space back to the people to enjoy! The Viaduct and Wynyard 
are fantastic, more of that on Captain Cook and Marsden wharves please! 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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Same reason - more public space please! 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
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increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Increase carparking fees to double or triple. They are far too low and do not reflect the 
opportunity cost (land better used for public space or cycleways) and externalities 
(traffic congestion, noise, pollution, lower public transport and cycle usage) 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 
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Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
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Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

- Ellerslie has very poor public facilities. 
Please renovate the War Memorial Hall and 
build a library/community centre next door 
on the ground floor of a Kainga Ora 
apartment development as has been 
discussed by the Local Board and 
Councillor Bartley. 

- 

 
Tell us why 

All worthy projects. In particular, do not stop until Auckland Transport connects Gowing 
Drive to Te Ara Ki Uta Ki Tai! This is one of many missing links in the Orakei Local 
Board area. Next one to be closed is between Ellerslie and Penrose - there is no 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

212 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Increase local board finding overall by more than proposed, don;t just shuffle funds 
around. 

Reduce costs e.g. for designs and compliance lumped onto local boards by the 
Council to make funding go further. 

Local Boards need more money to effectively invest in their communities and not have 
to beg the Council!
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Increasing our urban forest canopy, water quality and environmental restoration across 
the city. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Roads, We can build as many as we like, they will just fill up. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I do not support a return to prioritising cars. We need alternatives including cycle ways. 
I know so many people in Auckland who have had very significant accidents which 
have caused life changing and expensive injuries. We need to focus on safety and 
getting people out of cars. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Buses. Taking the bus is freedom for myself and my child. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Car focused roads. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

A 35 year lease is too long given the changes that are likely under climate change. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Do not support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
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increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

I's like to see the water quality targeted rate increased not lowered. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Aotea/Great Barrier,Ōrākei 

 

Aotea/Great Barrier Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Aotea/Great Barrier in 2024/2025? 

I support all priorities 

 
More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Continue the regular programme of funding 
for community groups to deliver services 
and environmental groups to deliver 
ecology works. 

Very Important 

Continue our regular maintenance of parks 
and assets. 

Very Important 
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Investigate improvements for playground 
areas island-wide. 

Very Important 

Support implementation of aspects of the 
new Destination Management Plan. 

Very Important 

 
Tell us why 

The parks and assets need attention, Many are under maintained at present. 

 

7c. What do you think of the Aotea/Great Barrier proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

I support them 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

No 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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No 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

No 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Raised crossings 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Keep the shares as an investment 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Keep control in Auckland with New Zealanders 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

The future needs to be funded now 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Port of Auckland operations would be largely unaffected and this could be a great area 
for the city to redevelop 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 
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Tell us why: 

An influx of land ie Bledisloe along with Marsden and Cook is overwhelming and the 
money is not there for the best development. Allow it to remain profitable for the port 
and the council while Marsden and Cook are developed. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

Support 
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the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

No 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

No
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

AT 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

LOW CP RATIO, waste tax payer's money 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

Support 
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we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

don't back off from cycleways 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

trains 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Auckland isn't going away 

 The stadium may not have hit its mark yet bit it will. it exists - the cheapest thing in the 
longrun is to.maintain it well. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

It is an asset and should be retained. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

don't tie us in for 35 years. There may be changes that mean we should be in a flexible 
position. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1a) I don't agree with your options as presented. For the first three years, do less. Your 
electorate is suffering, and if you adopt the 'do less with less' this should create 
efficiencies as you strive to 'do more' with less. This will save us all money. Then after 
3 years, when I trust this Mayor will be re-elected, the economy should be in better 
shape, there should be funds in your coffers, and then you do more with more for three 
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years. Wise, considered productive spending (not like Labour did nationally), then we 
rein it in for the next three years and become moderate, - because 'you've done it all' 
(ie most of the development in the prior 3 years.) 

This would include getting the city transport operating like Switzerland - clean and on 
time, like clockwork. Fix the drainage, but delete any Significant Natural Area concepts 
- just get the place working/draining. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

There is no doubt Arts are important, but in tough times something has to go. All 
families face this. First of all get rid of any excesses in your system - like the Traffic 
Management Plans, they are ridiculous (5 people guarding one person doing the 
work). Regarding the Arts and Parks & Recreation - I suggest absolute baseline 
funding to keep things ticking over. Nothing new unless there is private funding which 
the Council meets $ for $. So baseline maybe 30% of what we have now, just good 
maintenance. If the public want 'it (whatever 'it is" then Council agrees to fund 'it' $ for 
$ with what the public is prepared to pay for. Private/Public partnership. No Diwhali, no 
Chinese New year, no Pasifika, and no Scottish festival (wow, was I ever pleased to 
see that happen this year, - finally!!)Parks, (maintennace only, =&gt; nothing new. No 
Developments. Movies, Music festivals in the parks - can them for three years. 

Remove recently introduced speed reductions and remove speed bumps - they are 
unsafe. (Fire engines et al) 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Get rid of stupidity. A Zebra crossing is fine, with a yellow bollard on solar - not raised 
crossings. 

Use round-abouts and less traffic lights. Humans (Council) think you can control traffic. 
Humans make mistakes. Let them be ours and not yours re traffic flow. 

Boost the roads, cycling (get scooters off the roads), ferries and efficient buses and 
watch the flow!! 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 
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Roading, Bus Lanes, Approriate Cycle ways (V. difficult), ferries and buses. Check how 
many people are actually going to use cycle ways. If not many, don't do anything.  

Spend on sewage, and water - drinking water, stormwater and sewage. 

Council should have Council Housing for our needy. Maybe partner with somebody 
private. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Everything else - stick to the basics, Pavements, roads and water. 

Disband ATEED (or the new version of it. We've got tonnes of people coming to Akl, 
without them. Keep a watching eye on sporting developments, have your say, but save 
spending any money until after the first 3 year term when, like this Govt, you get the 
finances in order. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

As above, don't spend money on Sports facilities in the next 3 years. Get things on a 
solid footing and aligned so you have a firm, clear, agreed plan in the next three years, 
and then crack into it. You may even get finance/partnerships agreed, but don't spend 
a penny. So you are still making progress - you are just not spending money. Go back 
to the basics. And announce this is what you are doing. I think the elctorate would 
heave a sigh of relief. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 
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I think the future fund is a good idea, but it needs some legislation around it so 
spenders (like the last Labour Govt) can't get their hands on it and p__ it up against 
the wall. They will. This is their modus operandi. Short of cash? Dive in!! 

Make it prudent. I am not at all sure selling all AIAL shares is a good thing. Have a 
threshold, and if they are not getting to that threshold, then you can sell them. You 
need a benchmark of a financial return, probably with an independent Board - not 
councillors. Perhaps use the existing National Super Fund peronell or the National 
Provident Fund. Don't create a new system. Use what NZ has already got. Set criteria. 
It must re-invest so it is achieving 7% pa. Above this gets paid out to Council (if 
required. If less than this Council gets nothing. A state of Emergency must be declared 
to dip in and take any more than that. POAL - this is a strategic asset Akl Cncl should 
own. If we can't get 5% net return after tax, then its not a good investment, and we 
need to make other arrangements. (like getting rid of it, or your leasing proposal, as 
long as we are getting 5% return on Assets (not on Capital invested, which would be 
higher) 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Whichever a) or b) above (ie the two options presented) gives the best return. 

If you can't get 5% out of Council ownership of POAL, then less it privately and that 
money (or the Dividend if Council continues with ownership) goes to the Future Fund. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

You can't sell the goose that laid the Golden egg. POAL is currently a goose, but we (ie 
Akl Cncl) can't always think just about now. You need to think about the future. If you 
don't save that money now, then you/we will always be operating hand to mouth as 
you spend everything, and there is no investment. Spend the next 3 years setting us 
up for a brighter future where you are not coming to rate payers for more and more 
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money, especially when we have crazy operators who have no idea about how money 
is earned. Take some tough decisions now for the future - and become a well-funded 
'ace' City!! Get the finances sorted, so your are not coming cap in hand to the 
electorate. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Self Insurance. - Hmm. Dangerous. Needs clear rules around it. If you invest that in 
the Future Fund with the rules I have outlined I'm OK with it, but if there is a hint 
anybody/party could get their hands on it, other than above a 7% return, or a declared 
Emergency, then keep on with your current Insurance Plan. I once worked for a large 
and successful company that self insured. It worked for them over many years, until 
disaster struck and it nearly took them to their knees. Desley Simpson may know who 
I'm talking about. I'm happy with self insuring with strong and clear rules about the 
portion of funds that are annually invested (ie 1% of turnover average over the last 3 
years - then this is what we invest every year from now going forward. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

This is a very difficult one , even with more knowledge. Akl Ports seem to be less 
profitable over time with TGA and North Ports outshining them. More produce is going 
through these other ports and TGA is getting to capacity, giving Napeir some overflow 
volume. I really don't have a solution as to where POAL could reasonably loctae to. Do 
they need another model. Leasing to another party maybe an interim solution, but what 
you get back won't be the same as what you hand-over. I have never ever found its 
better than what you started with - so that's a slippery slidey slope. Maybe less it for 15 
years. Give POAL to chance to formulate a new model in that time. They'd probably 
need Akl Cncl to fund any 'progress elsewhere', especially if you are taking 5% after 
tax profit. Its ugly, and without knowing the figures is too hard to make a meaningful 
comment. Maybe secure the best (most profitable arrangement for 15 years, and then 
you have to work together on some plan. Maybe a wind-up plan, especially if you think 
Akl Cncl can get a better return on the land than 5% 
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5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

Probably??! 

Its a great area for development and to enhance the City, but Akl Cncl needs to get a 
good return on the land after the 15 years. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Im not strong (in knowledge or opinion) on these targeted rates. 

Generally my view is if the local community wants something extra, they should pay for 
it (through a targeted rate), but water quality and sewage are not items to be targeted. 
These should come from the General rate and be charged proportionately and equally 
by businesses and individuals, without there being a differential rate. Too much admin 
with a Targeted rate, in general terms. And, as we are doing the basics everybody is 
entitled to the basics so there should be no need for a targeted rate, unless the 
community asks for it/votes for it. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 
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Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
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Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 

Not Important 
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pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

We need to Taiho for now, and get the 
books in order. Tell the people what we are 
doing, and why. Then 'go for it' in three 
years time. There's no money in the tin (at 
home) so we cut back, now is a good time 
for you to cut back too and take some 
pressure 

 
Tell us why 

I generally agree with the cuts as presented. Tough decisions but thanks for making 
them and presenting them. I think moving 'off-road' is a good idea. I do think we should 
have the ANZAC parade, but again off-road and undertaken by the Community, and 
doe 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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651 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Haven't read that I'm afraid and have just been taken away by a disorganized party 
who I need to help - last minute. Sorry!!
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Would be happy to pay more for initiatives contributing to climate resilience and 
helping Auckland meet its climate goals. Would also support initiatives that help create 
a vibrant city with lots to do. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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No - happy with the central proposal as a minimum. Don’t want to pay less and get 
less - would rather pay more! 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Auckland needs investment in public transport, happy with central proposal or pay 
more proposal. Very happy to cap weekly fees / make it easier to pay and use. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Investing more in maintenance of rail lines. Making it easier to get around by walking 
and cycling. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Nothing - happy to pay for needed investment. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

The more investment in the city the better, especially if that investment helps to free up 
waterfront / port space for public use. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Love the development of the waterfront by the ferry building and north wharf, would 
love to have more of it, like Wellington. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
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long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
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Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

AT - stop the electrification of ferries!!.  Very very expensive to buy and more critically 
to build and supply the massive infrastructure. Stop building bike lanes. Stop traffic 
management for minor jobs. Focus the budget on supplying basic services to 
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ratepayers. The environmental / being green stuff can wait until we are out of 
recession. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Stop investing in public transport networks. I.e stop electrifying everything at enormous 
cost. The service to the public is no different. Stop spending on capital items. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Make the AT CEO redundant. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

No more electric buses, electric ferries, new train routes. Until we are well out of 
recession. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Sell land and release it for intensified housing. Do the bare minimum of upgrades to 
the stadium. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

With sound governance of the funds raised,  together with major cuts in expenditure, 
AC will have less debt / interest payments. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Rates cannot be raised by such a large amount. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Self insurance is a must. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

We don't want  more trucks on the road. 
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5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

We need the maximum income from the lease right now. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Do not support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 
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Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Reduce spending considerably for the next 
3 to 5 years of All local boards. Seismic 
strengthening of the library can wait. Its 
stood for 100+ years!!. The capital works 
can all wait. We have a lot of good facilities. 
Already. 

 
Tell us why 

Water quality is #1 priority. Hygiene issues. And pest control. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

110,133 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Boards will find ways to spend whatever they are given. They should be made to 
prioritise their wish list with a justification based on who benefits and why that is more 
important
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Keep the sport facilities fund 

Increase the 35 million fund for sport facilities  

Maintenance of sport facilities into a good usable condition especially basketball 
courts. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Road works 

Arts and cultural 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 
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Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Community facilities like sports ( basketball 
courts) important for our younger 
generations. 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 

Please the sports and recreation facilities fund. 

Please review facilities  

Maintenance plan to reduce costs and keep our facilities in a good usable condition.  
Our younger generation will need this to strengthen our community.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

Support 
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for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
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Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 
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Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Development of town centres, to allow safe walking and cycling connections, as well 
as improving access for disabled people. 
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Improvements aligned with the Central Rail Link like the Karanga-a-hape station 
improvements project, which includes a protected cycleway along part of Pitt street, a 
pedestrian mall in Mercury Lane 

The Making Space for “blue-green corridors”. These are walking and cycling paths 
through greenspaces and alongside streams, adding to our walking, cycling network 
while also creating a natural drainage area. 

Auckland Climate Grants and the Live Lightly Programme which can fund community-
led programmes to empower people to ride bikes for transport 

More investment for local boards: enabling them to better deliver on local climate 
action plans and local transport priorities 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Reduce subsidies on roading road maintenance. User pays in the form of congestion 
charging. Lobby central government to re-instate regional fuel tax. Ensure that the 
proceeds go at least part into public transport infrastructure 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

We should not reduce cycleway spending. Build the paths and the cyclists will come. 
We are seeing this already with the job only partly done 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

A safe, connected cycle network  is especially affordable. Reallocating road space, as 
has been done in Mission Bay, improves public enjoyment of the space and amenities.   

More safer speeds (30km/hr) for residential areas, around schools, and through town 
centres, with traffic calming measures such as raised pedestrian crossings and 
cobbled streets. Again look at how successful the Mission Bay alterations have been. h 

Making streets safer for pedestrians and cyclists will empower people to walk, cycle 
and wheel for their trips 
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2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Spend less on road widening projects, and instead reallocate road space for delivery 
of walking, cycling, and public transport networks,  

Do not develop a harbour cycle ferry. Instead we need a cycle/pedestrian lane on the 
harbour bridge. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

deduce cost to council 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

develop an alternate site for auckland's cargo port 

mixed private public management of the freed up real estate 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

transfere 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

I don't know 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 
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Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 
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Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

connect existing cycleway to see them florish 

riding on dedicated cycle ways is the safest option for cyclists and pedestrians 

SAFETY perception is the most important barrier for people to take their bicycles and 
feet
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Council workers to clean edge of roadsides so drains dont get blocked 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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We should not have fun events that are minor. Unless its like the Americas Cup or FIFA 
Womens World Cup or other big events.  Events like movies in a park are a waste of 
money and resource.  We should not waste money doing branding, marketing or 
restructures.  The council wastes too much money on these 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

NO MORE raised pedestrian crossings and cycleways.  Need more sensible roads 
and busways where it doesn't impact traffic. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

We can't keep funding underperforming assets 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 
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Ports of Auckland and Auckland Airport are great performing assets.  POAL is being 
managed well. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Most 3rd parties are not great employers or protectors of efficient supply chains.  
Auckland needs an efficient supply chain and DP World and others like them will not 
deliver long term value to the city of Auckland.  And the profits will be taken offshore 
and not reinvested in NZ.  NZ will be stripped of more assets much like what happened 
with KiwiRail under TOLL.  Also look at the chaos in Australia and other ports under 
similar deals. It must be stopped at all cost 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

we can't afford higher rates 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 
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Auckland has enough land we don't need more land in Auckland city and the port 
should have the most amount of space to utilise 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

This is vital to NZ Supply Chain and especially for Aucklanders 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

I don't know 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Stop leading and influencing better out comes for Maori. This is a racist policy. If Maor 
are to be helped it falls to the central government to provide this 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Removing speed bumps  

 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Severely curtail AT funding until they reduce speed restrictions back to original speeds 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

More parks 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 

I don't know 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 
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Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 

I support the additional $35million for sport and recreation facilities. It would be good to 
use this money for all sport and recreation facilities. That would be cool
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

I don't know 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

I don't know 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 

Very Important 
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such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Please include the $35million of funding for sport and recreation facilities. Kids need 
these and the extra money is cool.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

Do not support 
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we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

I don’t know 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

More on education, hospitals, public transport and investing in economic development. 
Also, reduce tax on fuel and do more to stop supermarkets dictating and controlling 
prices, they are making record breaking profits whilst people are struggling to put food 
on the table for their families. This needs a lot more focus and attention and needs to 
be stopped. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less on money spent on cycle lanes and random road works. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I agree with making public transport faster, more reliable and easier to use by investing 
in rapid transit network actions, such as making it easier to pay and introducing 
capped weekly public transport passes 

network optimisation, reducing temporary traffic management requirements and 
introducing dynamic lanes. I also agree with stopping some previously-planned 
initiatives, such as some raised pedestrian crossings and cycleways. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

No 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

No 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

There’s plenty of potential for the stadium to generate profits and be a great host of 
entertainment, it just needs some attention and money invested into it. 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

Not sure, need to know more before I share my opinion. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Seems more profitable. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

I’m not sure 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 
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Tell us why: 

This $110 million could be spent on hospitals, public transport, or education, not this. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

Because it will lower the value of the proposed port lease by an estimated $300 million 
or reduce the future profits and dividends the council earns from the port. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 
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Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Accessibility to & reliability of public modes of transport is essentiol to our growth 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Environmental aspects of eg wastewater 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

More discussion and alternative options need to be publically notified & authoritatively 
commented on 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 
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Again this is such a big question for all Aucklanders there's no easy answer. We need 
informed commentary (NOT bi-partisan!) & a big discussion 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

Again, not enough information in the public area for informed comment 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

I don't know 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Water quality in out local board area is #1 
concern 

 
Tell us why 

Ambitious but do-able. Our local board functions & delivers well 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Option 2 is entirley sensible 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Any investment fund would always have a shareholding in an infrastructure entity like 
AIAL so Ak Council would do just as well to retain its current shareholding. Nothing is 
gained by selling. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 
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I support the first of the options above but suggest sell down to 51% ownership if 
necessary. The sale proceeds could go into an investment fund if required. The Port is 
a strategic asset for Auckland and 51% retains control still. The Port is also performing 
far better than before. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

I can't see any real point in such a fund as I think the Council should retain the AIAL 
shares and only sell down to 51% of the POAL shares. I am not sure setting up a fund 
is worthwhile. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

More investigation needs to be undertaken and shared with the public into the impact 
on Auckland of potentially closing down Bledisloe within 15 years for port operations. If 
it is workable then it may be possible, but as noted in the LTP it is very close to heavy 
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port operations so many uses on that land would be limited. Also, no mention is made 
as to whether Bledisloe may be needed as a cruise terminal with cruise ships getting 
bigger. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
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long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
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Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Develop affordable and quality high density housing to keep up with the demand of our 
growing population in Auckland. This must be addressed soon, or else there will be 
more homelessness or people in unsafe dwellings. 
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Improve public transport systems so that there is more of an incentive to take public 
transport than to drive private cars. This would also be imperative to meet the needs of 
the increasing population. 

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Having an affordable and reliable public transport is paramount and should be 
Auckland Council's priority. If more people use public transport, there would be less 
cars on the road, which would making cycling more appealing as it 

would be a lot safer. 

The CRL is also an important project which will improve our public transport and 
reduce congestion on the roads. 

Fast, reliable public transport just as important as housing because the ease of getting 
to work affects our overall quality of life. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Developing an affordable and reliable public transport system 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 
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Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 
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5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

I don't know 
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the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 
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Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
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Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Removing chip seal from roads and using tar seal instead. Especially in the metro area 
of Auckland. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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To close smaller local libraries and create one main Auckland regional library. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Capped schedules and or tolls to use the central network won’t create a benefit to the 
public it would do the opposite people won’t go out of there way to do things they’ll 
only shop local. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

More dynamic lanes and to get rid of the T2 and T3 lanes as it only cause more 
congestion. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Raised pedestrian crossings 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Redeveloping the stadium to hold more people will generate more attraction from 
music performers. As currently NHS, is under utilised and mainly sits empty. There is 
enough surrounding land to create another Eden park scale stadium which can assist 
with accommodation for large sporting events and music events which will boost the 
economy. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

The removal of ports of Auckland needs to happen so Auckland can be made a tourist 
hotspot allowing larger cruise ships into the harbour which needs the harbour to be 
deeper. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

The ports of Auckland need to support the utopian ideals being inset into the 10 year 
plan. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

N/a 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

N/a 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 
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Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Needs developing waste of potential. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

Needs to be improved. Ports of Auckland should move to whangarei 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

Support 
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the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

No 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 
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Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
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Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 

Very Important 
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pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

N/a 

 
Tell us why 

I think overall benefit for the community but the road maintenance needs to be 
addressed first. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101,211 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Wasted $ on badly designed cycle ways 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Not Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

No 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Wasteful roading expenditure.  AT wastes money terribly and this can be seen all over 
AKL. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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If gets managed by offshore all the money goes offshore, and AC lose any power or 
control.  It is an Auckland asset and should be kept.  Lots of voices come from the 
wealthy suburbs but they do not represent the rest of Auckland. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Focus on now and problems Aucklanders are having now.  Enough with the beautifying 
rubbish.  Sort out now and worry about making thigs pretty later. 

 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Consolidate the Port footprint 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

The Port needs operating space.  Its a nice to have but the reality is that you move the 
operations out of Auckland it will increase pollution, road demand etc as you need to 
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then bring all the cargo back to Auckland.  There is a very real reason why cities have 
ports in the middle of them.  Increases transport costs means increased goods costs. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

I want the Council to stick to the big things - public transport, better pedestrian safety, 
building a new better stormwater network/flood resilience, that kind of thing 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Once upon a time wealthy people used to provide public spaces or sponsor events. I 
think while funds are tight we should cut back Council spending on providing free 
events and ask people with spare money to contribute to a fund for those. Start with 
the people who wrote an open letter asking to be taxed more. That way those good 
beneficial community activities can still happen but don’t need Council funding (and 
therefore ratepayer funds can be allocated to the ‘boring’ but very necessary stuff. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I strongly support funding going towards whatever needs to be done to make the CRL 
perform at its best from day 1, including dealing with level crossings. I want investment 
to continue in protecting safe walking and cycling because we can’t rely on drivers to 
drive safely. I support peak time use charges for driving around the city - we pay peak 
fares for public transport around the same time so it seems fair to apply the same 
principles to road users. I don’t necessarily support resealing roads where they are 
currently asphalted but will be replaced with chipseal, unless the roads are unsafe in 
their current state. Many pavements are dire and seem to never get funding for 
replacement.  I would also like to see AT reliability and punctuality incentivised by 
refunding passengers when their services are delayed or cancelled. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

People who can save the Council money by carrying work out faster. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 
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Based on what I’ve read it worked fine before so change the operating structure first 
and then see if more work is required 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Diversifying makes sense 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Gets access to capital sooner when there are costly projects that can’t wait (eg level 
crossings to enable CRL) 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Again, if we need money now we need it now 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

I don’t have enough knowledge to make informed comments here 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

I like the idea as a long term goal but it doesn’t seem like something we can afford to 
prioritise right now 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

As above 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Regarding changing fees for leisure facilities I don’t love the idea of paying more but I 
can see that it is fair, same with booking fees for venues. For the latter again perhaps 
support for those costs could be found from local business sponsorship 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
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Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 
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Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Ellerslie is not well served by Council 
facilities currently so it would be nice to see 
what can be added. Again local events may 
need to be funded by local wealth in the 
current circumstances. 

 
Tell us why 
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Unsure about The Landing - I’m not certain what that even is. Also unsure about 
development of a multi sport facility but don’t have sufficient info to really be able to 
comment on the priorities 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

996 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less funding major external owned events and cruise passengers that benefits 
localised retail areas only.  Funding for that type of event should be attached to 
targeted rate, supported by a cost/benefit analysis. 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Concerned 'easier to pay' is used as an increase in revenue opportunity. Would like to 
see AT's services made more contestable to increase competition and remove areas of 
ideology and inefficiency as a provider. Refocus AT to core functions. Increase 
visibility/reporting of major 3rd party providers e.g. train services cooperative - make 
accountable for deliverable and measurable performance. 

Significantly cut raised platform implementation - only use directly outside of 
schools/hospitals etc. Use LED warning strips instead linked to crossing button or 
simple proximity sensor. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

AT and raised platforms. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

No funds for 'investment' projects. Land is precious. 

New management to increase availability and usage if current team cannot. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

Auckland Future Fund using AIAL shares and POAL dividends. Port has significant 
other economic benefit to Akl residents and business which outsourced would create a 
high risk to Akl business/consumers as the operator endeavours to maximise its profits 
from the lease arrangement.  Also high risk of remedial cost post lease that is not 
bonded e.g. Tiwai Point smelter, Tasman Pulp & Paper etc! 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Port has significant other economic benefit to Akl residents and business which 
outsourced would create a high risk to Akl business/consumers as the operator 
endeavours to maximise its profits from the lease arrangement.  Also high risk of 
remedial cost post lease that is not bonded e.g. Tiwai Point smelter, Tasman Pulp & 
Paper etc! 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 
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Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Investment should be made by an operator of the new facility not Council via lease 
arrangement. Reduce investment costs on ratepayers. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

We need a functional port for all of Auckland's benefit. Ports need a reasonable 
amount of land to operate efficiently on. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 

Do not support 
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reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 
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Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
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Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 

Not Important 
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pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Need to be efficient users of available 
budget. Focus and enablement of local 
facilities for responsible low cost use by 
community. 

 
Tell us why 

Need to be realistic on funding and cost to the community 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

655 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

There is NO SECTION available under TELL US WHY with regard our support for the 
central proposal, so we have included our thinking of the overall plan here in this 
section.  

Investment in “fit for purpose” storm water management systems is of the utmost 
importance for our two suburbs, Kohimarama and Mission Bay. Both suburbs have 
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experienced significant issues and damage to public and private property due to the 
current stormwater management system not coping with climate change driven 
weather patterns. Serious flooding impacts both suburbs, of which our Association has 
presented on these issues at Council hearings. 

Continuing the vital work to separate storm water from waste water is a top priority for 
our area and for the whole of Auckland. Hundreds of thousands of people utilise the 
wonderful beaches and facilities in our harbour sea side suburbs and having clean 
harbour water, not contaminated with raw sewage after heavy rains is a vital priority. 
Ongoing investment to ensure the separation of the waste water management systems 
is of vital importance across Auckland. 

Investment in fit for purpose infrastructure prior to, and alongside, any increase in 
intensification for Kohimarama and Mission Bay is viewed as the only logical way 
forward. Allowing  blanket rezoning for intensification across the whole area, as 
proposed in PC 78, but with no significant investment in infrastructure, transport 
systems, waste water management and stormwater would be CATASTROPHIC to the 
already serious flooding and infrastructure issues currently being experienced in the 
area. Plan change 78 should NOT be adopted without, suburb wide, significant 
investment of infrastructure that would be required to support the blanket 
intensification planned. 

The sandy beaches of Mission Bay and Kohimarama provide not just a wonderful 
recreational resource for the whole of Auckland, but also is of vital importance as the 
first line of defence from the sea in the protection of infrastructure, roadways, and 
public and private property. The significant re sanding of the beaches some two 
decades ago has been a great success, and it is of utmost importance that there is  
ongoing maintenance to ensure  the  sand levels are maintained and continue to 
protect the vital integrated infrastructure of the water front.  

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 
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• Introducing easier to pay methods is vitally important to ensure easy integration of 
public transport into our daily lives. 

• We support the use of dynamic lanes to ensure public transport, and multiple 
passenger cars, are faster and time efficient. 

• We support the rethink on raised pedestrian crossings on main arterial routes where 
flowing traffic for both private cars and public transport is vital for efficiency of the city. 

 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

North of Auckland is zoned for significant and ongoing population expansion. Ensuring 
sports and community facilities for a population of half a million people, and growing, is 
very important. Forcing the population to travel into and through the city centre to 
sports and community events that could be held locally impacts on traffic on local 
roads and main arterial routes across other parts of the city. 

North Harbour Stadium, under prior operational management, under a local Trust, 
some years ago, was a profit making and well utilised sports and community facility. 
New management with a “for the local population by the local population” focus, within 
the framework of the role this facility plays in Auckland wide sport facilities, is an 
important driver that our local Association supports. A change of management should 
be considered to ensure this philosophy can be delivered for the Northern Auckland 
facility.  
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Establishing the Auckland Future Fund is supported. Transferring dividend generating 
assets into this fund supports the objective of a Future Fund 

Auckland requires significant investment in infrastructure and transport solutions. A 
diversified investment fund delivers a de-risked investment portfolio versus holding all 
the value in  one asset class. 

However we have concerns around the temptation for Auckland Council to use this 
fund quickly, once the asset is liquidated, and not have the funds left for future ongoing 
development. The conditions around the funds allocation process need to be very tight 
and well-structured to prevent populist projects or one off events depleting this fund. 

Any sale of the assets in this fund needs to be managed and timed optimally and 
within time frames that maximise the return for the City- NOT just to balance a one off 
Annual Plan. The sale of assets in this FF might not go ahead in the short or medium 
term,  depending on the detailed assessment of the income in the short, medium and 
long term that delivers the best value of investment for Auckland. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

The Port is a vital strategic asset for Auckland. The information provided in this LTP 
missed the bar, by some significant margin, from that required to enable our group to 
give any well informed thoughts on the leasing of this vital asset and releasing control 
of our most important harbour asset. 

Our concerns, along side the fact that the information provided had very little detail, 
are as follows:    
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1) The Port is located at the entrance to our waterfront on Tamaki Drive,  and the 
operation of this Port, truck movements, day and night time operational issues, 
expansion into the harbour and alike are vital to the access and use of the waterfront 
and the harbour for our community and for the whole of Auckland.  

2) The economic viability of Auckland and NZ relies strongly on cost effective and 
efficient Port workings.  Your proposal gives us no information on how we can ensure 
that new foreign ownership would be held accountable for the continuation of a cost 
effective, globally competitive and efficient Port. We need not look far to see examples 
of how selling our core strategic assets has delivered for our country an uncompetitive 
and highly priced sector- our Banking sector is a key example of this and ever day 
New Zealanders pay the higher price versus other OECD countries because of this.  

3) As the details of a potential lease are not shared in the LTP, the protection of public 
and private access along Tamaki Drive and the significant recreational, residential  and 
commercial activities that are delivered,  are of vital importance to our community. 
Losing that control at the "mouth" to our community, to a 3rd party,  could have very 
significant negative impacts on the waterfront, Tamaki Drive and the harbour. 
Significantly more details of the mechanisms for a third party would need to be 
understood. 

 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 
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Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

Why - not enough information of impact of finances, and operational impact of the Port 
versus “ other uses” to make an informed decision 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

I don't know 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 

I don't know 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 
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Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

We do not support the changing in the Local Board funding model, and support the 
status quo in funding for Local Boards. The beaches with their respective reserves in 
Mission Bay and Kohimarama, together with  Madills Farm, are utilised by hundreds of 
thousands of  people a year, from right across Auckland, and visitors to Auckland. Our 
Local Board must be funded to enable these facilities to be properly maintained, 
together  with ongoing funding for improved stormwater management, safety and 
maintenance of the assets,  and re sanding maintenance of the beaches. 

The ongoing re-sanding of the waterfront beaches such as Kohimarama and Mission 
Bay  is of vital importance  for both the community and  for the whole of Auckland. The 
vital sea protection the sand delivers is the first line of defence  from climate change 
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impacted sea events to ensure protection of   the road access, infrastructure, 
recreational resources, properties and businesses along the waterfront. 

We strongly support the Tagalad Reserve being delivered back under OLB 
management, to be utilised for the community, together with the reserve being utilised 
as part of an integrated solution to flooding  and storm water management in this flood 
plain area.  
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Do more cost cutting from within the council and CCO's. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Cultural events are a complete nice ot have. I love them and they are awesome, but if 
we cant afford them then I am sorry, but people will understand. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I totally support reducing the cost of traffic management. Its absolutely out of control at 
the moment. But we can live with the current state of public transport for the time 
being. And if we no longer waste money on pedestrian and bike prioritisation then we 
can still all mange to get around too.  

Definitely dont put in congestion charges. Its a tax, and its obvious. It will do nothing to 
reduce congestion, as there is no alternative to driving in this city, and if you had just 
not broken the roading with bus lanes, cycle ways and pesestrian prioritisation, then 
we wouldn't be in this mess in the first place. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Roads. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Cycleways 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is,Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Do whatever is cheaper. Its a bit of a white elephant, but we really dont have any 
money to be spending on redevelopment of it right now. Mothball it if we have to. 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

This is a fantastic idea. Definitely proceed with this. This will provide a much greater 
investment opportunity and allow for flexability and diversity within the investment 
portfolio. Great work on this!!! 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

We need the port. Its an blight on the landscape, but we need it and there is nowhere 
else for it to go. But we should not be in the business of running ports. Keep control of 
the waterfront, but let the professionals run the show. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Not that there are any profits. But profits from our investments should be used to grow 
the fund. This will allow for much greater flexability in the future if and when this is 
needed, and it will provide a valuable asset base for future borrowing. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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My view is that the spend less is actually at the maximum I woudl consider reasonable 
for rates rises. Anything more than this is just outragous and conflicts with the mayors 
election promises. We need to stay within our budget. Its tough, but its just life at the 
moment. Anything else is goin got be too much of a burden on the citizens of 
Auckland. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

Its needed, so it has to be used for port activities. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 

Do not support 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 
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Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Not Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

None of these things are actually important, 
except for the water quality issue, which is 
an absolute crazy issue to have in a city like 
this in 2024. If we had all the money in the 
world then these other things would be 
great. But when you are talking ab 

 
Tell us why 

Fix the water quality. 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

110 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Work closely with NZTA to deliver the North Western busway, extend the Northern 
busway to Silverdale and finish the Eastern Busway sooner than later. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Surely utilisation of this asset can be improved. As the city continues to expand 
through Silverdale and onto Orewa, the North Shore (pop. 205,000) requires a social 
and sporting hub, to rival cities of a similar size. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Sell the AIAL holding and deploy the funds into upgrading or replacing other 
infrastructure. Stadiums? Transport hubs? 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

The current Port Management have improved the  financial, operating and wellbeing 
performance, so allow that to continue.  

There appears little merit to have an international operator leveraging an infrastructure 
asset with negligible competition, repatriating profits offshore and increasing costs to 
businesses that use the port.  

A 35 year lease curtails the ability to make Upper North Island infrastructure decisions 
that will inevitably be required in the next 10, 20 & 30 years. 

POAL used to be a profitable and well run business, until the Council took 100% 
ownership.  

Strong governance should see a resumption of improved performance and returns to 
the shareholder. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Allocate the returns to developing and upgrading other infrastructure for the benefit of 
all Aucklanders, repurposing some of the port land at the western end of the harbour.  

The dividends should not be used to fund general Council Opex. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 
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Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Use the POAL dividends to fund the change of use for these two wharves.  

A priority should me to ameliorate the current chaos of cancelled ferries when cruise 
ships arrive and depart. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Bledisloe Wharf should remain operational until a suitable alternative plan is agreed. 
Whether that is opening up Northport, the rail and road links, and the creation of an 
inland port to service the North Shore, whose population will be closer to 400,000 
people in 15 years time.  

Let's see how the development of Captain Cook and Marsden Wharves plays out 
before deciding on alternative uses for Bledisloe. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

Support 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

The city has to focus on improving resilience to the changing climate, particularly 
extreme weather events. Let's get ahead of the curve, as prevention is usually more 
cost effective than the inevitable cure.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I agree with most of the plan, but the council should not stop implementing any 
cycleways. Auckland has a growing population, a lot of which are willing and able to 
commute via bikes especially e-bikes but there needs to be safe and efficient routes to 
do so. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Public transport and cycleways. Especially long term cycleways separate from roads 
that won't be converted back into roads or carparks by a new council. Auckland council 
has built some innovative cycle/walk ways that are completely separate from roads, 
more of these please. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

- 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

I am not a north shore resident so do not feel comfortable submitting on this. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 
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From the way that Auckland council has presented this, I agree that this fund should 
be set up with a very strict criterion for accessing the funds. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

More funds going into the managed fund means greater returns, as long as the council 
implements strict criterion for withdrawing any funds. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

No comments here. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 
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This area would make a great site for recreational activities for the public that is close 
to public transport and could function as a similar site to the Wynard quarter and Silo 
park. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

This area would make a great site for recreational activities for the public that is close 
to public transport and could function as a similar site to the Wynard quarter and Silo 
park. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 
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Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

No thoughts on this. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 
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Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 
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Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 

Fairly Important 
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parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

I think it is very important to finish the 
upgrades to the Remuera library and 
removing plant and animals pests from the 
area. The rest i also think are fairly 
important. 

 
Tell us why 

No comment 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

000 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

No comments
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

major events funding and economic development.  The council needs to be thinking 
really long term about our region, not just focussed on what we immediately need 
around rubbish collections etc. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

I think our region has great servcies available and we should continue to invest and 
maintain them. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

we need better transport options to change behaviour 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

cycle and busways - until people can use a fully connected network, cars are the most 
efficient option for people 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

complaining about AT.  How about you support them and the team to do well rather 
than running them down all the time. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

our communities have changed over time and the needs have changed with it.  A 
smaller stadium, with different sport and flexible options would be better suited to all 
our communities rather than a stadium that is not being used and requiring a lot of 
upkeep.  Also transfer Eden Park to the same management of the other stadiums and 
have a single view of investment. 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

I'm not sure.  I can see the need for the investment.  I don't trust this Mayor. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

don't agree with the 35 years.  Need to have some of the land returned back to 
Aucklanders for better useage.  Still doesn't make sense to have a port right in the city 
like it is. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

we need more money to invest in better infrastructure which has not bee correctly 
funded. 

 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

Port operations in the city centre don't make sense.  we are a growing city and we 
need more useable public spaces for recreation and to continue to attract people into 
our region. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 
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Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Ellerslie needs a libarry that can serve 
Stonefields as well.  At the moment the 
library options are either Remuera (terrible 
parking and no transport options) to st 
Helliers which is both distance and direction 
away from most routes of travel and other a 

 
Tell us why 

good 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Ensure that AT are using their funding appropriately and not wasting it on pet projects 
instead of what the city actually needs. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

More works to protect and improve the water quality of the Waitemata gulf. 

Stop sewerage overflows, get concrete and other companies to tidy up their act,  

Harsh penalties for polluters to at least cover enforcement costs. 

Higher penalties to cover cost of Regulatory Enforcement and more enforcement. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Stop paying for infrastructure that enables development - increase Dev Contributions, 
private share cost agreements and have developers mitigate effects by installing 
infrastructure at their. 

Stop wasting money of supporting developers, they used to pay for all infrastructure. 

Stop space for Stormwater - over reaction. too expensive, owner's responsibility and 
never be able to protect from all storms - benefit is not worth the cost. 

Stop asset groups taking ownership and responsibility for new assets from developers 
unless they must - Watercare do and Stormwater are planning to accept ww and sw 
lines through private property that should remain private - not public with the ongoing 
costs. 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Too much money is wasted by poor management accepting overpriced tenders and 
maintenance agreements and poor quality assets. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Working with schools to stop drop off of children within 500m of a school - get them 
walking or busing. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Reduce expenditure on at grade rail crossings - leave as is. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 
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Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

stop selling 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Retain as is, council ownership and continue council operation of the port encouraging 
business improvements and proving professional control and guidance by a quality 
Board. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 
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No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

concentrate development at the western viaduct area and inland, Queen St, etc. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Other 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 
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Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Resume the water quality targeted rate and increase the cost to all rate payers 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Aotea/Great Barrier,Māngere-Ōtāhuhu,Manurewa,Ōrākei,Ōtara-Papatoetoe,Whau 
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Aotea/Great Barrier Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Aotea/Great Barrier in 2024/2025? 

I support most priorities 

 
More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Continue the regular programme of funding 
for community groups to deliver services 
and environmental groups to deliver 
ecology works. 

Fairly Important 

Continue our regular maintenance of parks 
and assets. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate improvements for playground 
areas island-wide. 

Not Important 

Support implementation of aspects of the 
new Destination Management Plan. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 

7c. What do you think of the Aotea/Great Barrier proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

 

Kaipātiki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Kaipātiki in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Investing in the maintenance and renewal 
of our parks, playgrounds, recreation 
facilities, and other public spaces so they 
continue to meet our communities needs. 

 

Supporting a community-led approach for 
the delivery of relevant and diverse services 
that connect the community 

 

Supporting environmental groups, 
community volunteers, and our diverse 
communities to carry out environmental 
restoration projects, including stream clean-
ups, habitat improvement, native riparian 
planting, and pest control. 

 

Begin implementing the Mini Shoreline 
Adaptation Plan for the Little Shoal Bay / Te 
Wai Manawa alongside our community to 
address the issues caused by flooding and 
seawater inundation. 

 

Supporting a community climate activation 
programme to support and amplify 
community initiatives identified in the 
Kaipātiki Climate Action Plan. 

 

Building relationships with local iwi and 
mataawaka groups so that Kaipātiki is rich 
with Māori identity and culture. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Kaipātiki proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

I do not support most priorities 
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Māngere-Ōtāhuhu Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Māngere-Ōtāhuhu in 2024/2025? 

Not Important  

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Strengthen partnerships with local mana 
whenua through project delivery, including 
Te Kete Rukuruku, completion of David 
Lange Park playground and improvements. 

Not Important 

Deliver community climate initiatives such 
as Low Carbon Lifestyles, and Māngere 
Bike Hub with our community partners. 

Not Important 

Deliver a community-driven safety action 
plan aimed at tackling anti-social behaviour 
and addressing local safety concerns 
enhancing the overall sense of safety within 
our local community. 

Not Important 

Improve employment and economic 
opportunities through our local economic 
broker programme. 

Fairly Important 

Support community-led activations at our 
parks and facilities through our community 
grants. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Māngere-Ōtāhuhu proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

I do not support most priorities 
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Manurewa Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Manurewa in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
 

Continue to support, deliver and fund 
initiatives that contribute to positive youth 
development. 

Fairly Important 

Invest in evidence-based projects that focus 
on crime prevention, safer communities and 
injury prevention. 

Not Important 

Fund and support activities that include 
older people and foster their community 
participation with a specific focus on 
reaching older migrants. 

Not Important 

Invest in community led projects and 
initiatives that respond to social connection 
and cohesion, build climate resilience and 
contribute to climate action. 

Not Important 

Develop a masterplan for Mountfort Park to 
ensure our open space and sports field 
network meets the demands of our diverse 
communities. 

Not Important 

Identify options for recreational activities to 
support people of all ages and abilities 
being casually active. 

Not Important 

Investigate community lease options to 
support Ngāti Tamaoho aspirations for a 
cultural hub at Te Pua/Keith Park. 

Not Important 

Investigate the feasibility of an arts broker 
programme to nurture creative expression 
with a focus on supporting Māori and 
Pacific creative arts. 
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Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Manurewa proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 
 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
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Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 
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Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Protect the environment and do not waste 
money.  The environment is the key to the 
area providing ample places for all to enjoy, 
exercise and 'have something to do" 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

Ōtara-Papatoetoe Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōtara-Papatoetoe in 2024/2025? 

I do not support most priorities 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
 

Through grants, support community-led 
events and initiatives that create safe 
neighbourhoods and promoting active 
living, sustainable practices. 

 

Not Important 

Support activities to increase social 
cohesion, neighbourly connections, better 
outreach to people from smaller ethnic 
groups and connect newer settlers to local 
services. 

 

Not Important 

Increase youth empowerment through 
supporting leadership and training 
programmes as well as prioritising youth 
engagement. 

 

Not Important 

Identify and promote ‘Play advocacy’ for 
local opportunities in projects that can 
provide spaces for play in places beyond 
playgrounds. 

 

Fairly Important 
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Continue to support and look to increase 
environmental and sustainability projects to 
address climate change and environmental 
challenges through community-led projects 
and by working with mana whenua. 

 

Fairly Important 

Explore options for ways of delivering 
increased local economic outcomes for 
small to large businesses. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōtara-Papatoetoe proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

Whau Local Board Priorities 
 

7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Whau in 2024/2025? 

I do not support most priorities 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

We will work with our partners to build 
community capacity, from 
climate/emergency preparedness and 
community resilience to increased 
participation and community capability. 

Not Important 

We will encourage and support 
volunteerism and community participation, 
especially through environmental and 
ecological initiatives around the Manukau 
Harbour and foreshore, the Whau River and 
its tributaries, and our urban ngahere. 

 

Fairly Important 
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We will continue to undertake governance-
level engagement and collaboration with 
mana whenua and the other west Auckland 
local boards. 

 

Fairly Important 

We will work with the local BIDs where 
possible, to support local economy and to 
realise shared goals around climate action, 
community connection and belonging. 

Not Important 

We will consider accessibility and inclusion 
across our services, engagement, and 
other initiatives. 

Not Important 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Whau proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Make the foot paths safer by getting rid trees obstructing them and make the foot 
paths flat with out trip hazards. keep the roads in better condition by filling in pot holes 
and smoothing undulations. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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No more cycle ways and have less busses on routs which are empty of passengers. 
Don't have double decker busses on routs with no passengers. Cut this cost please. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

We need to have good public transport but it needs to be well thought out and cost 
savings made where  required, for instance, don't have so many empty busses in a 
buss route. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Adequate parking in some shopping areas. This is a problem where it is not a mall for 
example. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Cycle ways. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

As it is, the stadium is under utilized and seeing as there appears to be a need for a 
stadium as has been proposed for Auckland down by Quay St., the Nth Shore stadium 
is a far better option considering every thing, especially the cost. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

This would enable damage by floods and other environmental issues to be addressed 
and financially paid for by the ACC with out undue stress to the rate payer. It would 
mean ACC would be a viable council having a strong fiscal balance. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

This will reduce rate increases and at the same time provide a solution to providing 
money for future costs such as the waste water leak in Parnell. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Due to the fact that reserve money is essential for all councils so that any immediate 
problems can be dealt with and done properly, not as a quick fix temporary solution. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

It has been stated that imported goods will have their prices increased if the Ports of 
Auckland is leased. This may be so, but this will not effect every one. But if the rates 
are not kept as low as possible, this will effect every body, even those who don't own a 
house as the land lord will just increase the rent to cover rate increases and this will 
have a huge effect on renters as these people are often struggling. 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

Support 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 
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Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

What has been proposed are mostly nice to 
have and not essential. In view of the 
money available to households at this time, 
as these are the rate payers, spending on 
necessary items such as water, waste 
water, road maintenance and footpaths are 
to be giv 

 
Tell us why 

As long as the essential things are done first, for instance, pest control and water 
quality improvements and there is enough money available to address the other items 
listed without further rate increases above the "pay less, do less" option. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

985 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 

Under pay less, do less, this would be at a lower cost to rate payers when allocating 
local board funding. For CCO, if they can be improved by being more efficient, cost 
effective and lower priced, then do as you have proposed.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Get the road work faster 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Road work 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Public transport 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

No 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Other 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Other 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Other 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Other 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Other 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 
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Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Transport 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Increasing public transport frequency and building more dedicated cycle lanes. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Building additional roads. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I do not support stopping some previously-planned initiatives, such as some raised 
pedestrian crossings and cycleways. We need more cycleways, and to increase safety 
for people moving around the city. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Introducing a city center emissions charge. Increasing frequency of public transport 
and building protected cycleways. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

New roads. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Redeveloping the stadium to be more useful for more people in the community seems 
like a logical thing to do. Change is good. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

Diversify Auckland's investments portfolio is a logical thing to do. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 
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Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Do not support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

I am happy to pay for services and infrastructure. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Howick,Ōrākei 

 

Hibiscus and Bays Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Hibiscus and Bays in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

 

Support the development of community led 
resilience networks in our area, so our 
community and organisations will know who 
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does what, where to get information and 
how to help, including in emergencies. 

Support and advocate for further protection 
of our sea, soil and fresh water from 
contamination and sedimentation through 
methods such as re-naturalisation, or 
daylighting. 

 

Engage with our community and key 
stakeholders, including mana whenua, on 
the future uses of our undeveloped 
reserves, and older established ones, 
including investigation of cost-effective 
options for other informal recreation and 
play in these areas. 

 

Continue to support activities that promote 
vibrancy, diversity and showcases creativity 
in our area, such as events, festivals, and 
other shared experiences in our public 
spaces for all. 

 

Continue to renew and enhance the paths 
network (greenways) to create a safer, off 
road, well-connected networks for active 
modes of transport. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Hibiscus and Bays proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

I support all priorities 

 

Howick Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Howick in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Review and refresh the Howick Heritage 
Plan. 

Fairly Important 

Review and refresh the Howick Tourism 
Plan. 

Very Important 

Encourage community groups to adopt a 
reserve, park, or waterway etc, and provide 
for restoration and maintenance activities 
with council support. 

Very Important 

Rescope the Industrial Pollution Prevention 
Programme (which educates and informs 
industry about the impacts they may have 
on local waterways) to broaden its outreach 
and include all businesses. 

 

Very Important 

Develop a community-led climate action 
plan. 

 

Fairly Important 

Explore the development of a Howick Ward 
‘business collective’, or other group, to 
provide support for small business owners 
outside of the established Business 
Improvement Districts. This work may lead 
to establishing a new business association 
and possible new Business Improvement 
District (BID) programme. 

 

 

Tell us why 

Instead of the heritage plan I would have liked to see the priorities include focus on 
building walking and cycling infrastructure in Howick. As the Board had previously 
planned in the "Walking and Cycling network" adopted report from November 2018. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Howick proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
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Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 

Fairly Important 
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pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

I am glad to see the advocacy priorities for the Orakei includes seeing the completion 
of the Te Ara Ki Uta Ki Tai shared path. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

148 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 

I am happy to pay for services. I would rather have the rates increase then not have a 
clean and safe city to live in and be proud of.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

I would reprioritise spending more on public transport and active modes - we will never 
improve the congestion in our city unless we invest in these. Our population is growing 
too rapidly to slow down investment in this. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

I would spend less on new roads, unless they deliver public transport improvements 
e.g. more frequent bus services. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

I don't believe the asset values will be as great as stated in the Mayor's proposal and 
therefore I question the viability of the fund. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

I don't think the port is sustainable where it is and I'm concerned about any decision 
that locks port operations into that land for the foreseeable future. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Push the balance of transport funding more towards public transport, cycling and 
walking infrastructure(these thing have positive upsides and very little if any 
downsides).  General spending on roads for private and commercial vehicles should 
be more funded by congestion chargers and fuel taxes etc. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Public transport investment is always a good thing (gets people off the roads making 
space for others that must or need to use the roads) 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Given the challenges on all fronts, more should be being invested in cycling, not less.  
Long term benefit of a fully connected cycle network needs to be kept front of mind. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

self insurance is a good idea 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

I don't know 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Get the road work faster 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Road works are to slow there for spend more on road work 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

No 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Other 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Other 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Other 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Other 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Other 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

More fully seperated cycle ways like the Glenn Innes to Tamaki Cycle Way. This is 
fantastic and acts like a micro-transport e-highway, it surely offsets itself quickly in 
terms of carbon production, is simpler to maintain than a road, is safe, promotes 
wellness, it is picturesque and is overall a major highlight (except for the terribly 
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compromised terraced nature of the first section which overly attempts to accomodate 
limited mobility users). DO MANY MORE OF THESE AND CONNECT THEM 
PROPERLY TOGETHER. Let roads be for cars and trucks. 

In surrounding streets and areas close to these walk and cycle ways, improve the 
focus on pedestrians and cyclists. ie immediately adjacent roads and entrances are 
fully accomodating (slower speeds, wide footpaths, cobbled surfaces etc). Otherwise 
people still feel like they risk their lives even getting onto the path in the first place and 
there is nothing to suggest that it is a wholly viable substitute for vehicle based 
transport. BUILD MORE PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS WHICH SLOW CARS DOWN 
ON MINOR ROADS, EVEN IF THEY COST $500k EACH. BY SLOWING AND 
CALMING TRAFFIC THEY REMOVE CAR DOMINANCE AND IMPROVE THE 
BALANCE OF VISIBLE VULNERABLE HUMANS VS CARS CONTAINING 
INVINCIBLE HIDDEN HUMANS. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Dont build more roads but focus on public transport. But otherwise, DO MORE and IT 
COSTS WHAT IT COSTS. BOOMERS HAVE STUFFED US UP BY UNDER 
INVESTING, WE CANT DO THE SAME THING FOR THE NEXT GENERATION, WE 
JUST NEED TO TAKE IT ON THE CHIN 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

SIMPLY REPLACE THE RFT WITH ANOTHER FORM OF IT UNDER A DIFFERENT 
NAME SINCE IT IS STILL SO DEPENDED UPON. Aucklanders have become used to 
the tax being in place and that it simply costs more for petrol in the city. Most people 
probably dont even know what it is anyway. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

EVERYTHING. WE HAVE NEGLECTED EVERYTHING FOR SO LONG 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 
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NEW ROADS AND GROWING OUTWARDS 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

Auckland doesnt have enough of a soul as it is, please please please dont lose a 
stadium 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

We currently suck with money 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Dont lose control of assets ever 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

If we are serious about it then we need to grow the fund as fast as possible 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Why are we even thinking about converting waterfront infrastructure to something 
other than its main function. Yes it can stop being used for commercial shipping 
purposes, but it still needs to operate as a facility for maritime specific functions. A 
wharf is an asset which supports maritime activity, this is what Aucklands signature is 
so this is what Auckland should seek to maintain at all costs or risk further diluting its 
character. Even using it for smaller tour type vessels or increased ferry operations 
would be better than just a park or open space. Its like converting a driveway into a 
vege garden, its a massive capability loss. Perhaps increase the accessibility of the 
harbour being an open space in its own right (open water space). 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

Like above, retain it for maritime focussed purposes which capitalizes on the harbour 
being a central part of Aucklands character, increase the foot traffic by increasing ferry 
operations. Make it hussle and bussle with visible people 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Other 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Refuse collections dont seem to be doing anything to stop consumption of junk. They 
discourage people repairing what they have and repurposing. A general observation of 
the type of thing that gets thrown out shows that it is likely large chain stores that do 
the best out of this service (ie it makes space for the next "new" purchase) 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
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long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
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Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

I don't know 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

Major improvement to the entire playground strategy. Orakei (and Auckland in general) 
lacks a central 'destination' playground like near Manukau train station, or the one in 
Hamilton by the lake. Most playgrounds around our area are minor and subequently 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

148 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Keeping public services open for longer, for example, libraries. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I think that it is really important to encourage more sustainable modes of transport. For 
this reason I support improving public transport but I think it is extremely important to 
continue making new bike paths as well. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Bike paths and making public transport cheaper. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 
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Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

Support 
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increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

I don't know 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 
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Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
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Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 
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Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Other 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Other 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Other 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Public transport 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

Support 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Other 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Other 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Other 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Other 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

We should be encouraging more people to cycle and therefore make it safer and 
easier 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Auckland Future fund sounds great but would not like to see Auckland sell more airport 
shares or Ports of Auckland 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

Support 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Our Environment makes this area so great 
to live in and participate in. Any 
environmental focussed priorities should be 
at the top of the list. 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Other 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Other 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Other 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Other 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Other 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Other 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Community development 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Public transport 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Other 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Other 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Other 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Other 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): Hospitality NZ 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Please find attached Hospitality NZ's full submission and comments on the LTP 
attached below.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Contribute toward preserving the St James theatre from the perspective of truly 
promoting and embracing Auckland as a genuine city of music - we are lacking a 
venue of that size and missing out on events, both international and local, that would 
see it constantly busy and thus free up existing venues more. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Subsidising or paying to attract large scale events such as big international concerts, 
SailGPT, America's Cup that can support themselves either through ticket sales or by 
attracting independent sponsorship from wealthy benefactors.  We need to prioritise 
and protect the city's infrastructure and natural environment and look after its citizens 
first. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I support everything except stopping raised pedestrian crossings and cycleways - 
improving safety and accessibility for walkers and cyclists IS an integral part of 
improving the overall transport network by reducing the number of cars on the road, 
and improving people's and therefore society's wellbeing, and generally contributing to 
the liveability of the city and happiness of its citizens 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Cycleways (and mandate scooters and cyclists to use them where provided, not 
footpath)  

Wider footpaths along sections of Tamaki Drive  

Electric public transport  

Bylaws to maintain lower speed limits in urban areas 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 
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NHS was built in the wrong place and under-developed from the start ie no Northern 
stand ever built.  Access and parking is a nightmare, and only very rarely are buses 
included in ticket prices.  I therefore support the idea of selling some stadium precinct 
land, retaining existing playing fields for the local community and exploring other 
funding sources. 

I don't support changing the operational management of the stadium, the existing 
managers should be maximising the stadium's use by both the community and 
generally. If anything other stadiums and venues ie Eden Park and Spark Arena need 
to be brought under the same umbrella, if not of ownership then co-operative 
management. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

I support the goals of the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund, however I'd 
like Council to retain some shares in AIAL which I see as critical infrastructure.  In 
terms of managing the fund, I don't think we need another CCO. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

I have a preference for this option because we need to do something different, the 
future fund is important to establish and it lessens the rates increases 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

I support Captain Cook & Marsden wharves being transferred to Council for the 
creation of new public spaces and/or new waterfront residential or commercial 
developments - with a preference for the former, or a sensitive hybrid model. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

I don't support Bledisloe Terminal being transferred within 15 years given the impact on 
reducing the proposed port lease and Council earnings if that proceeds, and on 
increased shipments into Auckland by truck or rail (though if it does happen, I have a 
strong preference for rail). 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Do not support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

Support 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

The Tagalad reserve issue is overdue to be 
resolved.   

We must prioritise - not just maintain but 
increase - efforts to improve water quality 

 
Tell us why 

I support the proposed priorities in Orakei, both local board ones and ones outside of 
their decisions particularly water quality (especially In light of the impact of the January 
2023 floods and Cyclone Gabrielle, work on climate change future proofing). 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

148,132,113,210 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Auckland council has a bloated staff base.  It should be cut to be in line with 
commercial entities.  Council needs to get rid of bloated middle management and get 
out of ideology projects such as efforts to calm traffic (what a load of nonsense) 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

There is a fundamental flaw in the approach to roading and roading capacity.  I am 
from a telecommunication background where more capacity is built to cater for new 
capacity.  In the last 35years the roading network capacity has not significantly  
increased and AT's solution is slow everything down.  This is only possibly by a 
Government monopoly provider.  If this is a commercial entity it would have gone out 
of business by now.  AT needs to fundamentally change its approach to look at how 
Auckland increases its roading network capacity. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

No, more can be done by getting rid of staff with vested interests and no sense of 
reality or real world 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

All ideology based project such as raised speed bumps or anything that does reduces 
the roading network capacity 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Need to get better value out of the assets.  Auckland council is not a charity. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Dont support council continuing to operate 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

Other 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 
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Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Orakie ward has a major roading issue.  It 
in last 35years it hasn't had any major 
capacity upgrade.  When will the eastern 
corridor happen 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Community engagement 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Spending too much on road blocking 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Public transportation 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

By redeveloping in future can use for better (illegible) 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 
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Tell us here: 

Will have better control in future plan 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

No 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

Do not support 
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increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Other 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

No 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): Alcohol Healthwatch Trust 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
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We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): Hapua Thrive 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Investing in drinking, storm and waste water is  vital- it will never get cheaper and it is 
false economy to work under a patch when fails process. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

We support more public transport, cycle ways and walking options plus paddle craft on 
water. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

People powered transport and shared transport 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Private cars 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei,Waitematā 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

I don't know 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 
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Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

We are fully appreciative of the work Orakei 
Local Board is doing in monitoring and 
improving water quality in its area however 
in particular Hobson Bay where we have 
sewage going into our streams and the bay 
directly at unsafe levels  which is not accept 

 
Tell us why 

we are proud of the OLB for actively tackling and advocating for safe water  
infrastructure in our area- we appreciate it is a decade long process but it will never be 
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cheaper than to start now and progress can happen step by step in a committed and 
plann 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

111,112,113 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

We support AC ensuring  that drinking water, waste water and storm water are 
managed effectively and that sufficient  resources are made available to do this.  In 
addition sufficient resource is needed to ensure compliance with resource consents 
and legal obligations. we would like to ensure resource for water infrastructure is ring 
fenced.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Community events, e.g. Music in Parks, Movies in Parks. 

Increasing funding for cycle ways. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I don't support stopping previous initiatives such as cycle ways - having a 
comprehensive network is essential if they're to be utiilised to their full potential. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

cycle ways, public transport 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Airport:  should remain in public ownership due to the strategic importance of this 
asset. 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

It's such prime land, it should be publicly accessible.  In the same vein as Wynyard 
Quarter was opened up to the public. 

Having a centrally located port isn't sustainable long term - plans need to be created 
for an alternative. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

It's prime waterfront land - let's open up access to everyone and create a thriving 
precinct we can be proud of. 
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5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

Support 
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2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 
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Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
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Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Eliminate all unelected influence such as that of the C40 Cities group. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Raised pedestrian crossings, cycle lanes, planter boxes or extended pavements 
limiting road space. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Stop all initiatives designed to slow traffic or increase congestion. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Repair potholes. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Anything related to Auckland Council's commitment to reduce net transport emissions. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

The only stadium of it's kind in Auckland's north shore. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Offshore institutional banks should not be involved in any shape or form. 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Take no action likely to increase operating costs. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Greater accountability and oversight. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

Port operations are the only activities requiring access to wharves. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 
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Tell us why: 

As above. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
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long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
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Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Focus on necessities and protection of 
current infrastructure, not new projects of 
unquantifiable or unmeasurable benefit. 

 
Tell us why 

As above. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

985,121 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Immediately end any membership to unelected global organisations and immediately 
cease any funding or activities designed to meet obligations set out by these 
organisations.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Prefer to keep assets owned by Auckland 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Move the port and develop the area into a brilliant accessible area of the city by the 
water 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Why put it in a fund which will only invest in other ports etc? Better to use it for 
services 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Bring use of the port land to the council to allow for public access 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

It would improve Auckland as a city to have public access to those wharves 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

It would improve Auckland as a city to have public access to those wharves 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

Support 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Franklin 

 

Franklin Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Franklin in 2024/2025? 

I support most priorities 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
 

Develop fit for purpose facilities and 
respond to growth challenges through 
projects like the Clevedon Village Heart 
programme, ‘Belmont’ Sports Park 
development and the Unlock Pukekohe 
programme. 

Very Important 

Fund three-year Strategic Community 
Partnerships with local organisations that 

Fairly Important 
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are willing to and capable of delivering 
social, environmental, cultural and 
economic outcomes in line with the local 
board plan and support to these 
organisations to deliver. 

Support environmental and cultural 
restoration programmes in partnership with 
Iwi including Te Kete Rukuruku (place 
naming) and Te Korowai Papatuuaanuku 
(environmental restoration). 

Fairly Important 

Develop “Franklin Community Occupancy 
Guidelines” to inform decisions on council-
owned facility leases, including leasing 
charges. 

Fairly Important 

Find ways to reduce Franklin’s maintenance 
costs e.g. by replacing lawn with eco-
sourced native trees and reducing or 
relocating public rubbish bins. 

Fairly Important 

Progress the development and delivery of 
the Franklin Paths Programme. 

Very Important 

Deliver a refreshed approach to enabling 
young people in Franklin to access services 
and participate in their communities. 

Fairly Important 

Progress a Pukekohe Cemetery memorial 
project that acknowledges the unmarked 
graves at the site. 

Fairly Important 

 

 
Tell us why 

Important to have paths so people walking or cycling can be off the road to enjoy the 
countryside safely 

 

7c. What do you think of the Franklin proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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Do you have any additional thoughts on the proposed Franklin Paths Targeted Rate? 

Great plan to fund rural paths that make it safe for people to walk or cycle off the road 

 
As our local board area is so large, please tell us where you live so we can better 
understand the views from different communities 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water Do more 

City and local development  

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Support the arts! 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Protecting the natural environment seems critical. 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
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we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Better accessibility across all services for disabled people. In particular transport and 
all public places and buildings. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Mowing reserves. Do less often, better for insects/birds/bees and saves money.  

Sell the golf course(s), they are heavily subsidised. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Do not support removal of pedestrian crossing/improvement projects, these can save 
lives. Do not support removal of cycleways program, this encourages people to cycle 
use micro mobility which is better for the environment and leads to less congestion. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Footpaths!! Many need maintenance to be safe, smooth, accessible. Improving 
reliability of public transport. Improving accessibility of public transport for disabled 
people. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Widening roads. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 
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Tell us why: 

Do not support asset sales. Once sold you never get them back. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

35 year lease means this land cannot be redeveloped for a very long time with 
improved access to the public, redeveloped as residential/commercial/public precinct. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 

Support 
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the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 
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Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
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Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 
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Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

Support 
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harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): Mission Bay Business Association 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 
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4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 
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Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

More bike lanes and bike locks! Encouraging people to use emissions friendly 
transport is so important! 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I think there is still room for more improvement eg. less focus on road widening, 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

More money invested in cycling roads - bike lane on harbour bridge!! Also better bus 
lanes. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Road widening. Make them into bus lanes instead. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Greater community use will increase peoples connections and exercise. Also, less 
money up front. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

We need more done for climate change. 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Efforts for climate change are more important. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei Trust 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 
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Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

na 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

less speed bumps in unnecessary places. More speed cameras and camera signs 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

widening streets 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Fewer bus services at off peak hours. Many large buses have one or two passengers 
only. This is wholly uneconomic. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

I attach a submission addressing my concerns about legality of the Future Fund ,and 
that in any event the Fund is not justified and will purport to bind and commit future 
councils for the next 35 years. 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

See attached submission. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Retain council shareholding for the time being  under the 10 year plan. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

The present former port land open to the public has ample capacity for further 
development. The former tank farm area is not being used, and should be a priority for 
development. Princes and Queens wharves are sufficient for their present and future 
needs. The Captain Cook and Marsden Wharves perform a desirable and necessary 
function for the import of vehicles.  That activity is only opposed by green supporters 
who expect every one else  to ride bicycles or electric scooters or walk, or find a bus. 
Vehicles remain essential for many less abled persons and for most commercial 
business. Auckland is a vast area and heavily reliant on vehicle transport. The 
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unloading of vehicles on carrier ships is not offensive, but portrays efficiency in 
transportation to destinations. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

The Bledisloe Terminal is presently needed for operations and is likely to be 
increasingly needed to cope with future demands on space. to use that area for a 
stadium is wholly unjustified. A stadium or apartments would interfere with harbour and 
gulf views to a much greater extent than the present operations and space usage. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

Do not support 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 
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Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

The hardstand at the Landing, Okahu Bay should be reopened as a priority for its 
dedicated purpose, as a place to clean and maintain the hulls of small boats and 
yachts. The past closure of the hardstand by the OLB undermines compliance with the 
Regional 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

134,148 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

My primary submission concerns the proposed Auckland Future Fund. That should not 
proceed for the reasons set out in the submission attached.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I love all points except reducing cycleways and raised crossings. We need more 
cycleways as they are safe and will encourage more uptake for kids and other less 
confident cyclists. We need this to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions. I also 
strongly support raised crossings as the help disabled people cross the road. You can 
make them easy for cars to get over with a longer easy gradient(most I encounter on 
my drives are, you only need to slow down a little) 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Walking and Cycling! 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Roads! we've got enough of them and we don't need more. More roads just leads to 
more congestion. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

The fund seems like a good idea. Consider the dividends from the AIAL shares instead 
of selling all of them. 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Seems like a good option with a visible outcome. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 
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If we want the port to make us money for the fund surely they'll need that land. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
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increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

Not sure if the last bit of the glenn-innes to town cycleway is being built but that would 
be great to have finished. Then we can work on getting suburban connections to it so 
people can safely cycle to work and school. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

215 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

I like the idea of a $50 cap for public transport. I hear some worrying comments from 
the Government and new Transport minister that funding cuts to public transport will 
result in increased fares. This can't happen so I hope the council does everything it 
can to make public transport more affordable so we can inlock its full potential.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Major events  

Participate in public private partnerships for developments 

More food bank support & budgeting 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less gold plated roading improvements 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Stop wasting money on nice to haves 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Give school children free transport passes 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Speed bumps 

Senior exectutives 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

It's a great asset, but community input is vital 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

Not dependent on one egg in the basket 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Retain ability to control development by selling 49% to other interests 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Because it delivers a future for Auckland 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Great opportunity 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

No apartments - benefit all 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

Support 
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2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

No 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

No earthquakes in Auckland 

Community facilities not needed in that 
location (already have St Chads). The 
largest suburb (Remuera) has a higher 
priority 

 
Tell us why 

Very good 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Don't reduce number of local boards
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Support 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 
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Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 
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Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

I would be prepared to pay for library services e.g. reserving books, paying overdue 
fines etc, if it meant the library  system was able to buy more new books. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Stop doing unnecessary re-vamps of your websites, that make it harder, not simpler to 
find information.  This applies especially to the library catalogue, which is completely 
unfit for purpose i.e. the purpose of a catalogue is to enable a searcher tofind what 
they need quickly and efficiently, not be given irrelevant results to sift through to 
possibly find an answer. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Public transport needs to be optimised to reduce congestion.  Building more roads only 
results in more cars.  Make sure public transport is accessible to people who need it, in 
the most far-flung areas of Auckland, not just concentrated in the urban areas. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Trains, buses & ferries.  Upgrading rural roads which have been neglected in far-flung 
areas of the city boundaries.  Negotiating with Kiwirail to extend commuter services to 
the north-west (existing rail net-work) to ease congestion on roads. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Unnecessary super-highways & bus lanes like the proposed central govt east 
Auckland one, which will funnel more traffic into an already overloaded system at a 
choke-point. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Once the airport shares are sold the city will have no control over the airport, as well 
as losing the revenue.  Asset sales ALWAYS result in a loss downstream, it's short-
sighted and has been tried & failed so many times it's insane to think it will workthis 
time. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Giving away control of the port for 35 years is far too long.  The port is essential 
infrastructure & needs to be maintained under council/ratepayer direction to protect the 
asset & more importantly protecting the harbour from more incursions by the port. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

I disagree with the suggestion of yet another stadium being built in Auckland, 
especially on the waterfront. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

Does this benefit only the public within the Auckland urban area i.e. former Auckland 
City Council inner suburbs, or is it perceived as benefiting residents of e.g. Warkworth, 
Waiuku, & Aotea Great Barrier? 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 
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Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 
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Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Orakei has a long coastline, & many feeder 
creeks and and streams going into the 
harbour.  It's important to the whole of 
Auckland to keep our waterways, the 
beaches and the whole Hauraki Gulf 
cleanand friendly to both human residents 
& sea-life. 

A city i 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1. Engage on line surveys for each neighbourhood and find out what rate payer wants 
for example cycling lanes as with limited funding, need to prioritise. Cycling works in 
countries where the weather is not wet and windy and if survey is done first rather then 
build first, then avoids costs incurred which does not serve the community well. 

2. Upgrade stormwater system soon so that sewage does not flow into ocean. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

1. Reduce inefficiencies within Council and Council controlled organisations and 
Improve productivity.  

2. Do not start new projects until we fix the existing issues. Before starting new 
projects, focus on improving the 'foundation' of what is already there like better roads, 
transport network, water pipes. Staggering of projects may be better option as with the 
central proposal with cost of living crises, better to reduce the first year rate increase. 

3. Auckland is wide spread out and with less Aucklanders feeling compelled to visit city 
centre due to cost of parking apart from going to city when there are events, should 
spend less on central city re-development and more on suburbs regeneration with 
green spaces for community interaction. Can then focus on central city after suburbs. 

 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

1. No mention about increasing frequency of bus services in major routes. I do not 
expect as frequent as buses in big cities round the world but should be reasonable to 
want to use public transport. 

2. "expand enforcement activities, including the types of infringements for vehicles that 
incorrectly use bus and transit lanes" - To be fair to road users, the signs warning of 
bus and transit lanes need to be bigger/brighter and well before the lanes and lanes all 
painted in colour that stands out. Khyber Pass road is an example of bad signage and 
plan. 

3."enable payment for standard adult public transport fares with Apple and Google 
Pay, debit cards and most credit cards in addition to the current HOP card, and 
transition to the National Ticketing Solution (NTS)" - has any survey been done to 
indicate that increasing payment methods will increase people taking public transport. 
Adding payment solutions add costs and if does not increased patronage, there are 
more important priorities first. 
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2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

1. Better bus network. I live in Orakie and there is not direct bus/train route from Orakie 
to Newmarket.  

2. Good planning for mass transit system that caters for future population growth. Look 
at Singapore for efficiencies. 

 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

I like to cycle but with funding resource constraints, do less of unproductive cycling 
lanes (low use), speed bumps, so many road cones. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Low utilisation and attendance- time to move on. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 
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Proceed with proposal but reduce the lease period for port operations 35 years is too 
long so can decide what to do with the port in next 20 years. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Proportion to be allocated to both fund council services and invest. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 

Support 
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the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 
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Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
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Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

I don't know 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Not Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 
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Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

I don’t know 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
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for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei,Waiheke 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
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Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 
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Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

I don't know 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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Waiheke Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Waiheke in 2024/2025? 

I do not support most priorities 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Delivering core council operational 
services, such as mowing, track and facility 
maintenance, and the library. 

 

Very Important 

Programmes which protect, restore, and 
enhance the island’s natural environment, 
and initiatives that provide opportunities for 
community connectedness, capability and 
resilience. 

Very Important 

Working with our community and 
businesses to progress actions within the 
Waiheke Island Climate Action Plan. 

 

Not Important 

Progressing recommended actions within 
the Waiheke Local Parks Management Plan 
and the Rangihoua Reserve and Onetangi 
Sports Park Reserve Management Plan. 

Not Important 

Working with mana whenua and 
mataawaka to identify and respond to their 
needs and aspirations. 

Not Important 

Capital projects including the Tawaipareira 
Reserve playground. 

Not Important 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Waiheke proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 

Further comments relating to the provision of extraordinary political rights for one 
sector of the community. See uploaded file.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Recover some of the cost of the City Rail Link by a surcharge above other public 
transport fares for users and a CBD targeted rate. 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Expecting ratepayers to fund an extension of free SuperGold card travel is 
unreasonable. It is unclear whether the rapid transit project offer value for money. 
Rates in the area I live in are already very high and we receive little in return. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

See my answer under "Tell us why". In addition it's unclear if there is enough demand 
to justify expanding the electric train fleet. If additional are not needed then it reduces 
the need for funding the removal of level crossings. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Do not support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Do not support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

Support 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

more funding for community facilities such as libraries, community centres and citizens 
advice 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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funding of sporting events and business delegations to other countries 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

No extra money to be spent until we can afford it 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Support 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 
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Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 
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Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Reforesting green spaces with native bush (will save money in the long term and 
increase flood resilience), extending the ferry network (we have a free road around 
most of the city - we should be making use of it!) 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Roading developments - that money would be better spent on public transport 
infrastructure. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I don't support the removal of raised pedestrian crossing and cycleways. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Public transport infrastructure in general, especially rail and ferries. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

General roading - we need to shift towards a public transport focused system. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 
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These future funds are generally abject failures in the long term - the money is often 
squandered.  Also, no business in its right mind would be selling off its main assets for 
short term gain, when there is more money to be made in the long term by holding on 
to them. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

The long term gain from port revenue is certain to be more than the short term gain 
from leasing the port. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Future funds are often mismanaged, and investment in services now is more valuable 
than than deferred investment. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 
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5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 
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Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Our native environment is the hub of our 
social environment - the more we invest in 
this, the stronger the community is, both in 
cultural terms, and in storm resilience and 
the like. 

 
Tell us why 

Good for the most part - more needs to be invested in reforestation (with native bush) 
of many of our green areas, as many are overgrown and not maintained, or needlessly 
mown all the time when native bush would require less maintenance. The short term in 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

135,213 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Rodney 

 

Rodney Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Rodney in 2024/2025? 

Other 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Deliver new and/or improved playground 
and play spaces in Goodall Reserve, Te 
Hana Reserve, Rautawhiri Park and 
Riverhead War Memorial Park. 

Very Important 

Support communities to develop local 
community emergency leadership groups 
and emergency action planning in response 
to the findings of the Emergency Response 
Assessment study being undertaken in 
2023/2024. 

 

Provide additional activities and 
programmes for children and young people 
maximising the use of our libraries, halls 
and open spaces, where possible. 

 

Continue to support our local arts centres in 
Helensville and Kumeu and look to extend 
arts experiences to other parts of Rodney. 

 

Continue to support community groups and 
mana whenua to keep our waterways clean 
and healthy and restore biodiversity. 

 

Support the community to minimise waste, 
turn it into resources, and promote 
education on waste reduction. 

 

Develop and refurbish toilet facilities in 
Glasgow Park, Dinning Road Esplanade 
Reserve and Port Albert Recreation 
Reserve. 

 

Develop pathway connections in Green 
Road Park. 

 

 

Tell us why 

Waterloo Reserve in Milldale needs extra council funding to complete the facilities so 
that this space provides what the community was promised 
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7c. What do you think of the Rodney proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

Milldale needs more community assets for teens and young adults, such as pump 
tracks, basketball courts, playing fields, etc. A dog park would also be a great addition.. 

 
As our local board area is so large, please tell us where you live so we can better 
understand the views from different communities 

Silverdale (Rodney End) 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I do not support reductions in the cycling programme. I want to see the Gowing Drive 
connection to the GI2T Shared Path completed in the next financial year; it is long 
overdue. 

I support the Council’s policies with respect to walking, cycling and public transport 
(PT), even though that might mean that rates need to increase. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

In my submission I am focussing on funding of PT services because its importance is 
not often highlighted, even by those who advocate for spending on major PT 
infrastructure projects.  

PT infrastructure projects - heavy rail, metro, light rail and busways - will achieve 
nothing without significant ongoing expenditure on frequent services to operate on 
them.  

I am very concerned that reducing PT service levels would begin a downward spiral 
which would undo the huge progress that has been made in Auckland’s PT in the last 
20 years - building new rail and bus infrastructure, restructuring the bus network and 
improving service levels. The rapid intensification of land use across the city will result 
in complete traffic gridlock at all times of the day unless people are given, and 
encouraged to use, more ways to move around the city; there is no longer enough 
physical space for every journey to be made by car. 

I fully appreciate that the proposed GPS poses an enormous threat to the funding of 
PT services, but that’s all the more reason for the Council to allocate more, not less, 
local funding for this purpose. 

The Council needs to increase funding for PT services and minor infrastructure in 
order to: 

Realise the potential of existing and planned PT infrastructure by maximising the 
provision of services, to stimulate demand. It will be nonsense to have spent $5 billion 
on the City Rail Link and then not operate trains very frequently at all times. The same 
goes to other projects like the Eastern Busway. PT provision should create demand by 
applying the “frequency is freedom” philosophy. People will only adopt a PT mindset 
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when frequent PT is available for the widest possible range of journeys, not just the 
traditional city centre 9 - 5 Monday to Friday city centre commute. 

Operate train services and bus routes more frequently from early morning until late 
evening 7 days a week - at least every 10 minutes at all times should be the goal 
across the train and frequent bus network, and at least every 20 minutes at all times 
on minor bus routes. This is the only way to encourage more households to reduce the 
number of cars they need, and for more people to choose to live without a car.  

Increase the size of the frequent network - the success of the recent conversion of bus 
routes 743 and 762 to Frequent routes 74 and 76 should encourage the Council to 
fund more such upgrades throughout the city, as was envisaged when the Climate 
Action Transport Targeted Rate was established. 

Build more “minor” infrastructure to enable seamless transfers between bus and train 
routes. Journeys requiring transfers are part of how PT operates in all big cities; it’s 
AT’s job to make those transfers as safe and convenient as possible, wherever Rapid 
and Frequent Network wherever routes intersect, not just at major interchanges. This 
is particularly important where radial and orbital frequent bus routes cross over each 
other - for example where St Lukes and Balmoral Roads, Green Lane and Mt Albert 
Road cross over New North, Sandringham, Dominion, Mt Eden and Manukau Roads. 

Upgrade bus stops and safe access to them. While Auckland has built some 
impressive train and bus stations in recent times, there has never been enough 
funding to improve the thousands of local bus stops that are used by the majority of PT 
users at least once in every journey. Too many bus stops are poorly located (including 
too close together in some cases), have inadequate shelter, seating and information, 
and are difficult to reach efficiently and safely. 

Extend bus priority measures across the network, including but not limited to bus lanes 
and traffic light priority. Enabling buses to trigger green lights at intersections should be 
rolled out throughout the arterial road network, and should be about speeding up 
buses at all times, not just when they are running late. Enabling buses to run faster 
doesn’t just make for faster, more competitive travel times; it means that fewer buses 
are needed to operate the existing level of service and/or each bus and driver can 
operate more frequent services, therefore significantly improving efficiency and value 
for money. 

Re-establish AT’s capacity to keep customer information up to date. For example, 
there is no schematic network of the city’s frequent PT network, and many maps and 
signs all over the network are out of date.  

Tell Aucklanders about the great public transport network they have now, by funding 
targeted community-focussed direct promotion of local networks and individual bus 
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routes, instead of nebulous marketing like the current Mix Your Go campaign, which is 
unlikely to be effective. Most non-users of public transport in Auckland have a very out 
of date understanding of the city’s PT network, and this is constantly reinforced by 
customer surveys which assume that people know what’s actually available to them, 
rather than what they perceive to be available. The Council needs to require AT to 
complete refocus its efforts away from high level marketing and to concentrate on local 
campaigns which have proven to be effective (eg, Millwater on the Hibiscus Coast). 

 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

Support 
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for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
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Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 
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Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

I fully support Orakei LB's (and the local councillor's) efforts to get the Gowing Drive 
connection to the GI2T Shared Path constructed in the 24/25 financial year - we have 
been waiting long enough for this to be done! 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): Ellerslie Business Association 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Improve contractor accountability/service levels to ensure loose litter & illegal dumping 
is picked up in a timely manner, particularly in Town Centres and public places,  as part 
of the proposed Waste Management & Minimalisation Plan. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

As part of making public transport faster.....and easier to use, we would suggest 
adding turnstiles at all train stations.  In Ellerslie, there are a large number of people 
coming off the trains to shoplift and beg in Ellerslie Village.  NZ Police highlighted the 
incidents would decrease with the introduction of turnstiles at Ellerslie.  This was 
evidenced during the network shutdown in Jan-Mar 2023, when shoplifting reduced to 
almost zero in 2 of the most impacted local shops. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Maintenance of footpaths and car parks in town centres - to ensure these areas are 
safe and attractive, so local areas can entice customers and therefore create 
economic growth. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Cycleways.  Agree to stop some planned initatives. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

See separate document 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

See separate document 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

See separate document 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

See separate document 
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5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

See separate document 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 
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Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

see separate document 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

We agree with the priorities proposed by 
the Orakei Local Board.   

In particular, investment in community 
assets such as Remuera Library, 
Meadowbank Community Centre and 
Ellerslie facilities (such as the War 
Memorial Hall) are a given, as it is the 
Counci 

 
Tell us why 

Agree with priorities.  Would also ask that support of local events is also put into these 
priorities in addition to advocate to Auckland Council & Auckland Transport for services 
to compat increasing loose rubbish, illegal dumping & upgrading aging footp 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

131,112,211 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

See separate document
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

To pay less it would need our city to send a message to government that their  policies 
caused a disproportionate surge. In the population of our city, and we should not have 
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to carry the burden alone particularly with regard to transport and services and 
economic decelopment 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

A government subsidy should be introduced to help low income families not face a $50 
per user cap 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

It would bring effective optimisation recreationally  economic benefits to ratepayers and 
local 

business 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 
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As there are doubts as to the accuracy of the forecast returns , an independent , 
impartial review would be an effective tool assessing the best way forward 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Is there the possibility of a shorter term lease 

to allow for changing circumstances for Auckland 

 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

The viability review  of the forecast projected returns of the leasing of the port would 
answer this question best 

 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

As the reason to be of financial entities is investing in assets , and the likelihood of 
future interest rate cuts , will Auckland loose 

out selling off it’s assets 

An independent impartial review would be an effective tool in making the best decision 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 
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Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 
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Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Other 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

For decades Auckland City has endeavoured 

to enlist Wellinton’s partnership in a meaningful 

way in the infrastructure and transport requirements 

Government policies have fomented the rapid growth of the city without a 
commensurate sharing of the costs to 

Auckland 

The elimination of the Auckland regional 
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fuel tax which most motorists accepted and 

understood even if begrudgingly was an ill considered action and has a negative 
impact on our transport and infrastructure needs 

With a supportive governent partnership our debt   

funding possibilities would be strengthened and ease the burden on the super city 
ratepayers 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Would need more information 

 
Tell us why 

Would need more information 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

996 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Accountability is a given for any organisation
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

Support 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki,Ōrākei 

 

Manurewa Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Manurewa in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
 

Continue to support, deliver and fund 
initiatives that contribute to positive youth 
development. 

 

Invest in evidence-based projects that focus 
on crime prevention, safer communities and 
injury prevention. 

 

Fund and support activities that include 
older people and foster their community 
participation with a specific focus on 
reaching older migrants. 

 

Invest in community led projects and 
initiatives that respond to social connection 
and cohesion, build climate resilience and 
contribute to climate action. 

 

Develop a masterplan for Mountfort Park to 
ensure our open space and sports field 
network meets the demands of our diverse 
communities. 

 

Identify options for recreational activities to 
support people of all ages and abilities 
being casually active. 

 

Investigate community lease options to 
support Ngāti Tamaoho aspirations for a 
cultural hub at Te Pua/Keith Park. 
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Investigate the feasibility of an arts broker 
programme to nurture creative expression 
with a focus on supporting Māori and 
Pacific creative arts. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Manurewa proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 

I support all priorities 
 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

Very Important 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Very Important 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

Very Important 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Very Important 
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Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Very Important 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

I don't know 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Getting the public transport network improved asap. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Other 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

I don't know 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 

I don't know 
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harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
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climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

I don't know 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

I don't know 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

work more productive,  cut cost and over paid staff salary 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

less wasteful spending money, less over staff paid 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

some action is required, has been many years of talking of improving but we see 
nothing happening. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

spend more to get our road works better, remove bus lane which is not been use other 
times than peak time to benefit the overall road conditions. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

spend less on unnecessary changes that does not benefit the community or the 
business 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

to keep the green land once it is gone it is gone. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

better use of money and reduce the debt 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Do not support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Not Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

do not allow intensive development in the flood zone, keep all existing green space to 
balance the water drainage system
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Some key highlights that I support: 

- Apple and Google Pay for PT fares 

- Completing existing rapid transit projects 

- 'Time-of-use' charging, although I think we should implement area-based congestion 
charging as well, starting with the city centre. 

- Improvements to the Northern busway and a future North West busway. However, we 
shouldn't rule out rail-based rapid transit like light rail and light metro. 

- Expanding enforcement activities. 

- Charging for park and rides. 

Some highlights I do not support: 

- A bike ferry. Just give a lane on the Harbour Bridge to walking and cycling instead. 

- Removing poor performing bus services. If a bus is performing badly, let's come up 
with ways to improve it instead of cutting it. As the carbon price rises, people are going 
to need alternatives to driving so we should not even be thinking about cutting public 
transport and active modes funding. 

 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Road safety (traffic calming measures like lane narrowing and raised crossings). 
Cycleways. Bus lanes. Rapid transit. Light rail down Queen Street and Dominion Road 
still makes a lot of sense so would love for the case to be made for it as part of a City 
Deal. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Unsealed roads. 
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3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 
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Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

It's prime waterfront land, would make for great public spaces. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

Again, huge potential for such well located land. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 

Support 
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the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei,Puketāpapa 
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Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 
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Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 

Very Important 
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parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

Puketāpapa Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Puketāpapa in 2024/2025? 

I support most priorities 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Invest in opportunities to support local 
community leadership. 

Fairly Important 

Invest in climate change response 
initiatives and support volunteer groups 
working on local environmental restoration / 
protection and climate action programmes. 

Very Important 

Consider our investment in facilities and 
services to see if there are opportunities to 
do better. 

Fairly Important 

Support initiatives that improve and 
encourage walking and cycling 
opportunities. 

Very Important 

Help coordinate and support local business 
groups. 

Fairly Important 

Tell us why 

 

7c. What do you think of the Puketāpapa proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1) change council Development contributions policy to better reflect the cost and 
provision of growth and intensification, especially in existing developed areas 

2)levy developers for the full cost of connection to stormwater and other services, 
especially where they are putting pressure on existing capacity or requiring that 
capacity to be upgraded due to intensification they are creating 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

1) don't contribute to Diwali, Lantern Festival or Pasifika - we simply can't afford it at 
present and these events should be self funding if they are viable events 

2) delete the increase in Maori Outcomes funding - at present we don't have the 
headroom for increasing funding that is not mission critical to running the city 

3) Defer re-establishing the cone on Puketutu Island - again this is not mission critical 
funding necessary to the operation of the city at this time. this work can be deterred 
until city finances are in better shape 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I'm not in favour of charging for Park n ride facilities - to me it seams to defeat the 
purpose of the provision to encourage use of public transport 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

I believe the AFF is an unrealistic dream scenario proposed by the Mayor as a back for 
to selling Auckland's Assets. In a radio interview he alluded to dipping into the fund to 
pay for services... which diminishes the Capital value of the fund and I beehive over 
time it will gradually be drawn down upon and eventually cease to be of value and then 
the assets are gone 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Reading these documents the council proposes that It will receive value from leasing 
the Port.... and then establishing a CCO to oversee the administration of the funds - 
both of these activities will incur costs to ratepayers and consumers, through the feeds 
and administration costs of the CCO.... and in the port charges the leasee will change 
for goods to pass through the port. The port is already in competition with Tauranga, so 
how will the leasee recover the costs if it has to change more and then see more 
freight transferring to Tauranga if there is a cost differential in port changes. It simply 
seems an unrealistic proposition. if there is value in charging more then POAL should 
increase costs and efficiency and deliver this value to Council 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 
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The AFF is unrealistic and I believe it will be sold down over time to fund activities that 
would otherwise require more financial rigour. it would be too easy to put one's hand in 
the lolly jar. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

Support 
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for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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1) Change the council Development Contributions policy to better reflect the full cost 
and provision of growth and infrastructure - especially in areas where infill housing 
stresses the existing infrastructure or requires it to be expanded 

2) levy developers for full cost of connection to Stormwater and other infrastructure - 
especially where the development requires the infrastructure to be upscaled to cope 
with the new demands 

 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

At this point in time we need to exercise 
extreme belt tightening and focus on what 
is 'need to have' and not 'want to have' or 
'like to have' 

 
Tell us why 

I believe 'The Landings' project needs to be scaled back in scope and cost to what is 
essential. Waka Ama Boatsheds and the Ngati What Multipurpose Sports facility are 
not a need to have that necessarily benefits the wider community and should be built 
an 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

148 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less wasteful spending eg raised pedestrian crossings 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Make sure transport spend is targeted to deliver best value eg supporting public 
transport options most used by passengers, to minimise subsidies required from 
ratepayers 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Believe it is useful to ring fence a fund designed for longer term strategy of region, 
HOWEVER need to make sure the fund is not frittered away. Consultation documents 
do not provide enough assurance on protection of Future Fund 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 
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Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

POAL lease option is only estimated to generate $85m more return over the 10 years 
than status quo.  That modest difference is based on some potentially brave 
assumptions on key factors. For example, Future Fund return of 7.5%pa on average, 
which would only have to drop to 7.1% before leasing = status quo. That’s not a big 
movement! Likewise reinvestment of 2%pa - essentially the inflation assumption - if 
inflation is higher than 2% avg over the LTP period, then status quo will be better than 
leasing.  If the POAL profitability is higher than projected by 10% pa (and POAL has 
recently exceeded its SCI NPAT commitments)then status quo will be better than 
leasing. In summary, why would the Council consider leasing the port for 35years in 
return for an upfront payment of about 20 years’ profit??? 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

Provided the Future Fund is ringfenced and protected from being raided by future 
councils, a dividend stream from POAL would be an appropriate funding source for the 
Future Fund 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Self insurance is likely to be an increasingly important component of the overall 
Council insurance program. NZ has a looming insurance capacity / reinsurance issue, 
with insurance capacity likely to be a challenge.  Self insurance using the strength of 
Council balance sheet and spread of assets / risks, is likely to be very useful both in 
obtaining insurance coverage but also in ensuring the insurance cost is reasonable. 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Sale of Captain Cook and Marsden to Council should proceed, PROVIDED POAL is 
able to secure consents for construction of Bledisloe North wharf, as that would allow 
community access to land with no impact on port trade and thus profitability.  

NOTE - there does not yet appear to be any Council plan on what to do with Captain 
Cook and Marsden area??? Surely this should have been included in LTP proposal, so 
ratepayers could understand why Council wishes to have the wharves, and what public 
benefit might be generated. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

Bledisloe is an essential long term part of the POAL operation.  If Council buys 
Bledisloe from POAL then trade will be forced to arrive in Auckland by road, which will 
increase carbon footprint, road congestion, road deaths / injuries, supply chain time, 
and risk of supply chain disruption.  There doesn’t appear to be any good reason to do 
this, particularly when Council has declared we are in a climate emergency, and media 
reports a cost of living crisis. 

Also, the LTP consultation documents do not outline any reason why Bledisloe should 
be opened up to public access, nor any potential benefits of doing so.  Additionally the 
documents estimate a $300million negative impact on Council if Bledisloe were to be 
bought back from POAL - Council cannot afford that. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

Support 
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increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 
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Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
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Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 
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Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Really important that we prioritise active modes of transport and public transport. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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No 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I support the proposal but it doesn't go far enough in supporting active modes 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Cycling and walking infrastructure 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 
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Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

Support 
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increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 
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Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
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Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 
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Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

Need to focus on active modes transport - finally finish stage 4 of the GI2TD path and 
the key links to adjacent suburbs 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

255 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Not enough on active modes of transport, making roads safer, and separating vehicles 
from active modes of transport and pedestrians. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

active modes of transport, making roads safer, and separating vehicles from active 
modes of transport and pedestrians. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 
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Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 

Support 
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increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 
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Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 
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Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
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Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 
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Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Appreciate more what a privilege it is to be a public servant & afford greater respect for 
the ratepayers who underwrite your livelihoods. Make every $ count! 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Standing around watching others doing real work eg supposed "safety management 
officers" & less road cones!  Less council provided public/emergency/subsidised 
community housing - that's not a ratepayer responsibility! Less council paid staff 
lunches, less bureaucracy & middle managers! Less waste on outlandishly expensive 
traffic raised pedestrian crossings - just put in more judder bars at a fraction of the cost 
- just ridiculous how it cost 300-400k for a raised crossing - so inefficient and wasteful 
when for $1,000 & a couple of hours work you could just throw in a pre-fabricated 
speed bump!! So wasteful - you could build a house for the cost of putting in those silly 
raised crossings! 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

only stopping "some raised pedestrian crossings" - stop them all! Put in cheaper speed 
bumps/judder bars! 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

network optimisation, reducing temporary traffic management requirements and 
introducing dynamic lanes 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

raised pedestrian crossings! 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Ratepayers have no business owning & running airports - councils gains income via 
the rates levied on the land - not selling airline tickets!  AIAL has been a very poor 
investment for 10 years paying hardly any dividends and is going to require 
shareholder capital injections - Akld council (ratepayers) will not have the $ to stump 
up their prorata share & so will merely see their investment watered down in the longer 
term! Just levy the rates! 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

The port has been a dog as an operation & investment over the years - so what will 
change? Where will the dividends come from? Just levy the rates & take the lease 
payment & let someone who knows how to run a port operate it properly. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Profits/dividends are short term - return for the capital deployed - to offset the holding 
costs thereof so unless the debt cost of holding the port asset is capitalised (which it 
isn;t) then the dividend income should be offset against the interest costs each year.  If 
profits grow so would the capital value of the underlying asset which is a long term 
future fund opportunity ie capital gain. 
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4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

What does "used for something else that provides public benefit" actually mean? It 
sounds like a luxury we cannot currently afford - if there is no clear intent for its 
alternative use. We need more income from our ratepayer owned/funded assets - they 
need to be made to work harder to get us out of the financial quagmire.  Nice to haves 
& vanity projects must be shelved for now!  But make sure we do get a decent return 
on the Captain Cook & Marsden wharves! 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

What does "used for something else that provides public benefit" actually mean? It 
sounds like a luxury we cannot currently afford - if there is no clear intent for its 
alternative use. We need more income from our ratepayer owned/funded assets - they 
need to be made to work harder to get us out of the financial quagmire.  Nice to haves 
& vanity projects must be shelved for now!  Ratepayers first! Make the assets pay their 
way first. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

Support 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

Fairly Important 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Very Important 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

I don't know 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 

Not Important 
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restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Fairly Important 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

I don't know 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Any land freed up should be used for the ppeole not masses of apartments for the few. 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Use it for the greater benefit of all aucklanders 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

I don't know 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 
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Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Very Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Fairly Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 
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Tell us why 

Bringing cominities togeather and supporting local initiatives 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

101 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Better control of AT 

Test new ideas before changing everything 

Optimising bus services
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

Auckland could do with a good test cricket ground. This is the oportunity. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

This is rubish, Just adding another layer of costs and complication. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 
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Tell us here: 

Auckland reason to be here is as a port. I have seen no economic or other sensible 
argument to shift it or change its operation model. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

The port has been developed by Aucklanders over many years and any sell off/ lease 
off would seem to be only a short term gain, therefore not in the public interest, 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

There seems to be increasing demand from ferries, cruise ships, divng events etc. 
Therefore maintaining options is important. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

There seems to be increasing demand from ferries, cruise ships, divng events etc. 
Therefore maintaining options is important. 
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6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

I don't know 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

I do not live in Ellerslie 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Public Transport - Ensure public transport is affordable, accessible, and reliable, 
prioritising investment in public transport infrastructure over road spending. 

Active Transport - Urgently transition towards low emissions communities by 
prioritising and increasing, not reducing, investment in walking and cycling 
infrastructure. 
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Water Quality - Re-establish the full funding of the Water Quality Targeted Rate 
(WQTR) to pre-2023/2024 budget levels to ensure delivery and growth of related work 
programmes. 

Environment and Regulation - Ensure appropriate funding is allocated to increase 
monitoring activity of current/active and future resource consents to enable better 
environmental outcomes. 

As well as the options provided in the structured consultation, I would also like the 
Council to do more of the following:  

Protecting and working with communities by continuing to prioritise the funding and 
delivery of Making Space for Water in partnership with Central Government. 

Ensuring adequate support for community and social services, including contestable 
grants (such as the Climate Action Grant), the Live Lightly programme, the 
Communities in Need programme, and supporting work on Council land and marae. 
This can be achieved by re-establishing pre-2023/2024 budget funding for these 
areas. 

Supporting frontline, volunteer powered communities by ensuring local boards are 
adequately funded and grants are available. Grants and investment into community-
led services provide great value to Aucklanders. For every dollar that Council invests 
we get back many more volunteer hours. 

Supporting moves to a circular economy and zero waste, ensuring waste materials are 
seen as resources to be reused, repaired, repurposed and recycled, and are diverted 
from landfill. 

Lowering emissions by becoming a leader in localised renewable energy generation by 
enabling local integrated energy solutions to support community owned energy groups. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I want Auckland Council to spend more on safe, accessible, and attractive active 
transport infrastructure such as cycleways.  
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I want Auckland Council to spend more on ensuring public transport is affordable, 
accessible, and reliable.  

I want Auckland Council to spend less on new roading projects that prioritise private 
vehicles as the primary transport mode. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Cycleways! Safe cycle infrastructure, accessible for all kinds of bikes, that get people 
where they want to go. More end-of-ride facilities for all kinds of bikes, more repair 
stations along key routes, and better, more regular maintenance of pathways 
throughout the city. The sooner this stuff is in the ground, the better off our city will be. 

A safe, connected cycle network can be delivered fast and affordably by reallocating 
road space and using pop up protection like concrete or rubber separators. Creating a 
complete network should be a priority, giving people options to travel longer distances 
and to different parts of the city in a safe manner. 

More safer speeds (30km/hr) for residential areas, around schools, and through town 
centres, with traffic calming and raised pedestrian crossings so that everyone can get 
to where they are going safely 

Low traffic neighbourhoods or using modal filters (stuff like planter boxes and bollards 
which prevent cars coming through into a neighbourhood from a main road, but allow 
for bikes and pedestrians) as a fast and affordable way to make safer streets and 
empower people to walk, cycle and wheel for their trips 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Spend less on road widening for projects, and instead reallocate road space for 
delivery of walking, cycling, and public transport networks, creating an overall more 
efficient, affordable, and climate conscious transport network 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

The airport shares are a strategic asset that has paid good dividends in the past and 
will again in the future. We are also concerned that the fund would be whittled down in 
time in a reactive way rather than being used strategically to transition to a low-carbon 
and resilient economy, and city.  

There are currently no ethical parameters for the Future Fund, so it might invest in 
companies that exacerbate the climate issues that the fund is designed to address. 
Investing in a non-ethical fund may jeopardise council’s access to low-cost 
infrastructure loans via Green Bonds. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Leasing the port would privatise it for a generation or longer. We would lose control 
over a key part of our waterfront and the income from its profits ($52M last year). The 
proposal may also lead to worse outcomes for workers, and higher costs for New 
Zealand businesses and consumers. We are concerned also that there will not be 
sufficient maintenance and modernisation in the latter years of the lease, meaning 
Aucklanders would have to bear these costs. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 
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Tell us here: 

Port dividends have always been used to fund council services and we do not support 
a reduction in services when the population is getting larger and the challenges are 
getting greater. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

It will open up more of the waterfront space for public enjoyment and events. Cruise 
ships could be relocated from Queen’s Wharf, meaning less impact on ferries and a 
more enjoyable space. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

It would be hugely expensive and environmentally damaging to move port operations 
from Bledisloe Wharf, and the port would be less able to return a dividend to council. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Other 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

Support 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

I don't know 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Ensuring we have transport options to get around to work, school and other places 
should continue to be a priority in our local board. Increasing a connected network of 
shared paths and cycleways and funding the connection to Te Ara ki Uta ki Tai are key 
to ensuring the safety of children getting to school and increasing the health and 
wellbeing of people in our area.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Other 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Public Transport - Ensure public transport is affordable, accessible, and reliable, 
prioritising investment in public transport infrastructure over road spending. 

Active Transport - Urgently transition towards low emissions communities by 
prioritising and increasing, not reducing, investment in walking and cycling 
infrastructure. 
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Water Quality - Re-establish the full funding of the Water Quality Targeted Rate 
(WQTR) to pre-2023/2024 budget levels to ensure delivery and growth of related work 
programmes. 

Environment and Regulation - Ensure appropriate funding is allocated to increase 
monitoring activity of current/active and future resource consents to enable better 
environmental outcomes. 

As well as the options provided in the structured consultation, I would also like the 
Council to do more of the following:  

Protecting and working with communities by continuing to prioritise the funding and 
delivery of Making Space for Water in partnership with Central Government. 

Ensuring adequate support for community and social services, including contestable 
grants (such as the Climate Action Grant), the Live Lightly programme, the 
Communities in Need programme, and supporting work on Council land and marae. 
This can be achieved by re-establishing pre-2023/2024 budget funding for these 
areas. 

Supporting frontline, volunteer powered communities by ensuring local boards are 
adequately funded and grants are available. Grants and investment into community-
led services provide great value to Aucklanders. For every dollar that Council invests 
we get back many more volunteer hours. 

Supporting moves to a circular economy and zero waste, ensuring waste materials are 
seen as resources to be reused, repaired, repurposed and recycled, and are diverted 
from landfill. 

Lowering emissions by becoming a leader in localised renewable energy generation by 
enabling local integrated energy solutions to support community owned energy groups.  

 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 
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I want Auckland Council to spend more on safe, accessible, and attractive active 
transport infrastructure such as cycleways.  

I want Auckland Council to spend more on ensuring public transport is affordable, 
accessible, and reliable.  

I want Auckland Council to spend less on new roading projects that prioritise private 
vehicles as the primary transport mode. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Cycleways! Safe cycle infrastructure, accessible for all kinds of bikes, that get people 
where they want to go. More end-of-ride facilities for all kinds of bikes, more repair 
stations along key routes, and better, more regular maintenance of pathways 
throughout the city. The sooner this stuff is in the ground, the better off our city will be. 

A safe, connected cycle network can be delivered fast and affordably by reallocating 
road space and using pop up protection like concrete or rubber separators 

More safer speeds (30km/hr) for residential areas, around schools, and through town 
centres, with traffic calming and raised pedestrian crossings so that everyone can get 
to where they are going safely 

Low traffic neighbourhoods or using modal filters (stuff like planter boxes and bollards 
which prevent cars coming through into a neighbourhood from a main road, but allow 
for bikes and pedestrians) as a fast and affordable way to make safer streets and 
empower people to walk, cycle and wheel for their trips. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Spend less on road widening for projects, and instead reallocate road space for 
delivery of walking, cycling, and public transport networks, creating an overall more 
efficient, affordable, and climate conscious transport network. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 
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4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

The airport shares are a strategic asset that has paid good dividends in the past and 
will again in the future. We are also concerned that the fund would be whittled down in 
time in a reactive way rather than being used strategically to transition to a low-carbon 
and resilient economy, and city.  

There are currently no ethical parameters for the Future Fund, so it might invest in 
companies that exacerbate the climate issues that the fund is designed to address. 
Investing in a non-ethical fund may jeopardise council’s access to low-cost 
infrastructure loans via Green Bonds. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Leasing the port would privatise it for a generation or longer. We would lose control 
over a key part of our waterfront and the income from its profits ($52M last year). The 
proposal may also lead to worse outcomes for workers, and higher costs for New 
Zealand businesses and consumers. We are concerned also that there will not be 
sufficient maintenance and modernisation in the latter years of the lease, meaning 
Aucklanders would have to bear these costs. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 
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Tell us here: 

Port dividends have always been used to fund council services and we do not support 
a reduction in services when the population is getting larger and the challenges are 
getting greater. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

It will open up more of the waterfront space for public enjoyment and events. Cruise 
ships could be relocated from Queen’s Wharf, meaning less impact on ferries and a 
more enjoyable space. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

It would be hugely expensive and environmentally damaging to move port operations 
from Bledisloe Wharf, and the port would be less able to return a dividend to council. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Other 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

I don't know 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
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Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 
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Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

I don't know 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 
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Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

I think it's very important to build the proposed cycle link between Gowing Drive and  
the Te Ara ki Uta ki Tai cycle path. This would enable more children to bike to school 
safely and more people to access the path so they can commute to work. This would 
make the area safer and also increase health and wellbeing in the area.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

I would like to see more investment in emergency money put aside for the oncoming 
environmental and climate issues that will almost certainly be occurring with an 
evermore frequent presence. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less of this whole ten year plan nonsense, you have an elected timeline of three years 
yet you want to entrench decisions and buffers that align with a small narrative that will 
impact us all, this whole cry wolf, cry poor, cry moderate voice of reason is clearly due 
to the whims of someone with ulterior motives. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Do not support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

As with most erroneous decisions to do with transport and roading from Aucklands 
history, this is once again DOA before it could be of any use, you're effectively capping 
any investment or any necessary increase that may be needed over a very long 
stretch of time, it makes no sense at all to chop off our feet before even lacing up our 
shoes to race. I find it absurd that we are basing a fixed line so far in advance without 
any allowance for comfortable wiggle room. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

As much as we can on public transport solutions, wether that's subsidised fees or free 
days, and a whole host of others, we aren't getting people using it because its a 
hinderance so any way to maximise this as a viable option should be employed. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

The endless roads, like some tar sealed junky wanting just one more fix with another 
lane... we need to be reducing road usage not pushing more volume onto it. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 
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Because all assets make us into a more robust and viable entity to invest in. The more 
equity we have in our arsenal the better we are to leverage investment and financial 
assistance. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

Because the "future fund' will only be created based on what money we make from 
selling our precious assets, In principle the idea is good but only if it comes from 
established or new investments that will feedback into Auckland from generated 
revenue from Auckland not some trickle down privatised ghost of Thatcher fever 
dream. These funds also could be used to invest in and compete against Auckland 
interests. No more rogernomics rehash thanks. Also councils could put money aside 
for a future fund without selling off its assets, its crazy that this is the proposed 
narrative. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

The port is another situation where lack of foresight and investment has come back to 
haunt, but once again privatisation with a 35 year lease is absolutely not the answer, 
not dealing with the shrinking footprint the port exists in and lack of direct infrastructure 
solutions is not to be dealt with by giving an outside entity a directive to mine any kind 
of worth from our infrastructure. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

I do not mean fund council services that Wayne wants, I want those revenue streams 
to be treated as valuable returns to our city and all that makes it great, not some binary 
hack and slash business experiment that our autocratic Mayor fancies. It's completely 
counterintuitive to making things better for a real long term view for Auckland. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

Just don't sell off our assets, it weakens our position in all things to come, all for an 
immediate carrot that by taking will guarantee the stick. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

This is all speculative, its framed as "could" be used for this or "could" be used for that 
if resource consent is given etc etc ad nauseam, so no I do not support an effective 
plan of nasal gazing that just sounds like another opportunity for some outside interest 
to gut our assets land or value as a city, its actually repellent. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Other 

 

Tell us why: 

As it stands the Bledisloe Terminal should be left as is until a greater conversation is 
had with the potential ideas or scope for use, right now its all potential and possibilities, 
this is no way to direct any kind of affirmative solution for the space. I strongly oppose 
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the nature of this due to no concrete direction or desire to feedback into our city the 
result. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Do not support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Other 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 
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Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Do not support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Actually yeah, stop framing these numbers as extremes, it's disingenuous and kind of 
morally bankrupt. All these potentials wrapped up in financials are ridiculous, your 
expecting people to understand for instance how targets for the Rodney district 
drainage targets got changed due to the council picking it up from private landowners 
but now its a ball to be thrown around due to the minimal voice chirping in the mayoral 
chains right now? It makes it all seem problematic at the least. 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Howick,Manurewa,Maungakiekie-Tāmaki,Ōrākei,Ōtara-Papatoetoe,Waitākere Ranges 

 

Hibiscus and Bays Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Hibiscus and Bays in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support the development of community led 
resilience networks in our area, so our 
community and organisations will know who 
does what, where to get information and 
how to help, including in emergencies. 

 

Support and advocate for further protection 
of our sea, soil and fresh water from 
contamination and sedimentation through 
methods such as re-naturalisation, or 
daylighting. 

 

Engage with our community and key 
stakeholders, including mana whenua, on 
the future uses of our undeveloped 
reserves, and older established ones, 
including investigation of cost-effective 
options for other informal recreation and 
play in these areas. 

 

Continue to support activities that promote 
vibrancy, diversity and showcases creativity 
in our area, such as events, festivals, and 
other shared experiences in our public 
spaces for all. 

 

Continue to renew and enhance the paths 
network (greenways) to create a safer, off 
road, well-connected networks for active 
modes of transport. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Hibiscus and Bays proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

I do not support any priorities 
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Howick Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Howick in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Review and refresh the Howick Heritage 
Plan. 

Not Important 

Review and refresh the Howick Tourism 
Plan. 

Fairly Important 

Encourage community groups to adopt a 
reserve, park, or waterway etc, and provide 
for restoration and maintenance activities 
with council support. 

Very Important 

Rescope the Industrial Pollution Prevention 
Programme (which educates and informs 
industry about the impacts they may have 
on local waterways) to broaden its outreach 
and include all businesses. 

 

Very Important 

Develop a community-led climate action 
plan. 

 

Very Important 

Explore the development of a Howick Ward 
‘business collective’, or other group, to 
provide support for small business owners 
outside of the established Business 
Improvement Districts. This work may lead 
to establishing a new business association 
and possible new Business Improvement 
District (BID) programme. 

Because we are all in this together from 
businesses right down to the individual 

 

Tell us why 
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Not very relevant to be honest 

 
7c. What do you think of the Howick proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

 

Māngere-Ōtāhuhu Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Māngere-Ōtāhuhu in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Strengthen partnerships with local mana 
whenua through project delivery, including 
Te Kete Rukuruku, completion of David 
Lange Park playground and improvements. 

 

Deliver community climate initiatives such 
as Low Carbon Lifestyles, and Māngere 
Bike Hub with our community partners. 

 

Deliver a community-driven safety action 
plan aimed at tackling anti-social behaviour 
and addressing local safety concerns 
enhancing the overall sense of safety within 
our local community. 

 

Improve employment and economic 
opportunities through our local economic 
broker programme. 

 

Support community-led activations at our 
parks and facilities through our community 
grants. 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Māngere-Ōtāhuhu proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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I do not support most priorities 
 

 

 

Manurewa Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Manurewa in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
 

Continue to support, deliver and fund 
initiatives that contribute to positive youth 
development. 

Very Important 

Invest in evidence-based projects that focus 
on crime prevention, safer communities and 
injury prevention. 

Very Important 

Fund and support activities that include 
older people and foster their community 
participation with a specific focus on 
reaching older migrants. 

Very Important 

Invest in community led projects and 
initiatives that respond to social connection 
and cohesion, build climate resilience and 
contribute to climate action. 

Not Important 

Develop a masterplan for Mountfort Park to 
ensure our open space and sports field 
network meets the demands of our diverse 
communities. 

Not Important 

Identify options for recreational activities to 
support people of all ages and abilities 
being casually active. 

Fairly Important 
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Investigate community lease options to 
support Ngāti Tamaoho aspirations for a 
cultural hub at Te Pua/Keith Park. 

Very Important 

Investigate the feasibility of an arts broker 
programme to nurture creative expression 
with a focus on supporting Māori and 
Pacific creative arts. 

Because any investment in already 
marginalised communities is of paramount 
importance. but it needs to be carried with 
the voice of the directly effected people not 
some slotted in piece of legislature like this. 

 

Tell us why 

Just give precedence to the communities that need it, all this is performative 
conjecture until the rubber hits the road, invest in our people or stop wasting our time 

 
7c. What do you think of the Manurewa proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 

I support most priorities 
 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

Very Important 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

Very Important 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

Very Important 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Very Important 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Very Important 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

Because we are all in this together from 
businesses right down to the individual, if 
we are not addressing the systemic 
causality of the disconnect then this is all 
just conjecture 

 

Tell us why 

I think it should be more bespoke to the local board, this Waynism way of seeing is 
some long term autocratic mantelpiece gazing that has no place in every community 
life, there is no one size fits all approach to people or way of life. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

Other 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
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Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

Once again does the reach exceed the grasp? More conversations need to be had as 
to what this means in context for the average person. 

 

Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Growing connections with anyone in the 
community has no end of good returns but 
that last question of Investigate ways to 
enhance council in ellerslie just sounds like 
a takeover, seriously what's up with this 
narrative? Connections with communities 
are i 

 
Tell us why 

Just put it all into people, planet and connections, you literally can't go wrong with that 
investment, but clearly there are some tennis players amongst us ********** bent on 
commodifying every ounce of this city because that's all that makes sense to th 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

990,162 
 

Ōtara-Papatoetoe Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōtara-Papatoetoe in 2024/2025? 

I do not support most priorities 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
 

Through grants, support community-led 
events and initiatives that create safe 
neighbourhoods and promoting active 
living, sustainable practices. 

 

Fairly Important 

Support activities to increase social 
cohesion, neighbourly connections, better 
outreach to people from smaller ethnic 
groups and connect newer settlers to local 
services. 

 

Fairly Important 

Increase youth empowerment through 
supporting leadership and training 
programmes as well as prioritising youth 
engagement. 

 

Fairly Important 

Identify and promote ‘Play advocacy’ for 
local opportunities in projects that can 
provide spaces for play in places beyond 
playgrounds. 

 

Fairly Important 

Continue to support and look to increase 
environmental and sustainability projects to 
address climate change and environmental 
challenges through community-led projects 
and by working with mana whenua. 

 

Fairly Important 

Explore options for ways of delivering 
increased local economic outcomes for 
small to large businesses. 

I don't know 

Tell us why 
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As aforementioned just think of the community you are engaging with, this is not a 
game or some political ball to be kicked around. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōtara-Papatoetoe proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

Invest in the community, some investments don't need to make a return when it comes 
to just helping people be happier 

 

Waitākere Ranges Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Waitākere Ranges in 2024/2025? 

Because all of the above is worth saving and cultivating, its a natural resource worth 
fighting for 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Initiatives to support community resilience 
and safety. 

I do not support most priorities 

Progress priority actions from the Waitākere 
Ranges Local Climate Plan (currently under 
development). 

Very Important 

Restoration and enhancement of significant 
ecological areas on local parks and in buffer 
zones around the regional park. 

Fairly Important 

Operating grants for arts and culture 
programmes delivered by our community 
arts partners, such as Te Uru. 

Very Important 

Continue to activate library spaces with 
programmes, services and events. 

Very Important 

Operating grants to support Glen Eden and 
Titirangi Community Houses. 

Very Important 

Invest in our relationship with mana 
whenua, Te Kawerau ā Maki. 

Very Important 

Initiatives to support youth/rangatahi. Very Important 
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Progress an application for Waitakere 
Ranges Heritage Area to become a dark 
sky place. 

Very Important 

 

Tell us why 

Very Important 

 
7c. What do you think of the Waitākere Ranges proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 

Invest in the community, no privatisation 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Just invest in people and have the backbone to stand against selling off our city, its not 
a business to cut and slice at, our autocratic mayor should realise that.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Don’t support any of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 

Support 
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we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Not Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Not Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Not Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 
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Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 

Support 
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around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 
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Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Very Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Fairly Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Fairly Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Not Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 
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Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Stop constructing raised pedestrian crossings. Coordinate various infrastructure 
development and repairs to prevent  multiple repeat  work e.g. digging up 
footpaths/roads several times for different purposes 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Support public transport growth. Seek government financial  support to replace the 
loss of  regional  fuel tax. 

 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Subsidizing public transport or  

at least holding prices to encourage use. 

 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

It has been reported that infrastructure developments cost more in NZ than other 
countries. Examine why this is so for greater efficiencies and fairer/reduced costs in 
future. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

Ensure a stadium available for future use and generations 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 
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Don't proceed with establishing an Auckland Future Fund and transferring AIAL 
shareholding 

 

Tell us why: 

I am not in favor of leasing the port for short term gain. The city would lose control of 
the ports direction and lessen options for change the city may wish to make during the 
period of the lease.  The port is a source of income as is the airport. . The council 
needs to deliver within its budget and look at efficiencies. I support the Mayor's 
approach to have the  gst on rates returned to council. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

See above. And, if any party is interested in leasing  

the port they must consider there are profits to be made. This may mean extra costs to 
achieve profit which will impact on costs of imports/exports etc.which   would not 
benefit Aucklanders (ratepayers). Any profits to be made belong to the city.  

 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 

Continue to fund in the short term until council budgets improve, then consider these 
payments for a future fund. 
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4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

The council dies not currently have the funds to development of the wharves. Given 
budget constraints it is better to continue to receive a return on these. From Ports of 
Auckland for these. Reconsider  development in the future. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

Same as above 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 

Support 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Other 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Diversification of investment reduces risk, and has the chance to generate higher 
returns - so long as there are appropriate controls to prevent non-strategic use of 
funds generated. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Other 

 

Tell us here: 
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Lease the operation of the port as proposed apart from the proposed 35 year length of 
the port land & wharves.  What are the reduced returns if a shorter lease period is 
offered? 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

I think the Future Fund represents a fresh new approach that should generate 
additional revenue for Auckland City on a sustainable basis. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

Transferring to Council will quite substantially reduce the value of the lease. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Very Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

I don't know 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

I don't know 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Very Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Very Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Very Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

I don't know 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Public transport, specifically trains. Don't put all eggs into the bus baskket, because 
they also get stuck in traffic just like cars! Also I'd pay more if Council consented much 
more high-rise apartment developments in urban centres (where people actually want 
to live) instead of building new suburbs next to Hamilton. A higher proportion of high-
rise apartment blocks would speed up consenting drastically. 
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1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Less roading infrastructure, fewer new roads, less greenfield developments, less 
consenting of standalone and low-density townhouse developments. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Money used on pedestrian crossings should go towards trains and cycleways. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

The train network and cycleways. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Less on pedestrian crossings 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

It's rundown and nobody uses it anymore. A bit of an eyesore. Could become a world-
class sporting facility. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Other 
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Tell us why: 

Proceed with the Auckland Future Fund, but only sell up to half the airport shares, not 
all of them. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Putting the city's major Port in management of private companies is not in the interest 
of Aucklanders. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

In new council buildings/developments, build retail spots and rent them. Use the rent 
money collected. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 
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Give them non-colonial names and keep them in Council ownership. Build 20-50 
storey apartment blocks on them so people can enjoy the Waitematā after its 
exclusivity as a car dumpyard for decades. 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

There should be high-rise apartment blocks (20+ storeys) built on the wharves and 
ports should move to Whangārei. 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 

Do not support 
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businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 
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More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 
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7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Not Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Fairly Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Fairly Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Very Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Very Important 
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Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

Not Important 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

Very Important 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

Fairly Important 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

Very Important 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Environment is paramount. If we spend less 
on environmental management, it'll come 
back to bite us - and our native taonga 
species at risk of extinction won't be able to 
be brought back from the dead. 

 
Tell us why 

A good mix of project. I think less should be spent on things like earthquake 
strengthening, and spend much more on improving environmental standards. 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

135 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

Auckland Council can save itself millions of dollars if it blocks new greenfield 
developments and forces new housing developments to be high-rise apartment blocks. 
Then Aucklanders will start seeing the benefits of more efficient public transport, better 
use of roads, and living closer to amenities. It'll pay off in the long run..
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Invest in walking and cycling pathways. Especially connecting more cycling paths 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 
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4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 

Support 
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programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

I don't know 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. I don't know 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

I don't know 
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6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Local government is better at supporting community than central government. 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Rationalise the cone issue. Stop repairing foot paths that so not need reparing. 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

I am a cyclist. I get to work on my bike. raised pedestrian crossings a good at slowing 
traffic. There is nothing efficient about using a car to get to work in many case. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Make public transport free. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Not sure about that. 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Other 

 

Tell us why: 

I do not live on the north shore. Not my hood. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 
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Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 
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Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 
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Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 
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Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

Fairly Important 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

Not Important 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

Not Important 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

Fairly Important 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

Fairly Important 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 

 

Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 
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Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Manage the number of staff you have by culling the spin doctors and woke advisors 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 
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Stop sending large buses to outer suburbs get smaller buses which are more 
economical to run which will allow traffic to flow and be more manovereable and reflect 
the number of passengers that get the bus 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Don’t support any of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Get the roading fixed first then the transport hubs with parking Stop putting in raised 
crossings, stop designated bus lanes as they are empty most of the time 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Smaller buses and more stops 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

trying to reinvent the wheel follow overseas examples of what works 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

It's a great stadium and should be used more. It makes sense to develop the areaso it 
pays for itself and is used regularly 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

Make the port  company work for the council and better dividends will be used for other 
activities 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

Putting the funds into services reducesv the need for rates rises remember who you 
are working for. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

We don't have the money to develop it yet and it's still creating money for services so 
don't fix something that is working 
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5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

You are talking 15 years for the alternative only consider things once monev important 
areas are fixed 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 
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Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Do not support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Do not support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I do not support most priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

Just fix the roads and mow the berms. If we 
don't have funds now then we have to wait 
until it can be afforded 

 
Tell us why 

Fix the roading in Mission Bay, build an overpass for pedestrians and allow traffic to 
flow which includes smaller buses remove cycleway and incorporate with the footpath. 
Fire the people at Auckland Transport who thought this was a good idea. They are sp 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 

211,212,259 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

no 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

no 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

no 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

no 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 
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Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 

Do not support 
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around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 

Support 
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2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate - Support 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
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restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 

No
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

Could have more festivals etc. Worlds events but make it that you pay to take part - so 
its optional to take past! 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

I'm not a big fan of central city area having lots of money spent as it's not an appealing 
place to be - rather money went into/local/neighborhood centers. 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Agree with capped weekly/daily transport fee. 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Buy more small buses that can better with the /trains and are more regular than 
current buses - so many e.g. than are empty in over area. 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Less on big buses/ why do we need the mall to be the same size (accept some double 
decker buses are useful). 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct,Change the operational management 

 

Tell us why: 

Do not agree it should be bowled/demolished, it was fundraising that got it open so 
now it needs funds raising that got it open so now it needs funds infection and a new 
life given to it. Lots of possibilities if people were allowed to be creative. 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 
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It has merit but too rushed! I support in principle, but we have not had enough 
information (even at the meeting I went to) and they should open the books & let us 
have more input. 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

I'm still unsure but I want the harbor to be given back as POA have taken too much. 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

Maybe some of both, invest and provide services. 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

I'm warned about the retention of our parks and those that use them with leases such 
as our public kindergardens along with other youth/community groups. 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

Definitely be great to get more of the waterfront opened up/ but not with the way it's 
done round the ferry building- so daunting to get across all line's cycleway cars turning! 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 
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Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

If we can gain some money from the lease here, then let's not put allow eggs in one 
basket. It is confusing as together this is where it is proposed to have a stadium? 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 

I don't know 
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2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate - Support 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
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Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
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7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

Ōrākei Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Ōrākei in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Complete the seismic strengthening of the 
Remuera Library 

 

Progress the Meadowbank Community 
Centre development. 

 

Assess the reactivation of facilities at 
Tagalad Reserve and work towards 
providing access for the community. 

 

Continue to work with our many community 
volunteers to eradicate plant and animal 
pests in our natural environment, including 
at Pourewa Valley and in our many beautiful 
parks and urban forests, and support other 
environmental activities, for example, the 
Environmental Forum. 

 

Continue local initiatives to enhance 
neighbourhood connections and increase 
safety. 
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Fund and support local events to showcase 
our spaces and benefit local residents and 
businesses. 

 

Continue to engage and better support our 
diverse communities and organisations, 
such as Auckland East Community Network 
and Youth of Ōrākei. 

 

Maintain efforts to monitor and improve 
water quality in our local waterways. 

 

Develop options and projects for a 
community facilities targeted rate for the 
financial year 2025/2026. 

 

Investigate ways to enhance council 
facilities in Ellerslie to better meet the 
needs of the local community. 

If we support all, we might get some! Our 
board is very active, supportive responsive 
but sometimes we need more time (from 
council) to give as time to respond. 

 
Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Ōrākei proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 2024-
2034? 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

We need to dig down & fund out from our younger parents & people local how they 
could engage more as response to open meetings is pitiful (and I understand 
remembering being far too busy with kids), but the younger generation have not had to 
fight for what is needed.
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water As proposed 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation Do more 

Parks and Community Do more 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

need top focus on transport 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

I don't know 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

I don't know 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 

Support 
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residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do more (increase council services/ investment), with higher rates increases and more 
debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do more 

Water Do more 

City and local development Do more 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development Do more 

Council support Do more 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

Yes, waste money on things we don't need or 
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2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 

Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

Auckland's Public transport is appalling and unreliable. Also way too much wasted 
money 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

Improving Services 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

Wasteful spending 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

Sadly its become a white elephant and doesn't have enough events to be viable 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

The only reason the council owns airport shares is historical and that money (from the 
sale) could be better used else where 
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4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

It';s valuable land that is wasted as a working port 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Transfer Bledisloe Terminal to council to be used for something else, that provides 
public benefit, within 15 years 

 

Tell us why: 
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As above 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Do not support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Support 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Do not support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
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increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable): Eastern Suburbs Gymnastics Club 

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 
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5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 
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Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

 

8. Do you have any other comments? 

See attachment
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Proceed with the central proposal 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport As proposed 

Water As proposed 

City and local development As proposed 

Environment and regulation As proposed 

Parks and Community As proposed 

Economic and cultural development As proposed 

Council support As proposed 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support all of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Consider redeveloping the stadium precinct 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Continue to use it to fund council services 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

Proceed with the proposal to transfer Captain Cook and Marsden wharves from the 
port to Auckland Council so they can be used for something else that provides public 
benefit. 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 

Support 
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for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Support 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

Support 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

Support 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
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Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 

Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support all priorities 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

Support 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and lease the operation 
of the port for a period of about 35 years and use the upfront payment from the lease 
to invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

Support 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

Support 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki 

 

Manurewa Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Manurewa in 2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 
 

Continue to support, deliver and fund 
initiatives that contribute to positive youth 
development. 

 

Invest in evidence-based projects that focus 
on crime prevention, safer communities and 
injury prevention. 

 

Fund and support activities that include 
older people and foster their community 
participation with a specific focus on 
reaching older migrants. 

 

Invest in community led projects and 
initiatives that respond to social connection 
and cohesion, build climate resilience and 
contribute to climate action. 

 

Develop a masterplan for Mountfort Park to 
ensure our open space and sports field 
network meets the demands of our diverse 
communities. 

 

Identify options for recreational activities to 
support people of all ages and abilities 
being casually active. 

 

Investigate community lease options to 
support Ngāti Tamaoho aspirations for a 
cultural hub at Te Pua/Keith Park. 
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Investigate the feasibility of an arts broker 
programme to nurture creative expression 
with a focus on supporting Māori and 
Pacific creative arts. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Manurewa proposed priorities for the 10-year budget 
2024-2034? 

I support most priorities 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport  

Water  

City and local development  

Environment and regulation  

Parks and Community  

Economic and cultural development  

Council support  

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

The port volumes and profits continue to rise and improve. The port is an asset for the 
New Zealand people, so let's keep it that way and keep it New Zealand owned!! 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 

Continue to use it to fund council services 
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Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 
from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
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the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools.  

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 

 

Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 
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8. Do you have any other comments? 
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Long-term Plan 2024-2034                       
 
Note:    this simplified version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose 
of publishing submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been 
removed, and handwritten submissions have been transcribed.  
 

Submitter details: 
Organisation (if applicable):  

Local Board: Ōrākei 

 

Your feedback   
1a.  Which option do you prefer for the overall direction for council’s Long-term Plan? 

Do less (reduce council services/ investment), lower rates increases and less debt 

 

1b.   What would you like Auckland Council to do more or less of? 

Transport Do less 

Water Do less 

City and local development Do less 

Environment and regulation Do less 

Parks and Community Do less 

Economic and cultural development Do less 

Council support Do less 

 

1c.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do more of that you 
would be prepared to pay more for? 

1d.  Is there anything else you would like Auckland Council to do less of so that you 
could pay less? 

 

2. What do you think of the transport proposal? 
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Support most of the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

2a. Is there anything you would spend more on? 

 

2b. Is there anything you would spend less on? 

 

3. Which options do you support for the North Harbour Stadium? 

Keep the stadium precinct as it is 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4a.  What is your preference on the proposal to establish an Auckland Future Fund 
and transfer Auckland Council’s shareholding in Auckland International Airport 
Limited (AIAL) into this fund (enabling the shares to be sold)? 

Proceed with the proposal 

 

Tell us why: 

 

4b.  Which option do you prefer for the future of Port of Auckland? 

Retain underlying council ownership of port land and wharves, and continue council 
group operation of the port (through Port of Auckland Limited), and implement the plan 
to deliver improved profitability and more dividends to council 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4c.  If the council group continues to operate the Port of Auckland how would you 
prefer the profits and dividends to be used? 
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Invest in the proposed Auckland Future Fund 

 

Tell us here: 

 

4d. Do you have any feedback on any other part of the proposal? 

Tell us here: 

 

5a.  What option do you prefer for Captain Cook and Marsden wharves? 

No change – leave Captain Cook and Marsden wharves to be managed as part of the 
port operations 

 

Tell us why: 

 

5b.  What option do you prefer for Bledisloe Terminal? 

Keep Bledisloe Terminal as a Port of Auckland operational area 

 

Tell us why: 

 

6a. What do you think of these proposals? 

Resume the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) 
and extend it to 2034/2035 so we can continue to invest in 
the protection of native ecosystems and species. This 
increases rates for the average value residential property by 
around $20.04 and $152.71 for the average value business 
property. 

Support 

Resume the Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) and 
extend it to 2034/2035 at a level to only cover the annual 
programme operating and interest costs. This ensures that 
we can continue to fund the water quality improvements in 
harbours and streams across the region, at a lower amount 
for next year than previously planned. This reduces this rate 

Support 
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from what was previously planned for the average value 
residential property by around $6.53 and $17.10 for the 
average value business property. 

Broaden the description of bus services funded by the 
Climate Action Transport Targeted Rate (CATTR) to 
reduce the need to consult each year for minor changes to 
the bus programme (any changes to the settings of the 
CATTR would still require consultation). 

I don't know 

Discontinue the Long Term Differential Strategy which 
gradually lowers the share of general rates paid by 
businesses and raises the share paid by other ratepayers. 
We also propose to raise the share businesses pay of the 
NETR, WQTR, and CATTR to align to the general rate. 

Do not support 

Re-introduce recycling charges for schools. Do not support 

Continue the planned roll out of rates funded refuse 
collection to the North Shore, Waitākere and Papakura in 
2024/2025, and Franklin and Rodney in 2025/2026, replacing 
the current pay as you throw service, and consequent rates 
change. 

I don't know 

Introduce the Franklin Local Board Paths Targeted Rate of 
$52 per SUIP (Separately Used or Inhabited Part) to provide 
increased investment in paths in the Franklin Local Board 
area. 

 

Change the Rodney Drainage Districts Targeted Rate to 
reflect public feedback and updated analysis of the benefits to 
properties and boundaries. 

I don't know 

Increase the Waitākere Rural Sewerage Targeted Rate 
from $296.75 to $336.80 (per year) for the 2024/2025, 
2025/2026, and 2026/2027 years to maintain cost recovery in 
the three-year contract cycle, and avoid an annual subsidy of 
around $117,000 from general rates, with the next cost review 
scheduled for the 2027/2028 year. 

Support 

 

6b.  Do you have any other feedback on the proposals in question 6a, the changes to 
our Revenue and Financing Policy, or other changes to fees and charges? 
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Local board priorities 
7a. Which local board area does your feedback relate to? 

Ōrākei 

 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board Priorities 
7b. What do you think of our proposed priorities for Maungakiekie-Tāmaki in 
2024/2025? 

 

More specifically, what do you think of each priority we've listed above? 

Support community groups and community-
led activities by continuing to provide local 
community grants. 

 

Building the capacity and capability of local 
community and sporting groups towards 
long-term sustainable funding models and 
independence through our strategic 
partnerships programme. 

 

Empowering community groups and 
organisations to deliver community events 
through sustainable funding models. 

 

Collaborate with mana whenua and 
neighbouring local boards to protect and 
restore our waterways through Tāmaki 
Estuary Environmental Forum and 
Manukau Harbour Forum. 

 

Encourage our rangatahi / youth and 
community to be leaders in climate action. 
For example, through programmes like 
Tiakina te taiao and Ope (biodiversity and 
climate action education programme in 
schools), Love Your Neighbourhood 
(environmental volunteer grants) and 
Songbird programmes (community pest 
control and biodiversity initiative). 
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Support business associations to continue 
supporting local businesses and ongoing 
growth, development and liveliness of town 
centres, including assisting Onehunga 
Business Associations proposed BID 
expansion. 

 

 

Tell us why 

 
7c. What do you think of the Maungakiekie-Tāmaki proposed priorities for the 10-year 
budget 2024-2034? 
 

7d. Onehunga Business Association is seeking an expansion of its Business 
Improvement District programme boundary area. If it is successful, businesses 
ratepayers and owners located within the expansion area will become members of the 
Onehunga BID programme and pay the associated BID target rate. 
 
Do you support the expansion of the Onehunga Business Improvement District (BID) 
programme and associated BID targeted rate? 

 

Tell us why 

I support most priorities 
 

8. Do you have any other comments? 
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